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The purpose of this thesis is to encourage the reading of the Scriptures at Femme Osage
Church. The project demonstrates how the Holy Spirit can use simple, daily exposure to the
Scriptures to transform apathetic participants into persons enthusiastic about reading their Bibles.
The thesis explores the enigmatic problem of apathy toward the Word and its causes from
Christian and secular viewpoints. A review of popular methodologies used to address Bible
apathy is included. This study claims that Christians fail to read the Scriptures, not because they
are lazy, but because of overlooked and misunderstood obstacles that cause apathy toward the
Word in the believer. Qualitative and quantitative data from Pre- and Post-Intervention
interviews, weekly surveys, weekly group discussions, and a Focus Group are analyzed and
reveal the impact of many obstacles, including internal conflict with the old nature, external
spiritual warfare, and routine-altering events, which can confront the believer trying to engage
the Scriptures. The thesis then offers a simple, straightforward approach that can be used to
address these obstacles, empower the participants to more consistent engagement, and change
Bible disinterest into enthusiasm for the Word of God. This methodology demonstrated a 100%
retention rate, 100% of the participants experiencing movement away from apathy, and 84%
realizing complete transformation from apathy to enthusiasm for the Word of God. Prayerfully
working through this eight-week approach can help individual Christians and congregations
awaken from Bible-apathy to Bible-enthusiasm.
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translation, Scriptures, Word of God, and spiritual warfare.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Femme Osage Church (FOC) has a proud history of being faithful to upholding the
Scriptures as the inspired and inerrant Word of God. After being established in 1833 by Pietistic
German immigrants, the church at Femme Osage, Missouri, immediately became a lightning rod
for liberal, rationalistic aggression pressing the congregation to reject the Word of God as
inspired and authoritative. A year before Femme Osage was settled, a settlement where nearby
Dutzow, Missouri now stands, became the new home to German-rationalist Rev. Frederick
Muench and his followers. Muench and his people took vehement exception to Garlichs’ new
settlement and his congregation in Femme Osage.
Unfortunately, the two kinds of settlers held different religious views. Pastor Muench and
his followers were rationalists and put human reason above the Bible, which they did not
regard as the infallible truth of a divine revelation. Garlichs and his people, on the other
hand, held fast to the teachings of the Bible as accepted by the Church [sic] of the
Reformation. Rationalism meant enmity to Christ, while the Church [sic] exalted Christ
and his work of salvation.
The new settlers [the Rationalists] sought to win over the members of Garlichs’
congregations to their own ideas and purposes, chiefly because of a natural antagonism
toward the views held by the peasants [as they called Garlichs’ congregation] ….
Naturally such efforts caused bitter strife, and Garlichs not only had to defend his whole
field, but also to contend for the faith of his people. The opposition was quite influential
because it was supported by the irreligious German press in St. Louis, which slandered
and ridiculed the so-called backwoods religion of the peasant settlers in every way
possible.1
Throughout the 19th century, the Femme Osage congregation refused to compromise their
position on the Bible despite the relentless attacks of their neighbors. Over the years, the
congregation has remained faithful to their belief in the inspired Word of God.

1
Henry Bode, Builders of Our Foundations (Webster Groves, MO: Privately Published by the Bode
Family, 1940), 58-59.
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After surviving nearly two centuries, the Femme Osage congregation is again battling
liberal attempts to compromise its convictions regarding the Scriptures. In this current struggle, a
strange phenomenon is occurring. While the Femme Osage congregation will defend the
authority and inspiration of the Scriptures, they show little interest in Bible reading, Bible study,
or personal devotions using the Word of God. This project will explore the apathy toward
engaging the Word of God exhibited by the Femme Osage congregation and provide a potential
intervention.
Ministry Context
History
Femme Osage Church was founded in 1833 by gentleman-farmer Hermann Garlichs.
From 1831 through 1833, Garlichs preached in homes, barns, and bars, reaching out to the new
German settlers in and around the Femme Osage Creek (French for “Creek of the Osage
Woman”) to establish his small congregation.2 “Now and then [sic] a pious and devout German
preacher would establish himself in a community, as did Hermann Garlichs at Femme Osage and
St. Charles, Missouri.”3 Originally called “Deutsche Evangelische Kirchengemeinde” (German
Evangelical Parish), the congregation changed its name to “Femme Osage Deutsche
Evangelische Kirche” (Femme Osage German Evangelical Church) once it was firmly
established by Garlichs. The congregation would become instrumental in the organization of the
“Der Deutsche Evangelische Kirchenverein des Westens” (German Evangelical Church Society

2
Eugenia L. Harrison, “Place Names of Four River Counties in Eastern Missouri” (M.A. thesis, University
of Missouri-Columbia, 1943), as quoted by St. Charles County, Ramsay Place Names File, 1928-1945; “St. Charles
County,” The State Historical Society of Missouri, 2022,
https://collections.shsmo.org/manuscripts/columbia/C2366/st-charles-county.
3
Carl E. Schneider, The German Church on the American Frontier: A Study in the Rise of Religion among
the Germans of the West (St. Louis, MO: Eden Publishing House, 1939), 38.
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of the West) in 1840, which shortly afterward organized into “The German Evangelical Synod of
North America.”4
Garlichs’ congregation was part of the nineteenth-century Pietistic movement in
Germany, which transplanted itself into the North American wilderness. As explained by an
unnamed author for Christianity Today:
Pietists were basically interested in the religious renewal of the individual, belief in the
Bible as the unfailing guide to faith and life, a complete commitment to Christ which
must be evident in the Christian’s life, the need for Christian nurture through the faithful
use of appropriate devotional aids, including sermons and hymns, and finally a concern to
apply the love of Christ so as to alleviate the social and cultural ills of the day.5
As a Pietist, Garlichs believed in the authoritative Word of God, that God’s children are
meant to have a personal relationship with the Creator, and the resurrection of the Lord Jesus.
These three points were rejected by the liberal, rationalistic German churches which surrounded
the Femme Osage valley. As a result of theological differences, both the liberal Protestant
Germans and the Catholic Germans in the Femme Osage region verbally assailed Garlichs and
the young congregation.6 Yet, the church survived and thrived to proudly wear the moniker “The
First German Evangelical Church West of the Mississippi.”7 Within the first ten years of the
Femme Osage congregation’s existence, Garlichs established six more evangelical congregations
on the Missouri frontier: Friedens Church in St. Charles, 1834; Harmonie Church in Warrenton,

4

Schneider, 268-81.

“You’re Such a Pietist,” Christianity Today, 1986,
https://www.christianitytoday.com/history/issues/issue-10/youre-such-pietist.html.
5

6
Hermann Garlich, “Article by Pastor Hermann Garlich,” Anzeiger Die Westens (Indicator of the West),
May 27, 1843, 2.

“Femme Osage Church | Augusta (Femme Osage), Saint Charles County, Missouri,” St. Louis County
Library, 2022, https://www.slcl.org/content/femme-osage-church-augusta-femme-osage-saint-charles-countymissouri.
7
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1842; St. Peter’s Church in Washington, 1844; Immanuel Church in Holstein, 1839; St. John’s
Church in Cappeln, 1857; and Bethany Church in Schluersburg, 1844.8
Many challenges came to the congregation from the mid-1800s to the early 1900s.
Garlichs moved to a congregation in New York, the pulpit continued to attract the attention of
public theological debate, and the church grew from a log cabin (1833-1838) to a stone sanctuary
(1838-1888) to a wooden sanctuary with stain-glass windows (1888 – present).
During World War I, the anti-German sentiment was high in the United States, so the
congregation dropped the “German” in their name and became “Femme Osage Evangelical
Church.” Despite the attacks on their Pietistic pulpit, the congregation remained faithful to the
Scriptures and outlasted multiple attempts to have them close. In 1929, The German Evangelical
Synod of North America, while negotiating a merger with The German Reformed Church in the
United States, dropped the “German” from its name and became simply “The Evangelical Synod
of North America.” Upon the successful merger with the German Reformed Church in 1934, the
new denomination called itself “The Evangelical and Reformed Church (E&R Church).”9 As a
result of this merger, the congregation changed its name to “Femme Osage Evangelical and
Reformed Church.”10
In 1957, The E&R Church merged with the Congregational Christians denomination to
form the United Church of Christ (UCC).11 Thus, prompting once again the name change of the

“Immanuel Congregation in St. Charles Based on a Foundation by Hermann Garlichs,” Concordia
Historical Institute Quarterly 77-78 (2004): 245; “Femme Osage Church.”
8

9

Schneider, The German Church on the American Frontier: A Study in the Rise of Religion among the
Germans of the West; “The German Evangelical Synod,” The United Church of Christ, 2022,
https://www.ucc.org/about-us_short-course_the-german-evangelical-synod.
10

“Congregational Meeting Minutes of 1935” (Femme Osage German Evangelical Church, 1935),

January,1.
11
Amy Tikkanen, “United Church of Christ,” in Britannica (Britannica, 2022),
https://www.britannica.com/topic/United-Church-of-Christ.
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congregation to the “Femme Osage United Church of Christ.”12 But with the name change came
trouble with the denominational leadership.
Beginning in the 1960s, radical liberals began infiltrating the UCC Conferences and
Synod. Like the German liberals of old, these modern-day liberals deny the inspiration of the
Scriptures and seek to sway UCC congregations to their theological platform.
Holding Fast to the Inspired Word of God
The rejection of Scripture as inspired and inerrant did not occur overnight in the UCC;
instead, it was a subtle, decades-long transformation commenced by Progressive theologians
embraced by liberal UCC pastors and seminary professors. As stated by the UCC Eden
Seminary’s president Deborah Krause, “Eden has long served as a pillar of the progressive
Christian movement, . . .”13
Transitioning into a “pillar of progressive Christianity” began in the mid-1960s through
the 1980s with the rejection of Bible inerrancy. Progressive theologians, such as Marcus J. Borg,
whom Cindy Crosby and Karen Jones describe as “a well-known progressive Christian, . . .
describes progressive Christianity as rejecting Bible inerrancy and literalism and affirming
religious pluralism . . . ."14
Then from the 1980s to the present, the UCC Synodical leaders gradually introduced the
redefining of the term “inspired” by using a reductio ad absurdum argument, stating that,
“Many Evangelicals believe in the “verbal plenary inspiration” of scripture [sic]. They
insist that every word in the Bible is “God-breathed,” and they read the scriptures [sic]
literally. In contrast, many Progressives say they take the Bible seriously but not literally.
12

“Congregational Meeting Minutes of 1958” (Femme Osage German Evangelical Church, January 1958).

13
Michael Ferguson, “Presbyterian Scholar Selected to Lead Eden Theological Seminary,” Presbyterian
News Service, December 17, 2019.
14

Marcus J. Borg, Evolution of the Word, The New Testament Books in the Order They Were Written (New
York: HarperOne, 2012) as quoted by Cindy Crosby and Karen Jones, “Marcus Borg: Reordering the New
Testament,” Publishers Weekly 259, no. 21 (May 21, 2012).

6
They say that the Bible is the Word of God, not a science textbook. It gives us general
faith principles, but does not tell us who to vote for, or whether the United States should
bomb Iran’s nuclear facilities, or if a caregiving wife should have doctors disconnect her
dying husband’s life-support system.”15
Then, “inspired” was redefined and reduced to “a revealing of God” as described by
human authors. “It’s true that the Bible was written by human beings. It did not fall out of the
sky, nor was it discovered whole and intact in a cave. But this does not mean that it is not
“inspired” or revealing of God . . . .”16
Without any formal declaration stating its opposition to progressive theology, Femme
Osage Church continued its conviction of choosing pastors who affirmed biblical inspiration and
inerrancy. Amy Barron, Chair of the Femme Osage Pastoral Search Committee writes, “Our next
pastor should be a person of deep personal faith who believes in and teaches the Holy Scriptures
as God’s true [inerrant] and infallible Word and adheres to the doctrines of classical Christian
faith as expressed in the great creeds and confessions of the historic church.”17
Remaining faithful to its Pietistic heritage, the Femme Osage congregation rejected
attempts to fill their pulpit with Progressive ministers recommended by their UCC Conference.
While debating whether to remain in the UCC, the congregation voted to join the Evangelical
Association (EA) in 2019 and hired a full-time minister from its ranks.18 After thirty years of
interim and short-term pastorates, the Femme Osage congregation once again has a dedicated,
evangelical pastor committed to the authority and divine inspiration of the Word.

15
Christopher Xenakis, “UCC Evangelicals and Progressives: How They’re Different. Why It Matters.”
(The Center for Analytics, Research & Development, September 5, 2016), https://carducc.wordpress.com.

Lillian Daniel, “Do We Believe in the Bible?” in The Bible and the United Church of Christ (Cleveland,
OH: Writer’s Group 2008, Local Church Ministries, United Church of Christ, 2008).
16

17

Amy Barron, “Femme Osage Pastoral Search Brochure” (Femme Osage Church, 2019), 3.

18

“Congregational Meeting Minutes of 2019” (Femme Osage Church, January 2019), 1.
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Location and Industries
Femme Osage Church (UCC, EA) is centrally located in the hills of Missouri wine
country just an hour west of St. Louis, Missouri. The historic church is situated alongside the
Femme Osage Creek on forty-three acres of woodland. Lewis and Clark mapped the Femme
Osage Creek while making their historic journey to the Pacific in 1803. The village of Femme
Osage, founded in 1830, boasts a population of nine people. Besides the church, a solo bed-andbreakfast is the only industry within the city limits. Surrounding the church property are tens of
thousands of acres of hilly, woodland which was the hunting grounds of Daniel Boone. The flat
bottomlands of the Femme Osage Valley are prime farming land. Over the past several decades,
a steady increase of commercial wineries in the area has increased tourism and its supporting
industries.
Demographics
The congregation of Femme Osage Church consists primarily of direct descendants of the
early German immigrants of the 1830s. Retirees from the St. Louis region who have built their
retirement homes in the Femme Osage area make up the rest of the congregation. Membership
has remained consistent over the past decade averaging 176 members (see Table 1.1 Femme
Osage Church Membership).
Table 1.1 Femme Osage Church Membership
Membership
Number of Church Members
Average attendance at worship
Average participation of children/youth in C.E.
Average weekly participation in adult education
Number of members who are ordained clergy

%
24%
0%

2020
178
43
11
0
0

Source: Amy Barron, “Femme Osage Church Profile,” January 2021.

2015
177
43
13
0
0

2010
174
90
18
0
0
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The lack of participation in adult education over the past ten years is indicative of a
decades-long pattern of not offering any adult education classes. In addition, due to a pastoral
crisis, the attendance in worship dropped from fifty-two percent in 2010 to twenty-four percent
in 2020.
Currently, Femme Osage Church is undergoing a significant demographic change. The
adult children of the members are of age now, where they are taking over the family farms and
starting their own families (see Table 1.2 Femme Osage Church Age Profile).
Table 1.2 Femme Osage Church Age Profile
Age
0-5
6-18
19-34
35-49
50-64
65-74
75+

%
2
2
27
7
19
19
24

Number of Members
4
4
48
12
34
34
42

Source: Amy Barron, “Femme Osage Church Profile,” January 2021.
Almost half of the couples in the church are empty nesters with their adult children living
outside the Femme Osage Valley area (see Table 1.3 Femme Osage Church Family Units).
Single members (mainly retirees and widows) comprise over one-third of the congregation.
Table 1.3 Femme Osage Church Family Units
Family Units

%

Couples with children at home
Couples without children at home
Single
Single parent with children at home

16
48
36
0

Number of
Units
14
41
61
0

Source: Amy Barron, “Femme Osage Church Profile,” January 2021.
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Approximately seventy percent of the congregation is locally employed, with
farmer/rancher being the dominant occupation (see Table 1.4 Femme Osage Church
Occupations). Retirees make up twenty-nine percent of the congregation.
Table 1.4 Femme Osage Church Adult Occupations
Adult Occupations

%

Business
Clerical
Farmer/Rancher
Laborer/Manufacturing
Professional
Student
Tradesperson
Retired

17
10
29
5
5
0
5
29

Number of
Adults
29
17
49
9
9
0
9
49

Source: Amy Barron, “Femme Osage Church Profile,” January 2021.
As noted in Table 1.5 Femme Osage Church Education Level of Adults, wherein almost
half of the adult population has graduated high school but did not go any further with their
education. Fifteen percent of the congregation attended some college or vocational school. These
two statistics could indicate a lower reading level than in an urban, college-town congregation.
Table 1.5 Femme Osage Church Education Level of Adults
Education Level of Adults
Completed less than high school
High school graduates
Some college/vocational school
College graduates
Graduate school

%
0
45
15
30
10

Number of Adults
0
77
26
51
17

Source: Amy Barron, “Femme Osage Church Profile,” January 2021.
Denominational Polity and Dual Membership
The polity of the United Church of Christ is a confederacy of independent,
congregational churches. Each congregation maintains complete sovereignty over their land and
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affairs. The congregations are in covenant (membership) only by mutual agreement with their
conferences and the Synod. Unlike Episcopal polity, where authority comes from the top down,
the authority of the UCC is bottom up and resides in the individual congregations. The Synod
and Conference offices are limited to only suggesting and advising the congregations. A
congregation is free to follow or reject the counsel of the Synod and their Conference. Article 18
of the UCC Constitution reads in part:
The autonomy of the Local Church is inherent and modifiable only by its own action.
Nothing in this Constitution and the Bylaws of the United Church of Christ shall destroy
or limit the right of each Local Church to continue to operate in the way customary to it;
nor shall be construed as giving to the General Synod, or to any Conference or
Association now, or at any future time, the power to abridge or impair the autonomy of
any Local Church in the management of its own affairs, . . .19
Because of the polity of congregational autonomy, Femme Osage Church has maintained
firm convictions regarding the fundamental and historic principles of the Christian faith. “We
have become affiliated with the Evangelical Association as we desire to remain true to the
traditional, orthodox, biblical, evangelical theology upon which our church was founded in
1833.”20
The Evangelical Association is not a denomination but an association consisting
primarily of former and current UCC congregations. In the Evangelical Association, Bibleaffirming UCC ordained clergy can hold and maintain their credentials without fear of
retribution from their respective UCC Conferences. In addition, Bible-based UCC congregations
can find fellowship and commonality with like-minded churches. “The Evangelical Association
of Reformed and Congregational Christian Churches (EA) is a growing, national voluntary

“The Constitution of the United Church of Christ” (The National Setting of the United Church of Christ,
2022), https://www.ucc.org/who-we-are/constitution-and-bylaws/.
19

20

Barron, “Femme Osage Pastoral Search Brochure,” 4.
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association of churches, ministers, and believers networking together to further the cause of our
Lord Jesus Christ. Recognition in this Association is fully compatible with the participation in
other denominations and associations.”21
Femme Osage Church joined the EA in 2019 and now holds dual membership in both the
UCC and the Evangelical Association. By remaining in the UCC, the Femme Osage
congregation is steadfast in continuing a historic biblical witness to the authority and inspiration
of the Word in an increasingly liberal environment.
Devotional and Prayer Life
In late 2020, the Femme Osage congregation was surveyed regarding their devotional and
prayer life. Of 170 adults, 30 surveys were returned resulting in a 18% response. When asked if
they used a Bible in their private time with God, 11 persons (37%) declined to answer the
question, 15 persons (50%) responded negatively, and only four respondents (21%) answered in
the affirmative (see Table 1.6 Bible Devotions by Adults).
Table 1.6 Bible Devotions by Adults
Do you know how to use your Bible to have a private time with God?
No, I do not know how to do this.
No, but I use a devotional guide instead.
Yes, I know how but I am not in the habit
Yes
Did not respond to the question

%
17
7
27
13
37

Number of
Adults
5
2
8
4
11

Source: Jeffrey Willey, “Devotional and Prayer Life Survey,” December 2020.
A follow-up question was asked regarding how the members spend private time with God
(see Table 1.7 Private Time with God). All 30 of the surveyed members responded. Twelve
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members (40%) consider spending time in nature as a substitute for Bible devotions. This
statistic is not surprising as many church members are farmers/ranchers and spend most of their
time outdoors. Only seven members (23%) indicated they used their Bible in their private time
with God.
Table 1.7 Private Time with God
How do you spend personal, private time with God?
I do not know how to do this.
I know how, but I never developed the habit.
I spend time in nature.
I use a devotional guide.
I use the Bible.

%
3
17
40
17
23

Number of Adults
1
5
12
5
7

Source: Jeffrey Willey, “Devotional and Prayer Life Survey,” December 2020.
Problem Presented
The problem this project will address is the members of Femme Osage Church neglect
personal interaction with the Scriptures and demonstrate disinterest for the Word of God. Of 170
adult members, only four (2%) are confirmed to have private time with God using their Bible
(see Table 1.6 Bible Devotions by Adults).
Compared to national statistics, Femme Osage members fair well below the national
numbers. As reported by the American Bible Society, of the 2,598 survey respondents, ten
percent of Bible readers read daily (see Figure 1.1 American Bible Society Bible Readers).22
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Jeffery Fulks, Randy Petersen, and John Farquhar Plake, “State of the Bible USA 2022” (American Bible
Society, June 2022), 17.
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Figure 1.1 American Bible Society Bible Readers

Source: American Bible Society’s State of the Bible USA 2022 Report
Although Femme Osage members are frequently encouraged to bring their Bibles to
church, members fail to do so. A Pastor-led Bible study is offered on Sunday mornings, but of
170 members, only two (1%) have sporadically attended. A Wednesday evening Bible study was
started, but only three individuals (2%) were in occasional attendance. A deeper problem than
disinterest may exist. A relationship with God may be lacking, resulting in apathy toward the
Word. The Intervention will address this concern (see “Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework:
Apatheism” and Appendix I).
This researcher believes the only cure for Word-apathy, ironically, is the Living Word. It
takes exposing the apathetic person to the Scriptures; in doing so, the Holy Spirit can work
through the Word to transform Word-apathy into enthusiasm for the Scriptures.
Regarding Femme Osage Church, while almost every adult member of the congregation
owns a personal Bible, very few members read their Bibles or have Bible-based devotions. For a
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congregation willing to hold firm convictions regarding the divinely-inspired Word of God, the
congregation demonstrates a puzzling disinterest toward the Bible in their personal lives.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this Doctor of Ministry (DMIN) study is to equip selected adult members
of Femme Osage Church with a multi-faceted approach to the Scriptures to transform an evident
lack of engagement with God’s Word into enthusiasm for the Word. The intervention will equip
the participants with a multi-faceted approach, including intercessory prayer, daily Bible
reading/listening, daily devotions or quiet times, Scripture memory, and a Bible study to benefit
their personal spiritual growth. In short, the participants will be intentionally saturated in the
Word of God with the expectation that the Holy Spirit will use these tools to transform their
Word-apathy into enthusiasm for the Word. There are five factors to consider in this
intervention.
First, the context of this intervention is within the realm of spiritual warfare. The
Kingdom of Darkness has a severe aversion to the believers of Jesus being daily exposed to the
Living Word. Participants in the project can expect to encounter various obstacles limiting or
prohibiting their ability to be in the Word as planned.
Second, as it is this author’s conviction that only the Holy Spirit can rejuvenate an
apathetic heart, this project will be bathed in intercessory prayer for the Holy Spirit to work in
the hearts of apathetic church members. Daily prayer by the pastor and prayer team will petition
the Lord to give the participants a hunger for the Word and protection from the forces of evil
striving to interfere with developing spiritual disciplines in the Word.
Third, the pastor will personally recruit church members to participate in eight sessions of
Bible-centric reading, listening, devotions, and Bible study material. It is believed that a personal
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invitation will be more effective in recruiting church members to participate than a general
announcement.
Fourth, the participants will learn the pleasure of reading the Bible, learn how to do a
personal quiet time or private devotion in the Word, complete an introductory Bible study, and
memorize Bible passages that are meaningful to them. The strategy is to pray that the Holy Spirit
will work through these Bible-centric activities to transform apathy into enthusiasm for the Word
of God.
Fifth, the participants will be surveyed weekly about the frequency of interaction with the
Word, the obstacles they encountered trying to engage the Word, and the benefits they received
while being in the Word. In this manner, this researcher will measure changes in the participant’s
apathy or enthusiasm for the Word during the Intervention.
Basic Assumptions
One of the critical matters of the action research project is the honesty in which the
participants complete the Weekly Surveys. Honesty in answering the questions will be
emphasized to arrive at accurate conclusions in transforming or not transforming their apathy
toward the Word of God. The surveys intentionally provide various ways of expressing any
apathy or reluctance in engaging the Scriptures. In addition, honesty in the surveys will allow
this researcher to measure the success or failure of saturating the participants in the Bible to
address their current apathy toward the Word.
Another assumption is the pastor personally recruiting the participants will yield better
results than a general announcement from the pulpit. A personal invitation by the pastor is more
meaningful than an open invitation. Also, in this way, the small groups can be constructed with
persons in the same phase of life. Young parents can be grouped with other young parents.
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Retired persons can be in the same small group as other retirees. It is believed that this likemindedness will increase the chance of the small groups’ success in interaction and
accountability.
During the action research project, participants will be instructed on how to read or listen
to the Bible, how to utilize the Scripture references in a devotional using Jesus Calling, and have
a quiet time using only their Bibles. After learning these three techniques, the participants will
first be encouraged to build the habit of daily reading or listening to the Bible. Second, they will
be encouraged to continue having a devotional with Jesus Calling (wherein they investigate the
associated Bible passages) or a quiet time with only their Bible. They will not be asked to do
both a devotional and a quiet time; instead, they will choose one methodology of spending
private time with the Lord. The expectation is that the participants will remain consistent with at
least one methodology (Bible listening/reading, investigating the Scripture references of Jesus
Calling, or a quiet time with their Bibles) for the duration of the intervention.
Definitions
In researching apathy toward the Word of God, two specific terms need to be defined:
apatheism and apathy. While similar in spelling, these two terms provide two distinct conditions
which may affect a person’s interest and interaction with the Scriptures.
Apatheism: In his book Apatheism, Kyle Beshears defines the term as “When a person
believes God is unimportant and feels that way as well. So, an apatheist is cognitively indifferent
and emotionally apathetic toward God.”23 Jonathan Rauch defines apatheism as “a disinclination
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to care all that much about one’s own religion, and an even stronger disinclination to care about
other people’s [religion].”24
Apathy: Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines apathy as “a lack of feeling of emotions”
and “a lack of interest or concern.”25 Reinhard Hütter explains apathy in the context of a
relationship with God when he says, “It is the very forgoing of friendship with God.”26 Hütter
equates apathy with acedia when he states, “Christian spiritual wisdom has always regarded
acedia as a vice that, unchecked, will eventually prove deadly to the Christian life. For spiritual
apathy first leads us to despair of God’s love and mercy and eventually issues in a sadness that
will always cause problems.”27 Hütter’s definition is very fitting regarding apathy for the Word
of God. If reading and listening to the Word of God is a primary mechanism for God to
communicate with His children, then apathy for the Word of God can lend itself toward
spiritually deafness to the Lord.
Limitations
Apathy for the Word of God appears to permeate the congregation of Femme Osage
Church (UCC, EA) and could be caused by several factors, which are detailed later in this thesis.
While it is tempting to look for a “one size fits all” single solution, no solution can meet all the
needs of every person experiencing apathy toward the Word. Yet, an attempt must be made at
addressing the problem.

Jonathan Rauch, “Let It Be: The Greatest Development in Modern Religion Is Not a Religion at All - It’s
an Attitude Best Described as ‘Apatheism,’” The Atlantic 291, no. 4 (May 2003), https://go-galecom.ezproxy.liberty.edu/ps/i.do?p=BIC&u=vic_liberty&id=GALE%7CA30592639&v=2.1&it=r&sid=summon.
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Reinhard Hütter, “Pornography and Acedia,” First Things: A Monthly Journal of Religion and Public
Life, no. 222 (April 2012): 45-49.
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This author contends that the Holy Spirit must quicken an apathetic heart toward the
Word, and this quickening is stimulated by intercessory prayer. Also, as the apathetic person
interacts with the Scriptures, the Holy Spirit can work through the biblical interactions to change
the heart from apathy to enthusiasm. The project's goal is to saturate the participant in the Word
of God through various means in hopes that the Holy Spirit will work during the process.
However, the Holy Spirit will work as He will, and there is no guarantee the participant will be
shaken from their apathy toward the Word.
The project will consist of three small groups, and each small group will determine the
scheduling of their respective sessions. The goal is to meet weekly, but allowances will be made
for poor weather and conflicts with personal schedules. Providing an online Zoom meeting
option is intended to reduce the need to reschedule based on the needs of the home (i.e.,
watching infants) and COVID concerns. It is more important to meet as a complete small group
than push through the intervention with a partial small group.
There is a concern regarding the reading level of the average adult member at Femme
Osage. It is highly possible that the participant will not complete the Bible readings simply
because they do not read well or because they do not enjoy reading. For these cases, an audio
Bible from the BibleGateway digital application (see Appendix J) or The Living Bible (see
Appendix K) will be utilized free of cost. The BibleGateway application provides many
translations and multiple versions of the Bible in English. Some versions, such as The Living
Bible, have an audio option wherein the software reads the Bible to the listener. Both
applications can be downloaded on a computer, tablet, or smartphone.
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Delimitations
The action research project will be conducted in the homes of Femme Osage Church
(UCC, EA) members in rural St. Charles County, Missouri. The project will consist of
interviewing, educating, and interacting in the Word with eighteen to twenty-four adult members
(herein referred to as “the Core Group”) for a period of eight sessions. The Core Group will be
divided into three small groups of six to eight people and will meet in one of the small group
members’ homes or over the Internet in a Zoom meeting.
The ages of the Core Group members will be categorized by the following five ranges:
ages 19-34, 35-49, 50-64, 65-74, and 75+. The occupations of the Core Group members will be
categorized by the following ten categories: business, clerical, farmer/rancher,
laborer/manufacturing, professional, student, tradesperson, retired, and other.
A select number of participants (estimated 10-12) will be interviewed before and after the
intervention regarding their spiritual condition and interaction with the Word (see Appendix G:
Pre-Intervention Interview Questions and Appendix M: Post-Intervention Interview Questions).
The Core Group will be surveyed before, during, and after the completion of the project with a
brief survey that will record their degree of interest for the Word of God (see Appendix H:
Weekly Survey). Along with the age group and occupation, the date of the survey, gender of the
church member, and which methodology is preferred to engage the Word will be recorded. The
survey will also document the Core Members’ obstacles and benefits experienced when investing
time in the Word.
The Bible-related resources will be the Bible, BibleGateway digital and audio Bible (see
Appendix J), The Living Translation audio Bible (see Appendix K), Jesus Calling devotional
guide, and an original Bible study (see Appendix I). Emphasis will be given to applying the
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Word of God to daily living. In addition, the Core Group Members will be encouraged to pray
for a growing hunger for the Word of God in their own lives.
Thesis Statement
If members of Femme Osage Church participate in a multiple-faceted Bible-engagement
study, the study will foster a greater sense of biblical interest and engagement among the study
participants.
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Literature Review
Introduction
The problem is the members of Femme Osage Church neglect personal interaction with
the Scriptures and have become disinterested toward the Word of God. Therefore, this Review of
Literature will begin with a secular perspective of apathy, present an understanding of apathy
within the church, continue with a review of the possible solutions to apathy toward the Word,
and conclude with a review of the gaps in the literature.
A Secular Perspective of Apathy
A Symptom and a Syndrome
Apathy is quite common and permeates many occupations.28 Much has been written
about it, particularly in the fields of medical science and clinical psychology. Researchers in both
fields are striving to identify the cause of apathy and propose possible treatments. While there is
some disagreement about the nature of apathy, there seems to be a general consensus that apathy
is both a symptom of a deeper issue and a syndrome in of itself. Robert Marin, M.D. states,
“Apathy occurs in many psychiatric, neurologic, and medical disorders. Contrary to common
impression, apathy is not a "depressive equivalent," that is, a symptom that implies a primary
diagnosis of a depressive disorder…. Apathy occurs as both a symptom and a syndrome.”29
Joseph Friedman, M.D. concurs when he writes, “Apathy is common. It may be normal,
as in, “I don’t care about” something, or pathological, a syndrome often present as one of the
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cardinal features of depression, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and a host of other
disorders. Like most behavioral constructs, it is complex and difficult to understand, and has no
objective markers.”30
A Lack of Motivation
In his analysis of apathy, Marin offers a method of diagnosis as to whether or not apathy
is a syndrome or a symptom based on the level of the lack of motivation:
Apathy occurs as both a symptom and a syndrome. In either case, it represents a lack of
motivation. To diagnose a patient as showing a symptom or a syndrome of apathy, one
follows the conventional approach to clinical assessment. When lack of motivation is the
dominant feature of the clinical presentation, then apathy is a syndrome. If diminished,
motivation occurs in the context of some other clinical syndrome, then apathy is a
symptom of that syndrome. For example, diminished motivation may be a symptom of
dementia, delirium, depression, and so on.31
In agreement with Marin are authors Thomas Frederick, Scott Dunbar, and Yvonne Thai,
who write in Pastoral Psychology, “Acedia is often translated as apathy in English, which
captures an important motivational, experiential dimension of acedia. Namely, apathy describes
the affective, motivational condition of the individual experiencing burnout.”32 The authors
concur that a lack of motivation is the signature sign of apathy, whether it is a syndrome or a
symptom.
An Understanding of Apathy in the Church
From the secular perspective, the causes and manifestations of apathy, whether a
syndrome or symptom, are so numerous that they go beyond the scope of this thesis. This is
equally true for apathy in the church. While the specific causes of apathy are elusive and
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numerous, one may wonder how pervasive is apathy in the church? Shayne Wheeler writes of
Bob Henderson’s emphasis on the hidden and pervasive nature of apathy when Henderson calls
the church to resist “the Trojan horses of apathy, comfort, and abject spiritual ignorance and
laziness.”33 Richard Fuhr and Gary Yates deem it necessary to send out an all-church alert to
apathy when they write, “Just like Israel and Judah, the church must take to heart the prophets’
call to reject religious formalism and spiritual apathy and to return to a vibrant relationship with
God.”34
While no one knows the exact extent of apathy in the church, its pervasive nature and
widespread existence in the secular world gives an indication that apathy in the church is likely
to be extensive. As derived from the research, this thesis will examine three possible causes of
apathy toward the Word of God in the church: apatheism, the distractions of an affluent society,
and apathy, in general.
Apatheism
Apatheism is a sense of disinterest toward God and His Word. Kyle Beshears contends
there are two reasons for apatheism: secularism and an affluent society. He notes:
It is in this soil – contestability, diversity, comfort, and distraction – that apatheism not
only grows but flourishes. These four factors account for the two primary reasons
apatheism exists. First, people lack a reason to care about God because of secularism, and
second, people lack the motivation to care about God because of affluence and
technology.35
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Beshears continues his argument, “At its core, apatheism is not merely disinterest in the
person of God but also in his love and good actions toward us. It is a holistic dismissal of God
without consideration of who he is and what he does.”36 This dismissal includes His Word.
In his book, Apatheism, Beshears suggests a subtle approach to address the problem of
apatheism. He contends that the practicing Christian openly exhibits the joy and affection of the
Christian’s lifestyle before the apatheist. “If apathy is the opposite of affection, and a faithful
affection is where we want to help apatheists go, then we need first show them what they’re
missing out on.”37 Beshears contends that asking the question “What brings you joy?” can plant a
seed of doubt in the apatheist.
The challenge to this approach, however, is three-fold. First, it assumes a situation where
the believer can have extended and repeated conversations with the apatheist. Second, it assumes
the apatheist will take the bait and engage in a conversation about joy, the Bible, and spiritual
matters of which they have absolutely no interest. Beshears depends upon stimulating the
person’s intellect with his joy question and hoping for a second chance to engage the apatheist in
an intellectual discussion. Third, this researcher believes this approach lacks the Holy Spirit's
role in the process. The difference is made not by intellectual stimulation but by the Holy Spirit,
who can spark curiosity in the heart of the apatheist. Beshears does not mention this difference in
his argument.
It is reasonable to assume that some of the apathy toward the Word in the Femme Osage
congregation is caused by apatheism. There exists the possibility that some church members are
not believers but are apatheists. The solution to this problem is a clear presentation of the gospel
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of Christ. During the intervention, the gospel message is examined and discussed (see Appendix
I), thus providing the Holy Spirit the means to demonstrate His act of regeneration in a person’s
heart.
The Distraction of an Affluent Society
The distraction of society is another significant contributor to apathy toward the Word.
Modern-day American society offers a plethora of distractions for Christians. In the competition
for the Christian’s attention and affection are work, sports, shopping, and a host of other
distractions. People are too busy to invest time in the Word and contemplate spiritual matters.
Beshears comments on the impact of societal distraction upon the modern-day, Word-apathetic
Christian: “For some people, it’s not that they disbelieve because they’ve been convinced
otherwise. They don’t believe because they don’t see the point. Affluent society tends to all our
wants and needs, entertaining and amusing us. We live comfortably and distracted, which keeps
us from contemplating the biggest questions of life.”38 Beshears words echo the warning the
Lord gives the church, “So because you are lukewarm, and neither hot nor cold, I will spit you
out of My mouth. Because you say, “I am rich, and have become wealthy, and have need of
nothing,” and you do not know that you are wretched and miserable and poor and blind and
naked, …” (Rev 3:14-22). Unfortunately, Beshears offers no solution to overcome the
distractions of the affluent American society, contributing to apathy toward the Word.
In his book Passion Cry, Robbie Symons attributes the disinterest in the Bible and
spiritual matters to materialism. He contends, “I am convinced that one of the leading causes, if
not the cause, of apathy in the Western Church is a divided and diluted devotion due to
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materialism.”39 Symon’s recommendation to overcome materialism is for Christians to repent
and choose to live a simpler lifestyle. It is argued that by being less distracted with materialism,
the Christian will have more time for God and His Word. He writes, “This call for simplicity
results in a life-changing passion.”40 This life-changing passion results in a desire to feast upon
the Word of God. Symons acknowledges it is a deep heart issue and one not easy to change.
“What we are passionate about determines what we make sacrifices for, and this is why apathy is
killing the Church [sic]. It’s ultimately a heart issue.”41
Symons makes no mention of the Holy Spirit’s role in transforming apathy for the Word
into enthusiasm. His argument assumes that less focus on materialism and affluence will
translate into more attention to God and His Word. Having less in terms of material possessions
does not necessarily equate to having more enthusiasm for the Word of God, as outward changes
do not necessarily change the heart. Only the Holy Spirit can transform the internal condition.
The Femme Osage congregation has its origins in immigrant Germans who were highly
stoic in their worship and frugal in their finances. Even to this day, the current younger
generations within FOC do not display an overt interest in materialism but are simple in their
lifestyle and cautious with their money. Yet, there remains the possibility of some apathy for the
Word being caused by a focus on an affluent society and materialism.
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Some members may be apathetic toward the Word for other reasons. Geiko MullerFahrenholz states, “There are obviously different contributing factors and different degrees of
apathy.”42 The other reasons are placed under the category of apathy, in general.
Apathy in General
Apathy toward the Word can be caused by many factors that cause apathy, in general.
Research has revealed seven such factors: a lack of effective leadership, failure to engage church
ministries, uncontrollable circumstances, burnout, the convicting nature of Scripture, laziness,
and a spiritual battle.
As stated by Kevin Brooks, “The lack of effective discipleship given by leadership is not
primarily due to a lack of concern. However, when people fail to grow in their faith and fail to
use their spiritual gifts and talents in the church, apathy sets in as church leadership has accepted
this as normal and becomes busy with other tasks.”43
A hunger for the Word may be present in the believer. Still, it is possible that the church
leadership fails to rise to the occasion and satisfy that hunger with solid Bible preaching,
teaching, and discipleship. The result can be a Word-apathetic or Bible-illiterate congregation
(Heb 5:12). It is possible that the current condition of the Femme Osage congregation is a result
of this deficiency in past leadership.
Brooks makes an excellent point in calling out pastors and church leaders to fulfill their
mandate to equip the believers (Eph 4:11-12). However, Brooks’ proposed solution to apathy is
focused not on apathy toward the Word but on people’s general apathy toward participation in
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their church. His proposed solution is an attempt to transform apathy in the church by training
people to use their spiritual gifts.
Anthony Hofier believes that failing to become engaged in church ministries and Wordrelated activities can create boredom and result in apathy toward the Word in church members.
He writes in A Slow Death, “A lapsed Catholic said of himself to me, with a cheerful, easy-going
smile and tone of voice, ‘You just lose interest, don't you?'”44 Rather than reduce the church to a
social organization in which a person loses interest, the driving factor in the believer’s life should
be their relationship with God, wherein both the Word and the church play a vital role.45
Even circumstances that the congregation cannot control can adversely affect and cause
apathy toward the Word. The recent pandemic had a significant impact on church attendance
routines and helped foster apathy toward the Word in the church. As Jason Dollar observes,
“COVID–19 chaos is partially responsible for inducing spiritual apathy among many professing
Christians. The major disruption of church attendance routines, among plenty of other
disruptions, has many believers falling into a sense of apathetic stupor, a lack of concern for the
things of God and the care of the soul.”46
Dollar gives the example of how the pandemic disrupted the lifestyle of being in the
Word of a faithful church member. “Before COVID–19, he was active in the spiritual disciplines
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and Christian service. But the rapid changes of recent months have dried up his concern for the
things that matter most. He just finds himself not caring anymore.”47
In support of Dollar’s observations, David Roach points out that Bible reading, in
general, decreased due to the recent pandemic. Utilizing the State of the Bible 2020 report, Roach
writes, “Between early 2019 and 2020, the percentage of US adults who say they use the Bible
daily dropped from 14 percent to 9 percent, ….”48 As with so many authors, neither Dollar nor
Roach provide a solution to responding to uncontrollable events such as the pandemic causing
apathy for the Word, other than waiting for the uncontrollable event to subside.
Richard Krejcir argues that apathy is a disease that has three aspects to it: “First, apathy
can be caused by being over-worked and over-whelmed from all the stresses and struggles in life
- school, work, family, friends, media, and such, even in ministry to the point of shrugging our
shoulders and giving up, but still going through the motions.”49 Accordingly, reading the Bible
can become just another thing a person suffering from burnout must do in a day’s work. A
church member’s lack of enthusiasm for the Word could be evidence of them just going through
the motions.
Krejcir also ties apathy toward the Word to the convicting nature of the Scriptures:
“[A]pathy can be caused by the lack of willingness to move forward in our spiritual formation,
perhaps because of fear of what may be ahead or a lack of trust in God, and then even
discouraging others from doing so, too!”50 Beshears agrees when he writes, “This is, I believe,
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the core reason why apatheism exists – we do not want to care about God. We’ve developed an
antipathy toward spiritual contemplation because we don’t want what inevitably follows, a
fundamental change in who we are and how we live.”51
The third aspect, according to Krejcir, is that in some cases, there is no overt reason for
apathy toward the Word other than simple laziness. “[B]eing a ‘slacker,’ and not wanting to be
convicted or have concern because we do not want to be moved ahead or be involved.”52 From
this vantage point, the convicting work of the Holy Spirit through the Word may become
something people wish to avoid at all costs. Authors Brian Croft and James Carroll echo
Krejcir’s insights on laziness leading toward apathy. In Facing Snarls and Scowls, Croft and
Carroll encourage the pastor to preach through any apathy, including apathy toward the Word, in
the congregation. In this context, the apatheist or apathetic person attends worship services. Croft
writes, “As the title of this chapter infers [Preaching Through Apathy], the dominant reaction to
my preaching ministry here has been apathy. A few folks have expressed mild forms of hostility,
but the most common displeasure has manifested as laziness, lethargy, and indifference.”53 The
obvious challenge to the authors’ suggestion is that apatheists typically do not attend worship
services to hear the preaching of the Word.
Krejcir’s insights are enlightening and applicable to the intervention at Femme Osage
Church. Farming and ranching are full-time, all-the-time occupations that seldom allow for an
extended break. Some church members may feel the stress of non-stop labor and see taking time
for the Word as just another thing to get done in a day. Rather than understanding time in the
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Word as time in relationship with God, members may be dismissing activities such as Bible
reading and devotions as just extra things to do in an already busy day.
In her book, Wildfires, Jessi Green comments, “It surprises me how many believers have
allowed their faith to be lulled asleep through apathy, distraction, or even pursuing comfort. So
often, we can try to protect ourselves by ‘numbing out’ and yet, by doing so, we miss the very
life in front of us.”54 She sees apathy as a spiritual battle with the forces of evil. Her solution is
for the apathetic believer to revolt against apathy. “What I am encouraging you to do is to refuse
to be controlled or ruled by the demonic stronghold of apathy…. The Kingdom is our precious
prize – stop allowing yourself to be pillaged.”55 She encourages the reader to ignore their
feelings and act upon the spiritual disciplines, including Bible reading and Bible study. Although
this researcher agrees with Green’s evaluation of the situation as a spiritual battle, the challenge
to this approach is that a person cannot self-will themselves from the clutches of evil. It takes the
work of the Holy Spirit to empower the believer to walk in the Spirit and not in fleshly apathy
toward the Word.
Review of Possible Solutions
Kyle Beshears’ solution to living a life of Christian joy in front of the apatheist to spark
curiosity lacks the role of the Holy Spirit and is dependent upon intellectual stimulation.56 The
author depends upon stimulating the intellect with his “what brings you joy?” question. The
transformation from apathy to interest depends on an intellectual exchange rather than a Holy
Spirit-led enlightenment.
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Robbie Symons approaches apathy toward the Word by encouraging the apathetic person
to simplify their life by rejecting materialism.57 While worldly affluence and materialism
certainly hinder the believer, there is no guarantee that a reduction of worldly possessions will
increase enthusiasm for the Word (Matt 13:22; Matt 19:16-22).
Anthony Hofier asserts that the apathetic person should re-engage with the church and its
activities to recover their enthusiasm.58 This approach ignores the personal relationship between
God and the believer and frames the church as another social organization wherein you get out of
it what you put into it. In addition, Hofier makes no connection between the church's social role
and its role in equipping the saints in the Word. Hofier relies upon human effort to re-engage
with the church's social agenda to spark enthusiasm.
Jessi Green rightly describes the apathy for the Word in the church as a part of a greater
spiritual battle.59 She encourages the apathetic person to engage the Word by exercising selfcontrol and practicing spiritual disciplines.
Brian Croft and James Carroll’s approach to apathy is to instruct preachers to press on
and preach despite the apathetic and even hostile reception they might get from a congregation.60
Both authors rely upon the preaching itself to address apathy for the Word. Finally, Jason Dollar
and Richard Krejcir provide four more potential sources of apathy but do not present any
solutions to the problems.
Along with the strategies of the cited authors above, there is another possible solution
used within the church to respond to apathy toward the Word. There is a magnitude of Bible
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reading programs offered in the marketplace from multiple authors seeking a solution to Bible
apathy in the church. The many available programs also raise the question as to their
effectiveness in addressing apathy toward the Scriptures. Every Bible reading program requires a
response from the participant to meet the defined requirements of the program, this is classified
as “Assertive Discipline” training in the field of education.61 Oliver Moles describes how the
teacher (or program) defines the discipline plan (e.g., the pre-selected set of Scripture and
assigned reading dates), sets the standard of student performance (e.g., daily reading in the
morning), and establishes a response to compliance and non-compliance (e.g. praise and shame).
Unfortunately, Moles reports that in multiple studies, “Evidence for effects on student behavior
and attitudes is not very supportive of Assertive Discipline training; that is, more studies found
no effects, or mixed and negative effects, than found Assertive Discipline training resulted in
improved student behavior and attitudes.”62 It is alarming to consider that a Bible reading
program may not only be ineffective, it may actually contribute negatively to apathy toward the
Word of God.
Gaps in the Literature
In researching scholarly sources on apathy toward the Word by church-going believers,
most sources handled the topic under apathy, in general. Apathy caused by the plethora of
psychological or physiological possibilities was almost exclusively addressed in the secular
literature and not in the church-related research. In fact, the church-related discussion on apathy
predominately focused on the apathy toward church attendance and not specifically apathy
toward the Word of God. Thus, possible causes of apathy, (such as depression, pessimism,
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familiarity, physical handicaps, etc.) in the realm of the church have yet to be explored in any
great detail. Also, the spiritual dynamic of apathy being caused by possible spiritual warfare
needs scholarly attention.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the apathy for the Word at Femme Osage Church, as exhibited by their
neglect of personal exposure to the Word, is likely caused by many factors, as cited above. For
many church members, a deficiency of past leadership providing training in the Word could be
the cause. It is appropriate to assume that a few lax members suffer from apatheism. While other
members, attending and non-attending, are distracted by the affluent society around them. Then
there are those Word-apathetic members who may be burned out and only come to church out of
habit or a sense of obligation. As a result, the congregation, in general, has only limited exposure
to the Scriptures during Sunday morning worship services. There may also be other possible
causes which are discovered during the course of the Intervention.
The suggested solutions are varied. Most neglect to consider the context of spiritual
warfare and the need for the Holy Spirit’s preemptive action. They are solely dependent upon
human effort. This researcher’s position remains that significant spiritual resistance will be
experienced by anyone seeking to overcome Word-apathy and engage the Scriptures. Only the
work of the Holy Spirit, as accompanied by prayer, can successfully transform apathy into
enthusiasm for the Word. Therefore, any activity in approaching an apatheistic or apathetic
church member must be bathed in prayer to coincide with the work of the Holy Spirit. As Green
and Symons contend, it is undoubtedly a spiritual battle that ultimately leads to the apathetic
person repenting. But to draw them to this point, it often takes the Holy Spirit piquing their
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interest through a life-changing event or, as Beshears suggests, getting them to doubt their belief
structure by witnessing Christians around them living a life of joy in front of them.
Theological Foundations
Introduction
There are several biblical principles that serve as the foundation for this action research
project. First is the biblical principle that the believer is to hunger for the Word of God (1 Peter
2:2; Amos 8:11). While one would think this hunger would come naturally to a follower of
Christ Jesus, the Lord deems it necessary to issue a command to that effect (Psalm 119:16, 47).
The individual believer is then challenged to demonstrate obedience in engaging the Scriptures.
Ironically, in wrestling with developing a habit for the Word, the Word itself is the cure for
Word-apathy (Psalm 1:1-3). However, the believer may struggle with the old nature and the
Kingdom of Darkness in their pursuit of the Word of God (Galatians 5:16-17). This dynamic of
spiritual warfare is often misunderstood and underestimated. In the following, these principles
will be discussed in turn.
Hunger for the Word
In combating apathy toward the Bible in a congregation, the Scriptures have much to say
regarding the Lord’s desire for His people to hunger for His Word. The Apostle Peter presents a
scriptural command in 1 Pet 2:2, “And like newborn babies, long for the pure milk of the word,
so that by it you may grow in respect to salvation.” R. C. Sproul explains Peter’s point: “The
point Peter is making is that just as infants have a strong desire for milk, so the Christian, who is
born of God, should have a similar thirst for the Word of God. We are to be people who, having
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been changed by the power of the Holy Spirit, have a desire within our soul, a hunger and thirst,
for the pure milk of the Word.”63
This hunger for the Word is part of the new nature and should be present in every
believer (2 Cor 5:17). Tremper Longman, III and David E. Garland in The Expositor’s Bible
Commentary write, “Christians are to crave what is ‘pure’ milk in contrast to the ‘deceit’ of the
old life. The ‘spiritual milk’ is probably a reference to the Word of God. Therefore the
translation might be expanded to ‘crave the unadulterated spiritual milk of the word.’”64 John
MacArthur affirms this craving for the Word: “Finally, believers must respond to their essential
need for the Word by continually desiring it (2:1-3).”65 Having a continuous desire for God’s
Word is evidence of the new spiritual birth given by the Holy Spirit (Titus 3:5) and consistent
with walking in the Spirit of God (Gal 5:22-25). A lack of a desire for the Word brings into
question the spiritual health and condition of the professing Christian.
Commanded by God
As affirmed by the passages above, a hunger or craving for the Word of God should
come naturally to the believer. Yet, the Lord deems it necessary to issue a command to the
church (1 Pet 2:2) to long for the Word. The fact that so many professing Christians demonstrate
a lack of desire for the Word calls into question their spiritual growth and maturity. Charles
Stanley notes, “Growing in Christ requires that we spend time in His Word—learning His ways
and being transformed into His image through the work of the Holy Spirit.”66
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In Matthew 4:4, when tempted by Satan to turn stones into bread to satisfy His hunger,
Jesus responded by quoting Moses in Deuteronomy 8:3 “It is written: ‘Man shall not live on
bread alone, but on every word that comes out of the mouth of God.’” Grant Osborne, in The IVP
New Testament Commentary, explains Jesus’ response, “It comes as no surprise that Jesus' first
citation declares the primacy of God's words, on which we his people should feed as on
necessary food.”67 Jesus affirms the importance and value of the Word of God as our spiritual
sustenance. Satan would like nothing better than for the believers in Christ to be apathetic to His
Word. In the context of Matthew 4:4, to be apathetic means to be cut off from the life-giving
source, which comes directly from the Heavenly Father. Rather than being healthily dependent
upon the Lord’s Word, the apathetic church member demonstrates unhealthy self-reliance in
contrast to Jesus’ actions. “Jesus' response is based solely on Scripture: ‘It is written’ (followed
by Dt 8:3). [sic] Everyone must recognize their utter dependence on God's word.”68 God designs
believers to live in dependence upon Christ Jesus and His Word. With the empowering of the
Holy Spirit comes the command to obey the Lord in all that we do. MacDonald notes, “Jesus
answered the temptation by quoting the Word of God. Our Lord’s example teaches that we don’t
have to live, but we do have to obey God! Getting bread is not the most important thing in life.
Obedience to every word of God is.”69
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Obedience of the Believer
Obedience to the Lord, a great challenge for every Christian but especially the apathetic
church member, leads to a joyful life. “Just as the Father has loved Me, I have also loved you;
abide in My love. If you keep My commandments, you will abide in My love; just as I have kept
My Father’s commandments and abide in His love. These things I have spoken to you so that My
joy may be in you, and that your joy may be made full” (John 15:9-11). While the motivation to
obey the Lord by being in the Word is simply missing in the apathetic church member, the joy
that comes from being in the Word is also missing. The prophet Jeremiah said, “Your words
were found and I ate them, and Your words became for me a joy and the delight of my heart”
(Jer 15:16). Charles Stanley reflects upon the empowering nature of the Scriptures in the
believer’s life: “God invites us to spend daily time with Him in His Word and to remember the
great power, wisdom, and love He’s shown to His people throughout history, which are also
available to us. Through Scripture and the work of His Holy Spirit, He provides us with the
spiritual guidance, joy, and strength we need to face all of our challenges.”70
Relief Through the Word Itself
There is, however, hope for those with an apathetic heart. The psalmist writes of being
depressed and perhaps a bit apathetic when he turns to the Word of God for relief. “My soul
clings to the dust; Revive me according to Your word” (Ps 119:25). Through the Word of God,
the believer will find relief from an apathetic and sorrowful heart. “Life has its valleys as well as
its mountaintops. Even when we are cast down in sorrow, we can call on the Lord to revive us
through the restoring power of the word.”71
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Jesus gives both insight and a hint of warning to those who say they believe in Him, “So
Jesus was saying to those Jews who had believed Him, ‘If you continue in My word, then you
are truly My disciples.’” (John 8:31). To be a true disciple of Jesus one must continue in His
word. Those who are apathetic to His word directly contradict this passage. To be apathetic to
Jesus’ words is to demonstrate behavior, not becoming a disciple. A. T. Robertson gives insight:
“[Jesus] wishes no disciples under false pretenses. The only real disciples are those who hold out
and stand by the word of Jesus.”72 J. Vernon McGee writes, “As the pastor of a church, I learned
to watch out for the person who is active in the church but is not interested in the study of the
Word of God. Such a one is dangerous to a church.”73 Matthew Henry points out that Jesus is
setting the standard for His disciples to continue in His word.
The character of a true disciple of Christ: If you continue in my word, then you are my
disciples indeed. When they believed on [sic] him, as the great prophet, they gave up
themselves to be his disciples. Now, at their entrance into his school, he lays down this
for a settled rule, that he would own none for his disciples but those that continued in his
word.74
In His High Priestly prayer in John 17, Jesus confirms an essential aspect of the Word.
Jesus prays in verse 17, “Sanctify them in the truth; Your word is truth” (John 17:17).
Theologian F. F. Bruce gives a further explanation:
This involves their consecration for the task [i.e., enduring Jesus’ arrest and crucifixion]
now entrusted to them [i.e., the apostles]; it involves further their inward purification and
endowment with all the spiritual resources necessary for carrying out that task. This
purification and endowment are the work of the Spirit, but here Jesus declares the
instrument of that work to be ‘the truth’ – the truth embodied in the Father’s ‘word’
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which Jesus had given to the disciples as he himself had received it from the Father
(verses 8, 14).75
Jesus knows the importance of His disciples following Him in the truth. The opposite of
truth is lies and deception. As Jesus declares Himself to be the embodiment of truth (John 14:6),
He decreed that the mechanism to engage the truth is in His Word. The truth of His Word
separates us from the world, reveals the character and nature of Christ Jesus, and in our
obedience, molds us to be more like Him. A person apathetic to His Word gives no credence that
the Word is our source of truth and how we grow to be more like Jesus. R. C. Sproul comments,
“The Bible has not been given to us to make us feel good but to reveal the truth of God to us. It is
not an abstract exercise in intellectual pursuit; the Word has been given to us that we might know
God and the Savior in the fullness of His glory.”76 So what danger confronts a person who is
apathetic to the Word of God? Warren Wiersbe plainly states, “The world competes for the
Father’s love (1 John 2:15-17), but the Word of God enables us to enjoy the Father’s love. One
of the first steps toward a worldly life is the neglect of the Word of God.”77
The Word as the Cure
For the person who is apathetic toward the Word of God, the Bible itself, as enlightened
by the Holy Spirit, is the cure. The Word is the written inspired Word of God and where we learn
obedience to the Lord, the mechanism by which we come to know Jesus intimately, and the
spiritual food our new nature craves (2 Tim 3:16). As a reminder, the purpose of this DMIN
action research project is to equip selected adult members of Femme Osage Church with a multi-
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faceted approach to the Scriptures to transform an evident lack of engagement with God’s Word
into enthusiasm for the Word. As Jesus prayed for the Heavenly Father to sanctify His children
in the truth and “Thy word is truth,” it is expected the cure for apathy will not come without a
spiritual fight. The old nature will fight to remain apathetic to the Scriptures while the new
nature will strive to feast upon the Word (Gal 5:16-17). By God’s grace, the Holy Spirit can
enlighten and empower the believer to break the chains of apathy and indulge gloriously in the
Word of God. However, significant spiritual opposition will confront the believer who commits
themselves to engage the Word. This opposition comes in the form of spiritual warfare.
Spiritual Warfare
The topic of spiritual warfare is neither common nor popular in the ecclesiastical circles
of this researcher. It is either ignored or understated when discussing obstacles to the believer’s
spiritual growth and the mission of the Church. When properly understood, spiritual warfare is a
dynamic concept that can significantly impact the planning and execution of any quality
improvement project in a congregation. In this research project, spiritual warfare is the context in
which the project occurs. Therefore, a theological examination of spiritual warfare as it relates to
apathy toward the Word is warranted.
When considering the impact of the Word in the believer’s life, there is little doubt why
the Kingdom of Darkness would be so opposed to the believer being actively engaged in the
Word. The truth of the Word is how the Holy Spirit sanctifies the believer into the mission of
God (John 17:17), is used by the believer in the inner spiritual battle against the old nature (i.e.,
the flesh) for transformation (Romans 12:1-2), is of paramount use in the external spiritual battle
with the Kingdom of Darkness (Matthew 4:4), and is the only offensive weapon given by the
Spirit to combat Satan and the flesh (Ephesians 6:17). For a believer to be Word-apathetic is to
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render the believer stagnant in personal spiritual growth and defenseless in the spiritual battle
against evil.
God’s Means for Sanctification
At the Last Supper, Jesus prayed for His disciples and asked the Father to set the
disciples apart from the world to be used for service in His mission of salvation. Jesus prayed,
“Sanctify them in the truth, Your word is truth” (John 17:17). Marieanne Thompson explains,
The disciples are to be sanctified in or by truth, which is God’s word (John 17:17, 19; Ps
119:142, 160). In other words, they are dedicated for their task by means of God’s word,
which they received and believed; they have become part of God’s purposes and mission
through hearing and responding to God’s words, given to Jesus, and subsequently to them
(v. 8) …. Having been cleansed by Jesus’ word, now they are to be “sanctified” or
dedicated to and by God (John 17:17, 19b)78
In terms of spiritual warfare, to become Word-apathetic nullifies the believers’ divine
appointment as message bearers of the gospel. Apathy toward the Word is a devastating,
strategic blow to the Church’s ability to fulfill the Great Commission (Matthew 28:19-20).
Internal Spiritual Warfare with the Flesh
The Word of God as “living and active” places it in the front lines of the internal spiritual
battle with the flesh (2 Tim 3:16). Its ability to “pierce as far as the division of soul and spirit”
and “judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart” makes it an invaluable tool for transforming
a believer toward Christlikeness (Heb 4:12). As Thomas Schreiner adduces, the Word of God
represents God Himself in the transformation process of the believer:
A focus on the inherent potency of God’s word is confirmed by the last phrase in the
verse. God’s word “judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart: (NIV). God’s word
penetrates to the core of the human heart, for God’s word represents God himself. Just as
God knows our thoughts and attitudes, so God’s word judges our thoughts and intentions.
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God knows reality so that he knows whether we are believing or disbelieving, obeying or
disobeying.79
Authors Thomas Lea and Hayne Griffin, Jr. reinforce this insight with their comments
regarding “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and
training in righteousness, …” (2 Tim 3:16, NIV).
A second use for Scripture is for “rebuking.” The term (elegmos) may refer to a rebuke
that exposes the errors of false teachers. It may also refer to the reproof in our personal
lives. Whether the reproof is personal or doctrinal, Scripture can show sinners their
failures, clarify the point of mistake, and lead them to a new sense of peace and
wholeness.80
Once again, in the context of spiritual warfare, an apathetic approach to the Scriptures
strips the believer of God’s direct activity in bringing about transformation in the believer’s life.
The result is stagnated spiritual growth and spiritual blindness to the errors and mistakes
believers can make. Compounding this concern is the conflict between the flesh and the Spirit. A
fleshly aversion to the things of the Spirit, including aversion to the Word of God, resides within
the believer. “For what the flesh wants is opposed to the Spirit, and what the Spirit wants is
opposed to the flesh. They are opposed to each other, and so you do not do what you want to do”
(Gal 5:17). Richard Longenecker explains how living according to the Spirit, connoting by His
Word, is directed by God’s Spirit, which is opposed by the flesh:
Here in v 17 [sic] Paul gives a précis of his basic soteriological anthropology, which
underlies not only what he has said in v 16 [sic] but also his whole understanding of
humanity before God since “sin entered the world” (cf. Rom 5:12): “the flesh” and “the
Spirit” are diametrically opposed to one another, with the result that one cannot do what
he or she knows to be right when in “the flesh” (i.e., when living only humanly according
to one’s own guidance and the direction of whatever is simply human) but only when in
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“the Spirit” (i.e., when living in the new reality of being “in Christ” and directed by
God’s Spirit).81
Herein lies a significant element of the spiritual battle, which encompasses apathy toward
the Word. The nature of the flesh is adamantly opposed to the things of the Spirit, which includes
the Spirit’s intimate interaction with and through the Word. Apathy toward the Word is
indicative of the flesh and should warn the believer that they are acting under the influence of the
flesh and not the Spirit.
External Spiritual Warfare with Satan
The reality of the spiritual war being waged against the children of God is revealed in
Revelation 12:17, “So the dragon was enraged with the woman, and went off to make war with
the rest of her children, who keep the commandments of God and hold to the testimony of Jesus”
and in Ephesians 6:12, “For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers,
against the powers, against the world forces of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of
wickedness in the heavenly places.”
One of Satan’s many tactics is using persuasive words and clever euphemisms, as noted
by Chrysostom. In his Homily on Ephesians, Chrysostom writes,
The enemy does not make war on us straightforwardly or openly but by his wiles. What
are the devil’s wiles? They consist in trying to capture us by some shortcut and always by
deceit…. The devil never openly lays temptation before us. He does not mention idolatry
out loud. But by his stratagems, he presents idolatrous choices to us, by persuasive words
and by employing clever euphemisms.82
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In addition to using persuasive words and clever euphemisms, another one of Satan’s
tactics is to twist the meaning of Scripture when tempting the believer. Harold Willington
affirms this insight:
He twists the Word of God. “Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field
which the LORD God had made. And he said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye
shall not eat of every tree of the garden?” (Gen 3:1, KJV). Note the words in his cynical
question: “of every tree …?” To the contrary (as Satan well knew) there was but one tree
of the many off-limits to the first couple.83
Bruce Waltke explains how Satan blatantly contradicts God’s Word in his warfare against
Christians. God had commanded Adam and Eve not to eat from one tree in the Garden of Eden
“for in the day that you eat from it you will surely die” (Gen 2:17). As Eve repeated this warning
to Satan, the serpent said to her, “You surely will not die” (Gen 3:4). Waltke comments, “Trying
to remove her [Eve] fears, the serpent contradicts God’s word (2:17).”84
Finally, Satan will boldly deceive the believer by replacing the Word of God with his
lies. In his comments on Ephesians 6:12, theologian Mark Edwards quotes Jerome’s explanation
of how Satan replaces God’s word with his own through deception:
The battle is not against flesh and blood or ordinary temptations. The scene is the war of
the flesh against spirit. We are being incited to become entrapped in the works of the
flesh…. But this is not merely a physical temptation. It is not merely the inward struggle
against flesh and blood as such. Rather Satan has cleverly transformed himself into an
angel of light. He is striving to persuade us to regard him as a messenger of goodness.
This is how he throws his full might into the struggle. He employs deceptive signs and
lying omens. He sets before us every possible ruse of evil. Then, when he has so ensnared
us that we trust him, he says to us “Thus says the Lord.” This is not flesh and blood
deceiving us. It is not a typical human temptation. It is the work of principalities and
powers, the ruler of darkness and spiritual wickedness.85
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Concerning Satan’s tactics in external spiritual warfare, apathy toward the Word of God
makes the Christian perilously vulnerable to Satan’s tactics of persuasive words, clever
euphemisms, twisting the Scriptures, contradicting the Word, and replacing the truth of God’s
Word with his lies. By not investing in the Scriptures, the apathetic believer remains unfamiliar
with how to search the Word for God’s truth on an issue. The believer also continues to live in
ignorance of what God commands. Combining these two faults makes the believer easy prey for
the advisory to deceive and manipulate. Word-apathy not only leaves Christians vulnerable to
Satan’s tactics, but it also disarms believers of their only spiritual weapon – the sword of the
Word.
The Sword of the Word
In defense against the onslaughts of the Kingdom of Darkness, the Apostle Paul
encourages the Christian to take up “the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God” (Eph
6:17). Arthur Patzia elaborates on the meaning of “the sword of the Spirit:”
The best explanations take the sword as given by the Spirit but identified as the word of
God – the sword which is the word of God (for biblical examples comparing speech to a
sword, cf. Ps. 57:4; 64:3; Isa. 49:2; Heb. 4:12; Rev. 1:16; 2:16; 19:15). The word of God
is not only the gospel (1 Pet 1:25) but all of the words of God that come from his Spirit.
“Salvation is the Christian’s helmet, the indwelling Spirit is his sword. The Spirit gives
him the word to speak” (cf. Mark 13:11, and Isa. 51:16).86
Of the various parts of the armor of God mentioned in Ephesians 6, the sword of the
Word is the only offensive tool given by the Lord to the Christian. Therefore, to be apathetic to
the Word of God is equivalent to laying down the sword in surrender to the opposing spiritual
forces before the battle even begins. In spiritual warfare, being Word-apathetic does not place the
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Christian in a neutral position for which there are no consequences; instead, it is a debased
condition that leaves the believer in a perpetual state of spiritual vulnerability and danger.
The Need for Intercessory Prayer
Because the flesh (i.e., old nature) and the Kingdom of Darkness will not give up without
a fight, intercessory prayer must be made on behalf of the participants (Eph 6:18) throughout the
intervention. In addition to the internal battle with the flesh, believers also experience the
external battle against Satan and his sycophants. Jesus educated Peter that Satan demanded to
“sift [him] like wheat.” Jesus responds to Satan’s attack by stating He had prayed for Peter that
his faith would not fail (Luke 22:31-32). Following Jesus’ example, intercessory prayer for the
believers engaging the Word is crucial.
As some of the professing believers in the project may be apatheists, intercessory prayer
for their salvation is critical if transformation is to be witnessed (Rom 10:1-4). For those
believers losing the spiritual battle with the flesh to be in the Word, intercessory prayer for them
is essential for them to experience personal victory over the flesh to engage the Scriptures (Col
1:9-12). Matthew Henry comments on the spiritual battle and the need for believers to engage in
prayer when they expose themselves to the Word.
To be strengthened is to be furnished by the grace of God for every good work, and
fortified by that grace against every evil one: it is to be enabled to do our duty, and still to
hold fast our integrity. The blessed Spirit is the author of this strength; for we are
strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inward man, Eph. 3:16. The word of God is
the means of it, by which he conveys it; and it must be fetched in by prayer.87
Jesus, Himself, would advocate the necessity of reliance upon prayer to engage in
spiritual warfare against demonic forces (Mark 9:29). It is essential to understand that being
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exposed at a personal level to the Word of God is unlike any other literary endeavor. No other
document has the status and priority with the Holy Spirit than the inspired Word of God (2 Tim
3:16). Likewise, no other document in the history of humanity has the resentful indignation of
the Kingdom of Darkness than the inspired Word. Therefore, intercessory prayer for the
intervention participants as they are exposed to the Word is a vital part of the spiritual battle plan
at Femme Osage Church.
Manifestations of Spiritual Warfare
The topic of spiritual warfare is vast and is addressed from a variety of perspectives. For
this thesis, the discussion will be limited to those spiritual warfare elements directly or indirectly
related to apathy toward the Word. One clue to identifying the manifestation of spiritual warfare
is found in the obstacles confronted by and excuses made by the struggling believer during their
attempts to get into the Bible.
Without a doubt, there are natural, “non-spiritual” obstacles that impair the believer’s
ability to engage the Word. With the fall of Adam and Eve came the consequences of death,
disease, and decay to the human condition. Unfortunately, the obstacles that arise from the
broken state are natural to humanity’s fallen condition. What places these in the realm of
spiritual warfare is how the Kingdom of Darkness leverages and reinforces these natural
obstacles against the believer. Tactics used by the Kingdom of Darkness to impede the believer
from engaging the Word and encouraging apathy toward the Word can be categorized into three
types of obstacles: physical, psychological, and spiritual.
Physical Obstacles
Physical obstacles are more common than one might imagine. Modern-day believers may
face physical challenges, including reading limitation and increased busyness.
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Reading Limitations
Jewish scholar Meir Bar-Ilan estimates the Jewish population of Israel had a very high
illiteracy rate (greater than 97%) during the time of the incarnate Jesus. The assumption is the
more populated cities had more learned individuals who could read the Scriptures in synagogue.
With the assumption that the rural population was around 70% (with 0% literacy), 20%
of urban population (with 1-5% literacy), and 10% of highly urban population (with 215% literacy), the total population literacy is still very low. Thus, it is no exaggeration to
say that the total literacy rate in the Land of Israel at that time (of Jews only, of course),
was probably less than 3%.88
Jesus was literate, as evidenced by His attending synagogue, asking for the scroll of
Isaiah, and reading the prophecy concerning Himself (Luke 4:16). However, the disciples were
not literate, with one or two possible exceptions (Acts 4:13). After Jesus’ resurrection, the rulers,
elders, and scribes were confronted by the disciples’ testimony. “Now as they observed
the confidence of Peter and John and understood that they were uneducated and untrained men,
they were amazed and began to recognize them as having been with Jesus.” Chris Keith attests to
theologian Thomas Kraus’ explanation of the terms “uneducated” and “untrained:”
With the exception of studies that focus on Peter’s παρρησία [outspokenness], previous
scholarly consideration of the significance of Acts 4:13 has focused primarily on the
correct translation of the references to Peter and John as ἀγράμματοι and ἰδιῶται. Thomas
J. Kraus is correct that the terms have overlapping but distinct referents. [Kraus] The
former term means (as its constituent parts would suggest) “unlettered” or “illiterate,”
while the latter term means more specifically “amateur” or “untrained.”[BDAG]89
Illiteracy for the believer, to whatever degree, creates a problematic situation for the
reading and comprehension of the Bible. Meredith Saletta reveals how a reading disability
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(including the various levels of illiteracy) makes it difficult for the reader to find age-appropriate
literature within the limits of their reading level.90 This observation transfers directly to the
various reading grade levels of the most popular Bible translations today. A translation may be
age-appropriate but not within the reading abilities of someone stricken with a reading disability.
Adult readers who have IDDs [intellectual or developmental disabilities] experience
particular difficulties in locating suitable reading materials. Most books and other reading
materials are inappropriate for two reasons. First, most texts are written at an inaccessible
reading level. If, on the other hand, an adult with an IDD locates a text that is accessible,
its topic is likely immature and directed at young children.91
Easily overlooked by a pastor, reading limitations caused by reading disabilities and
various levels of illiteracy may reside undetected within a congregation. The 2003 study of the
Missouri State Assessment of Adult Literacy (SAAL) established a baseline for further annual
literacy testing in Missouri. The SAAL reported, “35% of Missouri adults have prose literacy
skills at or below the basic skill level…. 26% of Missouri adults are at or below the basic skills
level in document literacy, and 49% are at or below the basic skill level in quantitative
literacy.”92 The situation has not improved over the past twenty years. The 2020-2021 English
Language Arts (ELA) testing indicates 45% of Missouri high schoolers scored at or below the
basic skill level of English Language skills.93 Therefore, assuming every teenager and adult
sitting in the pews can read at a high school reading level is a critical mistake for a Missouri
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pastor. Almost half are unable to read and understand the information in simple documents. The
problem becomes compounded when considering how unintelligible biblical phraseology,
strikingly different than typical English phraseology, appears to a reading-challenged person.
In relation to spiritual warfare, having a low reading grade level can be an embarrassing
trait to admit. It is easier for the reading-challenged believer to proclaim “I do not like to read”
than confess to being illiterate or having a reading disability. The Kingdom of Darkness will
maximize its effort to reinforce the embarrassment of low reading skills leading the believer into
Word-apathy. The solution is a simple fix if the believer is willing to humble themselves and
admit to their reading handicap: Through testing, the believers reading skill level can be
identified and then matched with a Bible of comparable reading level (see Table 2.1 Bible
Translation Reading Grade Level).
Table 2.1 Bible Translation Reading Grade Level
Translation
Mounce Reverse Interlinear New Testament (Mounce)
King James Version (KJV)
Revised Standard Version (RSV)
1599 Geneva Bible (GNV)
World English Bible (WEB)
New Revised Standard Version (NRSV)
New American Standard Bible (NASB)
Amplified Bible (AMP)
Modern English Version (MEV)
Lexham English Bible (LEB)
English Standard Version (ESV)
J.B. Phillips New Testament
New American Bible (Revised Edition) (NABRE)
New International Version (NIV)
Common English Bible (CEB)
New English Translation (NET)
Good News Translation (GNT)
International Standard Version (ISV)
New King James Version (NKJV)
Holman Christian Standard Bible (HCSB)
The Voice

Grade Level
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
9
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
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Table 2.1 Bible Translation Reading Grade Level continued
New Living Translation (NLT)
Contemporary English Version (CEV)
God’s Word Translation (GW)
The Message
The Living Bible (TLB)
Easy-to-Read (ERV)
New Century Version (NCV)
International Children’s Bible (ICB)
New International Reader’s Version (NIRV)

6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3

Sources: “What Are the Reading Levels of the Bibles on BibleGateway?,” BibleGateway,
accessed November 22, 2021, https://support.biblegateway.com/hc/en-us/articles/360001403747What-are-the-reading-levels-of-the-Bibles-on-Bible-Gateway-. and “Translation Reading
Levels,” Christianbook, 2022, https://www.christianbook.com/page/bibles/about-bibles/bibletranslation-reading-levels.
“According to the U.S. Department of Education, 54% of U.S. adults 16-74 years old about 130 million people - lack proficiency in literacy, reading below the equivalent of a sixthgrade level.”94 This statistic of illiteracy in modern-day America compared to the reading grade
level of the various Bible translations shows that for over half (54%) of American adults, many
of popular Bible translations available today in the marketplace are above the average
American’s reading abilities.
Increased Busyness
The story of Mary and Martha is a well-known Bible story that contrasts the sisters’
response to Jesus visiting their home. While Jesus teaches, Mary sits at His feet to absorb all His
words while Martha focuses on being the proper hostess. Martha becomes “worried and
bothered” about Mary’s failure to assist her (Luke 10:40-42). Jesus gently rebukes her and points
out how His word is more important than the busyness of social etiquette. John Carroll gives his
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observation regarding Joel Green’s comments on the incident. “Green thinks Jesus’ response to
Martha faults her anxious, agitated service of hospitality, an anxiousness that does not exhibit
faith of the kind modeled by Mary in the passage.95
Be it a lack of faith or mismanagement of priorities, Martha suffers from busyness which
takes away from listening to Jesus and His words. However, in addition to taking away
opportunities to interact with the Living Word, busyness also has a detrimental effect on our
ability to retain and process information for later recall. As a result, even when a busy believer
attempts to engage the Word, the ability to proficiently process what is read (or heard) into longterm memory is dampened. Kim Richards explains,
“… when we’re trying to busily multitask, each task requiring some level of
consideration and attention, productivity falls apart and anxiety soars. Our brain just can’t
take in and process simultaneous, separate streams of information, encode them fully into
short-term memory, and expect proficiency. When information doesn’t make it into
short-term memory, it can’t be transferred into long-term memory for recall later. If we
can’t recall it, we can’t use it. And presumably, we are trying to learn something from
whatever we are doing. Instead of actually helping us, busy multitasking works against
us. It makes us less efficient, not more.96
The application to spiritual warfare is obvious. If Darkness can bring about and sustain
busyness in our lives, our ability to experience, thoroughly comprehend, and retain biblical
interactions diminishes, which dramatically impacts spiritual transformation. With diminished
results, the believer is tempted to give up the effort and fall into apathy toward the Word.
Interruptions
Another tactic of Darkness is the use of interruptions. As Jesus grew in popularity with
the multitudes, He found it more challenging to find seclusion where He could commune with
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the Heavenly Father. After the execution of Jesus’ cousin, John the Baptist, Jesus attempted to
seek solitude to grieve but was interrupted by the crowd that ran ahead of Him. “Now when
Jesus heard about John, He withdrew from there in a boat to a secluded place by Himself; and
when the people heard of this, they followed Him on foot from the cities. When He went ashore,
He saw a large crowd, and felt compassion for them and healed their sick” (Matt 14:13-14).
Scholar Iain Duguid comments, “Jesus wants solitude, but the crowds want him. They follow
him “on foot” and arrive at his destination before he does (v. 13b)97
Interruptions not only break the pace at which an activity is being completed, but they
also impact the productivity of completing the activity. The crowds interrupted Jesus’ solitude,
making it more difficult for Him to find time alone with the Father to grieve (Matthew 14:1314). As His popularity grew, Jesus would increasingly be under the threat of constant
interruption.
Aside from the general annoyance interruptions can cause, Pankush Kalgotra and fellow
researchers demonstrated how interruptions impact task completion time and performance.
“Consistent with the literature, we found interruptions significantly increased task completion
time and decreased task performance.98 In other words, it takes longer to complete the task, and
the quality of performance suffers. Correlating these discoveries to apathy toward the Word,
interruptions require more time to complete the task of reading or listening to the Scriptures, and
the comprehension level can drop, resulting in the reader “getting nothing out of the reading.”
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Indeed, the believer’s sensitivity to the Holy Spirit is impacted by interruptions and thus reduces
the benefit of being in the Word.
The Kingdom of Darkness is very adept in interrupting a believer’s attempt to invest time
reading, listening to, or studying the Bible. Satan knows that interruptions lower the
effectiveness and quality of engaging and experiencing the Word. Once again, diminishing
returns for the believer’s effort can result in discouragement, a desire to invest the time
somewhere else, and be a prelude to Word-apathy.
Psychological Obstacles
While psychological obstacles to the Word are many and varied; the believer having no
previous experience or training in how to read their Bible has caught the attention of biblical
scholars. God’s command to Joshua was very clear. Invest daily time meditating on the Word of
God to be equipped to lead God’s people toward prosperity and success (Josh 1:8). Joshua would
not be allowed the excuse of having no experience in reading the Scriptures (i.e., “I do not know
how to read the Bible” or “I do not know where to start”). Instead, the expectation was to invest
time reading and meditating on the Scriptures to be obedient to it. Richard Hess makes this point
in his commentary on Joshua. “Unless Joshua makes mediation upon, and obedience to, God’s
law his first priority, his leadership will fail (cf. Ps. 1:1-3).99 Thomas Dozeman adds the element
of personal courage from meditating on the Word. This courage would be required to fulfill the
conquest of the Promised Land.
The linking of courage with obedience to the law in Josh 1:7-9 qualifies the theme of
total conquest, thus allowing Joshua to share the same literary context with Deuteronomy
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and Judges, as a larger story of the revelation of the law to Moses and the partial conquest
of the land under the leadership of Joshua.100
Even though God has equipped the church with “pastors and teachers, for the equipping
of the saints for the work of service, to the building up of the body of Christ,” the individual
believer is not let off the hook to personally invest time in the Word (Eph 4:11-12). As
previously discussed (see “Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework: Hunger for the Word”), the Lord
commands the church to “long for the pure milk of the word” (1 Pet 2:2). The excuse of “I do not
know how to read the Bible” contradicts two secular studies that prove adults learn better on
their own initiative than being taught. This conclusion arises from two highly respected studies one study by Malcolm Knowles and the other by Allen Tough.
Methal Mohammed cites the Knowles study, “… what adults learn on their own
initiative, they learn more deeply and permanently than what they learn by being taught"101
Linda Ching quotes Tough’s groundbreaking study, “Allen Tough in ‘The Adult Learning
Projects’ (1979) found that when adults go about learning something naturally, they are highly
self-directing. Knowles further claimed that what adults learn on their own initiative, they learn
more deeply and permanently than what they learn by being taught (1986).”102
Tying this to spiritual warfare, Knowles and Tough prove that a believer’s excuse of a
lack of experience or training keeps them from engaging the Word is hollow. Adults learn better
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by taking the initiative and doing the task despite lacking experience or training.103 What is really
being expressed by this excuse is a lack of initiative to try (i.e., motivation). It has been
previously discussed that a lack of motivation is the signature symptom of apathy (see “Chapter
2: Conceptional Framework: A Lack of Motivation”).
Spiritual Obstacles
Along with the psychological obstacle of the Bible reader simply not being trained to
read the Scriptures, there is also a spiritual dynamic to reading the Word of God. One may be
trained to read, but still unable to understand the Scripture text. The spiritual obstacles faced by
the Bible reader include the inability of the “natural man,” that is, the unbeliever to understand
the Scriptures (1 Corinthians 2:14). Theologian Laura Dingeldein explains the most popular
translation of this passage when she writes:
The standard translation of ὅτι πνευµατικῶς ἀνακρίνεται, to which I will also refer as the
first option, interprets Paul’s ὅτι causally: the psychic human is unable to know the things
of God’s pneuma “because they are pneumatically examined.” The psychic human,
according to this reading, cannot understand divine affairs because he lacks the divine
mode of discernment.104
Jesus Himself provides an example of the spiritual dynamic to understanding the Word
(Luke 24:44-45). The resurrected Jesus explains to His disciples, “These are My words which I
spoke to you while I was still with you, that all things which are written about Me in the Law of
Moses and the Prophets and the Psalms must be fulfilled.” Jesus then “opened their minds to
understand the Scriptures, ….” Sarah Henrich writes, “In this story, not only are eyes that were
previously closed suddenly opened (24:16, 31), but ‘minds’ are opened as well (nous, 24:45). At
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every step, coming to faith and understanding is a gift from God through the Messiah.
Understanding is given as followers attend to their teacher.”105

Theoretical Foundations
Introduction
Apathy in the church is a puzzling problem. It encompasses psychological, physical, and
spiritual dynamics which are not easily understood, diagnosed, or treated. The fact that apathy is
both a syndrome of its own and a symptom of a deeper problem compounds the issue.106
In this section, other research that has been conducted on the topic of apathy for the Word
will be examined. This examination will be followed by a shortlist of theories regarding Wordapathy that need more exploration, followed by a look at the ministry practices currently in
place. The section concludes with a comparison of this researcher’s approach to those current
models of ministry.
Other Research
American Bible Society
Research specifically on apathy toward the Word of God is found in the American Bible
Society’s State of the Bible 2021 report.107 Within the report, the American Bible Society (ABS)
created a “Scripture Engagement Scale” to measure and describe how consistent interaction with
the Bible “shapes people’s choices and transforms their relationships with God and others.”108
The report defined “Bible users” as “Individuals who read, listen to, or pray with the Bible on
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their own at least 3-4 times a year, outside of a church service or church event.”109 Of those Bible
users surveyed, those categorized as “Bible Centered” consisted of more than eight out of ten
(83%) who “use the Bible on their own at least four times a week.”110
Those Americans surveyed who demonstrate some degree of apathy toward the
Scriptures were categorized into two groups: “Bible Neutral” and “Bible Disengaged.”111 Bible
Neutral people “interact with the Bible sporadically and report little influence from the Bible.
Nine of ten read the Bible either once a month (37%), three or four times a year (23%), or once
or twice a year (32%). This is the most troubled category of respondents, showing high levels of
stress and low levels of hope and flourishing.”112
Bible Disengaged people “interact with the Bible infrequently, if at all, and it has a
minimal impact on their lives. Two-thirds (66%) never read the Bible independently, and three in
ten (30%) read it only once or twice a year. As a group, Bible Disengaged people rarely seek out
the Bible, tending to encounter it through others, rather than by choice.”113
Within the church in the United States, “Practicing Christians114 lead the way in
consistent interaction with the Bible and openness to its message…. Meanwhile, [of] NonPracticing Christians, only 16 percent qualify as Scripture Engaged and 33 percent as Bible
Disengaged.”115 In an analysis of denominations, “eight in 10 Practicing Christian evangelicals
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are Scripture Engaged (80%), 19 percent are in the Movable Middle, and a mere 1 [sic] percent
are Bible Disengaged.”116
Femme Osage Church is historically German evangelical; however, it is surrounded by a
strong Catholic presence that may have subtly, over time, influenced FOC’s enthusiasm toward
the Word of God. The State of the Bible 2021 report indicates, “42 percent of Catholics are
Scripture Engaged, 46 percent are in the Movable Middle, and 11 percent are Bible
Disengaged.”117 Ironically, Femme Osage Church exhibits the Bible-apathetic attributes of Bible
Disengaged, Non-Practicing Catholics rather than Bible-centered Practicing evangelicals.
Regarding the practice of simply reading the Bible, “three-quarters of Practicing
Christians (75%) read their Bible at least weekly, and 84 percent read their Bible at least
monthly.”118 This information infers a critical statistic: 16 percent of Practicing Christians do not
read their Bible at least once a month. This 16 percent may indicate a group of Practicing
Christians who hold a Bible-apathetic posture.
Another apathy-for-the-Word statistic can be inferred from the 2021 data highlighted
under “Change in Bible Use by Tradition and Practicing Faith.”119 While only two percent of
Practicing evangelicals decreased their Bible usage, 14 percent of Non-Practicing evangelicals
decreased their engagement with the Word.120 This statistic compares to five percent of
Practicing Catholics and 11 percent of Non-Practicing Catholics who decreased their time in the
Bible.121
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Of the frustrations and excuses related to apathy toward the Word, both Practicing
evangelicals and Catholics tallied 22 percent, citing they do not have enough time to read the
Bible.122 Non-Practicing Christians primarily express the frustration that their lack of
engagement in the Word is because of “simply not knowing where to start (22% evangelical and
mainline; 23% historically Black Protestant; 20% Catholic), perhaps suggesting a need for
encouragement or discipleship (see “Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework: Psychological
Obstacles”).123
Considering these statistics, the question remains whether apathy for the Word of God
can be overcome by simply reading the Bible. “Virtually all Practicing Christians in every
tradition want to read the Bible more. In total, nine in 10 Practicing Christians say they wish they
read their Bibles more (91%). Again, Non-Practicing Christians trail behind on this point, though
a notable majority (72%) does long for more frequent Bible reading.”124 This statistic means over
a quarter (28%) of Non-Practicing Christians do not long to increase their Bible reading. In
addition, the fact that a significant number of Practicing and Non-Practicing Christians have
decreased their Bible usage indicates it may take more than simple Bible reading.125 This
researcher contends it takes identifying and removing physical and psychological obstacles along
with the transforming work of the Holy Spirit in the heart of the believer and unbeliever alike to
change apathy to enthusiasm for the Word.
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LifeWay Research
Another biblical-research study, although more limited in scope than the ABS study, was
conducted in 2017 by LifeWay Research.126 The LifeWay study found that “only 32 percent of
Americans who ‘attend a Protestant church regularly say they read the Bible personally every
day.’ Evangelical Protestants faired a little better (36 percent), but not much.”127 In his analysis
of the study, author Ken Braddy concluded:
America has a literacy problem. Almost 14 percent of the adult population cannot read.
But illiteracy isn’t just a problem in secular society. A far worse kind of illiteracy affects
the church: Biblical illiteracy. Only 20 percent of Americans say they’ve read the entire
Bible at least once. And only 22 percent say they systematically read through a section of
the Bible a little each day. A third of Americans never read the Bible on their own.128
Practical Atheism
In his book Apatheism, Kyle Beshears explores the existence of apatheism in the church
and concludes “not all apathy in the church is apatheism and, if we’re not careful, we risk
misdiagnosing a close cousin of apatheism – ‘practical atheism’ – which is the state in which a
believer lives as if he or she doesn’t believe.”129 This condition of the practical atheist partially
explains the apathy toward the Word that can exist in the church.
Beshears goes on to describe the Word-apathetic behavior of the practical atheist.
“Today, these are the folks who attend church, zone out during the sermon, and live as if God
doesn’t matter to their lives. There is a profound disconnect between what they believe and how
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they behave.”130 They may say they believe the Word of God is inspired and inerrant, but they do
not invest themselves in the Scriptures.
While Beshears raises the topic of apatheism, he does not offer any data or refer to any
studies that document or explain the extent apatheism has permeated the church. However, his
examination of apatheism does bring awareness to a source of Word-apathy in the church.
Theories Not Fully Explored
There are two theories regarding Bible apathy that have been mentioned but are in need
of further exploration: Bible illiteracy and spiritual warfare. While Bible publishers acknowledge
their Bible translations are written for different grade levels, no research was found which
explored the use or misuse of these translations within the church. Similarly, while spiritual
warfare should be considered when exploring apathy for the Word, little is written on the subject
from a scholarly point of view.
Ministry Practices Currently in Place
Numerous strategies have been developed to counter apathy toward the Word in the
church. Five common strategies are: 1) the Murray M’Cheyne Bible Reading Plan, 2) the E100
ChallengeTM, 3) the Lectio Divina (Divine Reading), 4) the Book of Faith Initiative, and 5)
Practicing Mindfulness. The strengths and weakness of these strategies will be discussed in this
section.
M’Cheyne Bible Reading Plan
The Robert Murray M’Cheyne Bible Reading Plan, created in the nineteenth century,
remains one of today's most popular approaches. His popular ministry model for addressing
Word-apathy in a congregation utilizes a systematic, daily Bible-reading plan (see “Chapter 2:
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Conceptual Framework: Ministry Practices”) and personal discipline. The Bible Plan website
explains its origin: “The 19th Century [sic] Scottish minister, Robert Murray M’Cheyne,
(sometimes spelled McCheyne) who lived from 1813-1843, prepared a plan for Bible reading to
take readers through the New Testament and Psalms twice a year, and through the rest of the
Bible once each year. There are approximately four chapters per day to be read in this plan.”131
From personal experience, this researcher can testify that the M’Cheyne’s approach is
aggressive and takes a significant commitment to complete. As an aid, the Bible Plan website has
created a daily e-mail reminder of the chapters needing to be read according to M’Cheyne’s
plan.132 According to Bible Plan, D.A. Carson created a simplified version of the M’Cheyne
Reading Plan: “Carson suggests that the reader proceeds at half the rate of the M'Cheyne version:
he takes just two of the four M'Cheyne readings each day, which is somewhat more manageable.
It takes the reader through the New Testament and Psalms every year, and the Old Testament
every two years.”133
The strength of M’Cheyne’s approach is that the reader is taken through the entire Bible
within one or two years. The challenge to the M’Cheyne Reading Plan is that it is an aggressive
approach. If the Bible reader misses a day or two in the reading schedule, catching up to the
dates of the plan is extremely difficult to do, which can result in discouragement.
The weakness of the M’Cheyne Plan is that no writer (to date) who espouses the plan
acknowledges the spiritual warfare the reader will experience in attempting the reading plan.
Neither is the need for the Holy Spirit to protect, motivate, and encourage the reader mentioned.
As presented, the reading plan is a strenuous exercise in human effort and self-discipline.
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E100 ChallengeTM
In the manner of the pre-selected verses approach (see “Chapter 2: Conceptual
Framework: Ministry Practices”), the American Bible Society encourages the use of the E100
ChallengeTM created by Whitney T. Kuniholm.134 “The Essential 100 ChallengeTM (E100) is a
Bible reading program …built around 100 carefully selected short Bible passages [50 Old
Testament and 50 New Testament] that enable people to get the big picture of God’s Word and
in the process develop a daily Bible reading habit.”135 Kuniholm describes how the E100
ChallengeTM was created:
About 15 years ago [2003], I was having my morning quiet time when God brought to
mind my three children, and in particular, how I could communicate God’s Word to them
before they were grown. After praying, I started making a list of Bible passages on the
back of an envelope. Over a period of two years, I expanded and refined it many times. In
the end, I settled on 50 Old Testament passages and 50 New Testament passages, and I
called it The Essential 100 (E100).136
Kuniholm’s approach is now a proprietary product sold online by Scripture Union
(https://store.scriptureunionresources.com/e100/). The positive aspect of this approach is that it
gives the Bible reader a meaningful, truncated list of Scriptures to engage on a short-term basis.
The 100 Bible passages are read one at a time over 100 days which is beyond the habit-forming
threshold of 66 days established by Lally and colleagues (see “Chapter 2: Conceptual
Framework: Pre-selected Bible-verse Plan”).
The weakness of this approach is that there have been no studies to indicate those who
complete the E100 ChallengeTM will develop the habit of daily Bible reading on their own. In
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addition, there is no mention of the spiritual warfare the reader will experience in trying to
complete the challenge, nor the need for the Holy Spirit to enlighten and empower the reader.
The total effects of Kuniholm’s approach have yet to be researched as to whether or not the E100
ChallengeTM will, on its own merits, overcome apathy toward the Word in a congregation.
Lectio Divina (Divine Reading)
Horizon Community Church
In his dissertation, “A Strategy to Introduce and Encourage Transformational Bible
Reading at Horizon Community Church,” researcher John Trotter proposes using a small-group,
eight-week Bible-study series entitled “Transformative Bible Reading,” in conjunction with a
sermon series on the weekly topics in the study, to teach a methodology of engaging the
Scriptures. Defining transformative Bible reading, Trotter writes, “[T]he most commonly used
term that comes closest to an approach of transformative Bible reading for evangelicals is ‘quiet
time.’”137 Trotter continues by describing the methodology, “The predominant methodology for
transformational Bible reading throughout most of church history has been lectio divina [sic]
[i.e., divine reading].138 Trotter continues: “The method of lectio divina [sic], as commonly
observed, was not outlined until the twelfth century by Guigo II in The Ladder of Monks …. The
four parts of lectio divina [sic] which he outlined are lectio (reading), meditatio (meditation),
oratio (prayer), and contemplation (contemplation).”139
In describing the obstacles to his proposed approach, Trotter writes, “While many issues
can contribute to a lack of transformational Bible reading, three primary obstacles are observable
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within the culture at Horizon [Community Church]. The first obstacle is a deficiency in a
theological foundation, the second is low community expectation, and the third is a lack of
experience and practical training.”140 While Trotter acknowledges that the Holy Spirit can only
do spiritual transformation, he fails to mention the context of spiritual warfare, the internal battle
with the flesh, and the external battle against the powers of darkness. He does not consider the
problem of apathy toward the Word by many believers, including those within his congregation.
To this point, Trotter admits that “…the congregants who participate … tend to be those who are
highly committed and yet spiritually hungry.”141 Also, Trotter does not consider the possibility of
physical or psychological obstacles.
As to the success of the project, Trotter states, “Evaluation of the success of the project
primarily examined the participants’ initial receptivity to the study and in particular their reaction
to the practice of lectio divina [sic] as a method of transformational Bible reading.”142
Specifically, Trotter measured the responsiveness of the small-group leaders to the eight-week
Bible study and if they saw any value in learning the practice of the Lectio Divina. In the
evaluation, Trotter records:
Another leader, who was not quite as effusively positive, thought that it served as a good
study for new Christians. This comment was interesting and seemed in opposition to the
nature of the complaint by a leader who expressed some reservations about the value of
the study. He thought that there were some in the group who “might not have been able
(or willing) to grasp the whole concept of the study.”143
Unfortunately, Trotter did not measure the impact of the participants learning the practice
of Lectio Divina on their daily spiritual habits, nor did he record the obstacles they faced in the
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eight-week study. In short, the project's success was not based on improving the participants’
interaction with the Word or overcoming apathy toward the Word through the practice of Lectio
Divina; rather, it was judged by the church small-group leadership's acceptance of a viable
spiritual discipline to teach. Trotter admits,
More specific questions in regard to the lectio divina [sic] practice should have been
included. A pre-study and post-study self-assessment as suggested by one of the study
groups would also have been valuable. The post-study self-assessment could have been
done immediately after the study to determine initial result or postponed until sometime
later to determine more accurately the long-term results.144
Crestview Baptist Church
Robert Stephens of Crestview Baptist Church utilized the Lectio Divina in his
dissertation project “The Impact of a Lectio Divina Bible Reading Methodology in the Lives of a
Sample of Congregants at Crestview Baptist Church.” He states,
This research project will gauge the effectiveness of bringing Lectio Divina as a daily
Bible engagement practice into the lives of the adult congregation and measuring the
change in an individual’s spiritual growth to address this problem. The desired outcome
of this thesis project is to increase the number of adults who have developed a daily habit
of engaging with God's Word.145
Stephens conducted a 30-day Bible reading program using Lectio Divina as the
methodology and surveyed the participants at the beginning and end of the 30 days. In the
project, Stephens recruited believers who were already engaging the Word to some degree. The
consent form Stephens used contains this statement to the potential participants: “You were
selected as a possible participant because you are 25 years of age or older, and you are presently
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enrolled in an adult Bible study class within the Young Families department at Crestview Baptist
Church.”146
Unfortunately, the project did not include those who were outwardly apathetic toward the
Word. On the contrary, the project disqualified those participants who demonstrated a degree of
disinterest or apathy. In the reporting on the project, Stephens writes, “Those participants who
are italicized have been disqualified from the final analysis due to a lack of participation.”147 To
be more specific, Stephens clarifies that “Those who failed to complete the entirety of the
research intervention have been removed from the final analysis of the results.”148 Stephens
further states, “The primary reason for disqualification was that 6 [sic] of the participants failed
to complete the Bible Reading Plan.”149 There is no further investigation into why some
participants failed to complete the Bible readings in the project's scope. This researcher would
contend that this is some of the most critical data needed in analyzing success or failure in
confronting apathy toward the Word. Any Bible-reading plan implemented in a congregation
would be declared successful if you disqualify or eliminate those who refuse or fail to complete
the plan. In addition, Stephens does not consider the reality of spiritual warfare in his project or
how it might have significantly impacted those who were disqualified.
Stephens’ project was deemed successful as most participants completed the Bible
Reading Plan. However, whether the participants continued to practice Lectio Divina
independently past the initial thirty days is unknown. The 30-day project falls significantly short
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of the 66-day habit-forming threshold of Lally and colleagues.150 Stephens admits that further
investigation is needed to determine if the practice is sustainable. “Participants within this
research project experienced a great measure of spiritual growth. The question remains if this
spiritual growth would have sustained over the course of a Believers [sic] life.”151
Book of Faith Initiative
There have also been denominational-wide efforts to encourage engaging the Word of
God. In 2007, the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA) approved the launch of the
“Book of Faith Initiative,” a Bible engagement initiative to be used by all ELCA congregations.
The initiative launched in 2008 and was to conclude in 2012.152
“The Book of Faith Initiative strives to increase biblical literacy and fluency for the sake
of the world. The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America is committed to this five-year
initiative encouraging members, congregations, and synods to dig deeper into our book of
faith — the Bible.”153
The Book of Faith Initiative consists of a four-session study encompassing a “four-fold
method of reading Scripture.” Specifically, group study and discussion explore 1) devotional
reading, 2) historical reading, 3) literary reading, and 4) Lutheran theological reading.154
As stated in the 2007 Churchwide Assembly’s recommendation [CA07.02.06], the
Assembly voted “To invite and encourage all members, expressions, institutions, and partners of
this church to commit themselves regularly and increasingly to hearing, reading, studying,
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sharing, and being formed by God’s Word.”155 Included in the objectives of the initiative were
obtaining a commitment of participation from 75% of the ELCA congregations (i.e., 6,675
congregations) and the training of 15,000 people with “enhanced skills for teaching the Bible.”
A 2013 report of results indicated that of 8,900 congregations, “1,300 congregations have
officially self-identified as Book of Faith congregations through the sign-up page on the
website.”156 This statistic falls far short of the goal of 6,675 congregations; however, the report
continues in stating how the participating congregations have adopted some of the Book of Faith
resources into their ministries: “These congregations and many others have reported such
practices as adopting long-term initiative practices (e.g., Dwelling in the Word at meetings; new
ways of engaging Scripture in homes and group studies) and hosting creative events.”157
In 2013 when the initiative was to conclude, the ELCA voted to continue and expand the
initiative by partnering with other Lutheran entities, such as the Lutheran publishing house
Augsburg Fortress, the individual ELCA Synods, ELCA colleges and universities, and others.158
These partnerships bring more resources to the table for congregations to consider. The Book of
Faith Initiative is now a perpetual institution within the ELCA.159
Unfortunately, perhaps ironically, the 2013 report does not include any information about
how many persons were trained in enhanced skills for Bible teaching. Reaching 15,000 trained
laypersons was the goal, but there is no mention of any progress toward that goal. The report also
did not provide any information on the initiative’s impact on the individual believer.
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The Initiative may be proving to be another top-down means to promote resources to
Lutheran congregations, synods, and institutions to incorporate into their educational
programming. Success is measured by sales of the literature and not by confirmation of personal
transformation. Participants are exposed to a four-fold approach to the Scriptures, but is the
approach promoting personal transformation? There is no data to determine the Initiative’s
success with the individual’s personal spiritual life.
Practicing Mindfulness
Thomas Frederick and co-authors of Burnout in Christian Perspective offer a treatment
for spiritual apathy: “If acedia [apathy] is at the heart of burnout and compassion fatigue, then
reconnecting with God through the spirit will enliven the person struggling with compassion
fatigue.”160 This reconnection with God is more suitably described as developing a mindfulness
of God’s immediate presence with the struggling believer. They propose three essential spiritual
practices which help treat spiritual apathy; specifically: “(1) the Jesus prayer, (2) the daily
examen, and (3) the prayer of consideration. These three spiritual exercises are intended to
rekindle one’s spiritual connection to the divine.”161
The Jesus Prayer consists of the simple prayer “Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have
mercy on me, a sinner,” connected with a breathing exercise of inhaling and exhaling while
saying the prayer. The Daily Examen is a spiritual discipline taken from St. Ignatius’ Spiritual
Exercises wherein the believer practices prayerful reflection twice a day. The Prayer of
Consideration is a form of Christian medication where the believer “thoughtfully and
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imaginatively reflects on the world and experiences. This active attention enlivens one’s spiritual
connection to God.”162
Practicing mindfulness is vaguely similar to what this researcher suggests as a possible
solution to apathy toward the Word. In practicing mindfulness, the Christian turns to the Holy
Spirit for mental and physical empowerment to overcome stressful or adverse circumstances. In
this intervention, the believer turns to the Holy Spirit for empowerment to engage the Scriptures
in the face of spiritual warfare waged by the Kingdom of Darkness. What is lacking in the
Practice of Mindfulness is the direct interaction with the Scriptures. Also, Practicing Mindfulness
does not address any physical or psychological obstacles, nor admit to the possibility of spiritual
warfare being waged.
Compare and Contrast with Other Ministry Practices
All the forementioned approaches assume that the reader desires to read the Scriptures, is
self-disciplined enough to read consistently, and simply needs a workable plan. These strategies
provide a plan for the untrained reader, but assume the reader is a Christian who will understand
the Word if they make time for daily reading. These approaches do not consider the impact of an
inability to read due to physical or psychological impairment, apathy enflamed by the spiritual
warfare waging between the flesh and the Spirit within the believer, or the adversity to the Word
brought about by the principalities and powers of evil. Plus, there is little to no discussion in
these approaches regarding the role of the Holy Spirit transforming the believer from being
Word-apathetic into an enthusiastic reader of the Scriptures.
This researcher’s approach is threefold. First, the Holy Spirit must always be relied upon
to quicken the Word-apathetic heart, create a continued hunger for the Scriptures, and instill an
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enthusiasm for the Word of God. Second, physical and psychological obstacles must be
identified and addressed, keeping in mind the possibility of these barriers being leveraged by the
Kingdom of Darkness in spiritual warfare. Finally, this researcher acknowledges the spiritual
battle Bible readers will experience as they expose themselves to the Word of God. In the small
group meetings, participants help each other identify and create a means of counteraction to the
negative spiritual pushback.
While this researcher appreciates the value of a systematic approach to the Scriptures,
there is an inherent danger to using such a plan. The chances are very high that the believer will
miss some days of reading and fall behind the reading schedule. Falling behind can create
discouragement and only intensify any existing apathy toward the Word.

CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Intervention Design
Introduction
The problem is the members of Femme Osage Church neglect personal interaction with
the Scriptures and demonstrate disinterest for the Word of God. The purpose of this DMIN
action research project is to equip selected adult members of Femme Osage Church with a multifaceted approach to the Scriptures to transform an evident lack of engagement with God’s Word
into enthusiasm for the Word. If Femme Osage Church participates in a multi-faceted approach
to the Scriptures, then it is presumed that the Holy Spirit will use the participant's exposure to the
Scriptures to transform their Word-apathy into enthusiasm for the Word of God.
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The Researcher
As the relatively new pastor of the Femme Osage congregation, this researcher
acknowledges a previously held false bias, namely, that Christians did not read their Bible
because they were lazy. During the research stage of the project, this researcher developed a
growing conviction that laziness is not the dominant cause of Word-apathy; instead, there are
several psychological, physical, and spiritual obstacles confronting the believer that can hinder
and discourage them from being in the Word. This research project will explore, discover, and
address these hurdles so the Holy Spirit may transform apathy into enthusiasm.
The Approach
Through Pre-Intervention interviews and an initial survey, the researcher will first seek to
uncover and address any psychological, physical or spiritual obstacles the participants may have
in interacting with the Word. Then, the participants will be exposed to the Word through prayer,
daily Bible reading/listening, daily devotions or quiet times, Scripture memory, and an
introductory Bible study. This intervention depends upon the Holy Spirit's work to quicken the
heart of the Word-apathetic participant, work through the participant's exposure to the Scriptures,
and transform Word-apathy to enthusiastic hunger for the Word of God.
The Context of Spiritual Warfare
It is acknowledged that the flesh of the old nature within the believer does not want the
things of the Spirit (Gal 5:16-17), and the principalities and powers of evil wage war against the
Christian (Eph 6:12). Therefore, it is anticipated the project participants will experience spiritual
resistance and times of personal failure.
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The Plan
Phase I, Stage I: Permission Request and Response
The first step will be to request and receive institutional approval from the Femme Osage
Church Council. The Council meets on an irregular basis; therefore, the Permission Request
Form and supplied Response Letter (see Appendix A) will be presented at the Council’s earliest
convenience. The next step is to obtain Institutional Review Board Approval (see Appendix U).
Phase I, Stage II: Intercessory Prayer and Reflective Journal
Once organizational and IRB approval has been secured, the first phase of the
intervention will include planned intercessory prayer by the pastor and the church’s prayer team
for the process of recruitment and the organization of the small groups. Weeks One and Two of
the intervention will consist of: 1) prayers for the smooth recruitment and organization of three
small groups of four to six persons, 2) the availability and willing participation of the church
members, and 3) the timely start of the small group meetings. Following the initial two weeks,
daily intercessory prayer will continue for the recruited participants to experience success in the
spiritual warfare waged as they interact with the Word of God. In addition, to document this
researcher's experience and identify any biases, a personal reflective journal will be started and
kept throughout the entire intervention beginning in Week One.
Phase I, Stage III: Recruitment
In his book, Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach for Doctor of Ministry
Projects, author Tim Sensing stresses the importance of having a variety of participants in the
DMIN project. He writes,
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Lincoln and Guba suggest maximum variation sampling as the most useful method for
selecting people to participate in your project.163 By selecting people who represent a
broad range of perspectives, you increase the inclusivity of your project. Therefore,
choose people who vary in age, gender, marital status, employment, ethnicity, length of
membership, etc.164
Participants in the intervention will be personally recruited by the pastor and by general
announcements from the pulpit. Participants must also be at least 18 years of age and members
or regular attenders of Femme Osage Church. One small group (four to six persons) will be
recruited by the pastor and consist of singles and young married couples with infants and
preschoolers. This small group will have the option to meet over the internet via teleconferencing
using Zoom Meetings. In this manner, the needs of infants and preschoolers can be met without
impacting the other members of the small group. A second small group (four to six persons) will
be recruited by the pastor and consist of new members in the congregation. A third small group
(four to six persons) will be recruited by the pastor and through general announcements from the
pulpit. This group will consist of long-time church members whose families have been church
members since the church's inception in 1833. Finally, each participant will be assigned a
pseudonym or random number to keep the participant anonymous and protect their information
for the findings of this intervention.
Materials used for the recruitment include an Informed Consent Form (see Appendix B),
a bulletin insert to be used during the recruitment period (see Appendix C), a basic flyer
providing more information regarding the project (see Appendix D), and a verbal script to be
used in one-on-one solicitation (See Appendix E). Additional material, such as directions to the
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Yvonna S. Lincoln and Egon G. Guba, Naturalistic Inquiry (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1985), 202, as
quoted in Tim Sensing, Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach for Doctor of Ministry Projects (Downers
Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2011), 84.
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Tim Sensing, Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach for Doctor of Ministry Projects
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2011), 84, https://ebookcentral-proquestcom.ezproxy.liberty.edu/lib/liberty/reader.action?docID=5706444&ppg=7.
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host or hostess' home, may be created if needed by the other members of the small group (see
Appendix F for a sample).
Phase I, Stage IV: Small Group Logistics
The logistics of the intervention will include establishing the location and time of the
weekly meetings along with fulfilling the logistical needs (host/hostess, parking,
accommodations, refreshments, etc.). It is preferred that the small groups be hosted by one of the
group's participants and meet in their home rather than the church fellowship hall. Each group
will determine its meeting time and communication/notification plan. Once logistics have been
solved, the first 90-minute session of the small groups will be conducted in the home of the
respective host/hostess or via a Zoom Meeting.
Phase II, Stage I: Pre-Intervention Interviews and Literacy Test
To establish a baseline of the participants’ previous interaction with the Word, one-onone interviews will be conducted with at least ten participants (see Appendix G) in Weeks One
and Two. In his book Action Research, author Ernest Stringer explains the value of the initial
phases of data collection through qualitative data. “Initial phases of exploration are designed not
to gather concrete evidence or objective data but to reveal the reality that makes up people’s dayto-day experience, bringing their assumptions, views, and beliefs out in the open and making
them available for discussion.”165
Participants will be asked to tell the story of their spiritual journey, describe their
previous experience with the Word of God, explain how they encountered the Word of God in
their past church experience, and other questions related to their previous interaction with the
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Ernest T. Stringer, Action Research, 4th ed. (Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2013), 102.
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Scriptures. The interviews will be audio-recorded, transcribed for the researcher, and the
information stored on a password-protected computer to which only the researcher has access.
Also, a simple reading-skills literacy test from A2Z Homeschooling will be conducted
with each participant to evaluate their reading level.166 This data will be used to compare the
reading level of their personal Bible and the Bibles provided in the pews during worship
services. This five-minute test will not evaluate any learning disabilities or reading
comprehension; instead, it is a simple test to evaluate their overall reading ability.
Phase II, Stage II: Spiritual Warfare Study and Baseline Data
Beginning in Week Three, there will be a Bible study (see Appendix I) on spiritual
warfare and its expected impact on the participants during the intervention. The discussion will
focus on the battle between the flesh and the Spirit (Gal 5:17) and the outward forces of
wickedness waging war against all believers (Eph 6:12). Participants will learn how apathy for
the Word is both a problem and a symptom of spiritual warfare. Participants will also have the
option of beginning to memorize Ephesians 6:12.
In addition, the first Weekly Survey (see Appendix H) will be taken to establish a
baseline regarding the participants' weekly frequency in the Word, the obstacles they faced when
trying to read or listen to the Word, and the benefits they experienced from Word interaction.
Phase II, Stage III: The Introduction to Spiritual Disciplines
In Week Four, the participants will be introduced to 1) a daily Bible-reading approach
using www.BibleGateway.com and its audio options (see Appendix J), 2) a phone application of
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“Test Your Kids Reading Level,” A2Z Homeschooling, November 19, 2021,
https://a2zhomeschooling.com/all_time_favorites/reading_level_assessment.
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the audio version of the New Living Translation (see Appendix K), 3) the daily-devotional Jesus
Calling, and 4) how to use their Bible for a quiet time with God (see Appendix L).
The participants will be encouraged to select a Bible translation from BibleGateway that
suites their reading ability and either read or listen to one chapter of the Bible per day for the
duration of the intervention. The participants will read or listen (using BibleGateway or New
Living Translation’s audio option) to the Gospel of Luke, followed by the Acts of the Apostles
and the Letters of Paul to the Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and Romans. There
is no Bible study or additional work to be completed other than the pure enjoyment of reading or
listening to the Scriptures. There is also no set schedule for reading or listening. One chapter a
day will be encouraged. If the participant misses a day or two, they are not to become
discouraged nor feel the need to catch up; instead, they pick up where they left off in the
listening or reading.
The participants will also have the option to engage the Word on a more personal level
by using either Jesus Calling and their Bible for a daily devotional or only their Bible for a daily
quiet time with the Lord. A copy of Jesus Calling will be provided to each participant. During
Week Four, the participants will be taught how to interact with the daily Scripture readings noted
in the Jesus Calling daily devotion. In addition, using the Gospel of John, participants will be
taught how to have a quiet time with the Lord by using only their Bibles (see Appendix L).
Having been taught how to 1) read or listen to the Word through audio Bible, 2) have a personal
devotion, and 3) conduct a quiet time, the participants will be asked to choose one of these three
methodologies and practice it as a daily spiritual exercise of time with the Lord.
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Throughout the intervention, the participants will also have the option of memorizing
select verses about the Scriptures, including Ephesians 6:12, 2 Timothy 3:16, Hebrews 4:12,
John 8:31, and Ephesians 6:17. These are also the key verses used for the weekly Bible study.
Phase II, Stage IV: Continued Weekly Small Group Meetings
In the period of Week Five through Week Ten, participants will meet weekly to share in
an audio-recorded, small-group session to 1) report on their daily Bible-listening/reading, 2)
share insights and inspirations they received from their devotions or quiet times, 3) report on the
obstacles of spiritual warfare they experienced when trying to engage the Scriptures, 4) complete
as a group one chapter of the Bible-study material, and 5) consider the option of memorizing
select passages of Scripture. In addition, the participants will complete the Weekly Survey
regarding the frequency of their time in the Word, the obstacles they faced when trying to get
into the Word, and the benefits they experienced when they were in the Word.
Regarding the Bible Study (see Appendix J), the seven topics include 1) spiritual warfare,
2) a gospel presentation (1 Cor 15:3-4), 3) the inspiration of the Word (2 Tim 3:16a), 4) the
power of the Word (Heb 4:16), 5) the usefulness of the Word (2 Tim 3:16b), 6) abiding in the
Word (John 8:31), and 7) the sword of the Word in spiritual warfare (Eph 6:10-17, especially 17;
Luke 4:1-13).
Phase III, Stage I: Post-Intervention Interviews and Celebration
The last scheduled session of the small groups, Week 11, will include a celebration for
completing the first eight weeks of Scripture engagement. In addition, Post-Intervention
Interviews will be conducted during the week with each of the individual participants. Questions
for the Post-Intervention Interviews are documented in Appendix M. These interviews will be
audio-recorded and transcribed for the researcher.
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In addition, the participants will continue to complete the Weekly Survey regarding the
frequency of being in the Word, obstacles encountered, and benefits experienced. The final
session of the small group meetings will include the re-enforcement of Bible-listening/reading
for pleasure and sharing the inspiration experienced in the participants' devotions or quiet times.
After Week 11, the small group will have the option of continuing to meet on their own.
Each small group will be encouraged to transition into a Bible study or fellowship small group.
Phase III, Stage II: Focus Group
The intervention will conclude in Week 12 with the meeting and interviewing a Focus
Group (six to eight persons) comprised of members representing each small group. The members
will be chosen based on their personal experience with the intervention (as shared in the Week
11 Post-Intervention Interviews) and their ability to articulate both the positive and the negative
aspects of the intervention. The Focus Group will compare and contrast their personal
experiences through the intervention. At this time, conclusions will be drawn regarding the
success or failure of the intervention on whether or not the participant's Word-apathy was
transformed into enthusiasm for the Word. In addition, recommendations will be taken as to how
best to engage another section of the congregation in another Word-apathy intervention. The
questions to the Focus Group are found in Appendix N. This Focus Group will be audio-recorded
and transcribed for the researcher.
In conclusion, it is important to note that consistency and momentum are two critical
components of the project. Obstacles to engaging the Word must be eliminated or minimized to
the greatest extent possible to achieve maximum results.
Outline of the Intervention
Table 3.1 Outline of the Intervention
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Week

Small
Group

0
1

2

3

1

4

2

5

3

6

4

7

5

8

6

9

7

10

8

11

9

12

Activity

Memorize
(optional)

Bible Study
Topics

Request and Receive Institutional Approval
Intercessory Prayer; Recruitment of
participants; Begin Reflective Journal; PreIntervention Interviews
Intercessory Prayer*; Recruitment of
participants; Pre-Intervention Interviews;
Reading-skills Literacy Test
Spiritual warfare study re: apathy for the Word
Eph 6:12
1) Spiritual
(Gal 5:17; Eph 6:12; Rom 7:18); Baseline
Warfare
Weekly Survey;
Learn how to do daily Biblereading/listening, devotions, and quiet times
Share inspirations, obstacles, and benefits;
2) The Gospel
Weekly Survey
Share inspirations, obstacles, and benefits;
2 Tim 3:16a 3) Inspiration
Weekly Survey
Share inspirations, obstacles, and benefits;
Heb 4:12
4) Power
Weekly Survey
Share inspirations, obstacles, and benefits;
2 Tim 3:16b 5) Usefulness
Weekly Survey
Share inspirations, obstacles, and benefits;
John 8:31
6) Abiding
Weekly Survey
Share inspirations, obstacles, and benefits;
Eph 6:17
7) Sword
Weekly Survey
Weekly Survey; Post-Intervention Interviews;
Small Groups' Celebration
Focus Group Discussion
*Intercessory prayer continues for the duration of the intervention.

Source: Jeffrey Willey, “Prospectus,” December 2021.
Implementation of the Intervention Design
Introduction
The implementation of the Intervention was conducted according to the procedures and
schedule previously described. The use of data triangulation, the sequence of data collection, and
how the data will be analyzed is as follows:
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Data Triangulation
Both quantitative and qualitative data regarding each participant’s apathy toward the
Word and the related obstacles and benefits will be gathered from six sources: 1) a PreIntervention Interview with each participant, 2) eight weekly individual performance surveys, 3)
eight weekly small group discussion sessions involving three small groups, 4) Post-Intervention
Interviews with the participants, 5) a final Focus Group discussion session, and 6) the
researcher’s daily observations, Qualitative data gathered through interviews and discussions
will be audio recorded and transcribed in full.
Sequence of Data Collection
A Pre-Intervention Interview will be conducted with each participant to establish a
baseline of personal apathy toward the Word of God and to identify pre-project biases,
prejudices, level of current Bible engagement, anticipated obstacles, and reading skills level.
Following the Pre-Intervention Interview will be an eight-week sequence wherein quantitative
data from the Weekly Survey and qualitative data from the Small Group discussion meetings will
be collected. The Weekly Survey will document each participant's daily reading/listening
performance along with the obstacles encountered, routine-altering events experienced, and
benefits received. The Small Group discussion will provide an individual qualitative analysis of
the weekly performance of each participant. After eight weeks, a Post-Intervention Interview will
be conducted, allowing the participant to provide a self-analysis of their Intervention experience.
Following the eight weeks, a single Focus Group discussion group will meet wherein the
participants will cross-examine and compare experiences across the three small groups utilized in
the Intervention. Finally, the data collected will be complemented by the researcher’s daily log of
observations being kept throughout the entirety of the Intervention.
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How the Data Will Be Analyzed
The qualitative data from the various interviews and group discussions will be analyzed
for common themes and sub-themes. Quantitative data gathered from these interviews will be
organized by categories and used as a baseline for further quantitative analysis. The Weekly
Survey results will be compiled, and the data entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. This
data will be subdivided into discrete and continuous data to reveal percentages, graphs, and
trends.
Sequence of the Implementation
During the implementation, circumstances dictated that two adjustments be made. First,
the problem of reading literacy levels had to be solved to ensure each participant could properly
engage the Scriptures within their reading-skill level. Second, the participants’ enthusiasm at the
end of the project caused the expansion of the Focus Group to include all the available project
participants and not a select few representatives of each group. The following is a phase-byphase and stage-by-stage description of the implementation.
Phase I, Stage I: Permission Request and Response
Before Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, permission to perform the
intervention at Femme Osage Church was requested and granted by the Church Council at a
specially called council meeting on January 23, 2022. The Council verbalized their support of the
project. With the location approval included in the application for IRB approval, the IRB
approved the project on February 2, 2022.
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Phase I, Stage II: Intercessory Prayer and Reflective Journal
Upon receiving written approval from the IRB, a reflective journal was started. In
addition, intercessory prayer was started for the successful recruitment of individuals to be
willing to participate in the project.
Phase I, Stage III: Recruitment
Recruitment of the participants proceeded as described in Chapter 3: The Plan.
Recruitment bulletin inserts (see Appendix C) were included in the Sunday morning worship
bulletin for two successive Sundays. As anticipated, no one responded to either solicitation.
Therefore, a personal solicitation was given using a face-to-face conversation with members of
the congregation by the researcher. This personal approach to recruitment was successful.
However, it must be noted that not a single participant was willing to participate in the project to
increase their interaction with the Word of God. Instead, every participant indicated they were
willing to participate in helping the researcher earn the Doctor of Ministry degree.
There was pushback by one recruit who indicated a previous pastor had used a small
group ministry to “play favorites” and divide the congregation. This recruit did not feel
comfortable participating in something that would divide the congregation. When it was
explained that the entire congregation was invited to participate and that there would be three
small groups, the recruit was satisfied with the answer, offered no further objection, and
voluntarily agreed to participate.
This incident reinforced the researcher’s awareness that the congregation had suffered
through a series of pastors who were not overly beneficial to the congregation. Several deep
wounds from past negative experiences still exist and only now are coming into the light to be
healed. The reluctance to participate in the project to personally grow in the Word may be
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caused, in part, by a negative past church experience, which is now making recruitment
extremely difficult. This possibility will be explored in the Pre-Intervention Interviews.
Phase I, Stage IV: Small Group Logistics
Once the individuals were recruited to participate, three small groups were formed.
However, their formation did not go as planned. It was intended that three small groups of eight
participants would be formed: Alpha Group, consisting of new members; Beta Group, comprised
of young marrieds; and Gamma Group made up of life-long members. Due to availability and
scheduling, what formed is the Alpha Group consisting of twelve participants, eight of which are
new members (who joined the church less than five years ago), one life-long member, and two
long-term members (members for over five years). An unexpected benefit was that the life-long
and long-term members became a natural catalyst for forming the small group by inviting the
new members into their homes. The life-long and long-term members being a part of this small
group helped keep the new members from being isolated and segregated from the rest of the
congregation.
The second group, Beta Group, was formed, consisting of three young married families
along with a single long-term member. The third group, Gamma Group, was formed consisting
of two couples who are life-long and long-term church members. They are also the parents of the
young families. It should be noted that the individual data from the two long-term members and
the solo life-long member of the Alpha Group may be calculated together at times with the
members of the Gamma Group. They share a similar type of church membership and age
demographic.
The Alpha Group determined to meet on Wednesday evenings starting at 5:00 p.m. This
group agreed to rotate the hosting of the meetings in their homes and bring finger foods and
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beverages to enjoy. The Beta Group decided to meet on Tuesday evenings starting at 6:00 p.m.
They, too, agreed to take turns hosting the weekly meetings. The Gamma Group began by
meeting on Thursday evenings at 7:00 p.m. but would quickly change to Monday evenings due
to a scheduling conflict of one of the members. Another member of the Gamma Group indicated
there would be an upcoming Monday night conflict sometime in April. This anticipated conflict
did not occur until May.
The researcher assured the participants who are expecting upcoming conflicts that the
conflicts are not a deterrent to participating; in fact, these conflicts and routine-altering events
are part of the study on how they will engage the Word despite these challenges. The small group
meetings are meant to provide education and support. Although their inability to attend the small
group meeting will impact them, this is also a part of the overall study of the Intervention.
Phase II, Stage I: Pre-Intervention Interviews and Literacy Test
To establish a baseline of the participant’s previous and current interaction with the
Word, the Pre-Intervention Interviews with 22 participants began on Tuesday, February 15. As
planned, the interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for the researcher.
A simple reading-skills literacy test from A2Z Homeschooling was conducted with the
participants to evaluate their reading level (see Appendix O). This data is compared to the
reading level of their personal Bible and the Bibles provided in the pews during worship
services. This five-minute test does not reveal the existence of any learning disabilities or the
level of reading comprehension; instead, it is a simple test to evaluate their overall reading level
ability. The results of this literacy test are presented later in this document (see “Chapter 4:
Results: Reading-Skills Level Mismatch”).
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Phase II, Stage II: Spiritual Warfare Study and Baseline Data
Beginning the week of Monday, March 7, the initial Bible study (see Appendix I) on
spiritual warfare was conducted as planned with each small group. The participants were
educated on the spiritual battle to expect in the upcoming weeks as they tried to engage the
Scriptures. In addition, the first Weekly Survey (see Appendix H) was taken to establish a
baseline regarding the participants' frequency in the Word, the obstacles they faced when trying
to read or listen to the Word, the benefits they experienced from Word interaction, and their level
of apathy or enthusiasm toward the Word.
Phase II, Stage III: The Introduction to Spiritual Disciplines
Small Group Week One
During the week of Monday, March 14, it was intended that the participants were to be
introduced to 1) a daily Bible-reading approach using www.BibleGateway.com and its audio
options (see Appendix J), 2) a phone application of the audio version of the New Living
Translation (see Appendix K), 3) the daily-devotional Jesus Calling, and 4) how to use their
Bible for a quiet time with God (see Appendix L). The three groups had no trouble locating and
downloading the BibleGateway application. However, only the Beta Group (consisting of the
young marrieds) was able to successfully download the New Living Translation application.
Only a few members of the Alpha Group could download the application. The rest of the Alpha
Group and the entire Gamma Group ran into difficulty locating and downloading the NLT
application. As a result, these latter two groups settled for using the New International Version in
the BibleGateway application.
Because locating and downloading the Bible applications consumed a significant amount
of time, the lesson on how to have a quiet time was postponed to a following small group
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meeting. The Beta Group would learn how to have a devotional and quiet time the following
week (Week Five), while the other two groups would learn the techniques in the following week
(Week Six).
Finally, the memorization of relative Bible passages did not begin in Week Four. The
participants were overwhelmed with learning how to use the Bible phone application that
Scripture memorization was considered “too much too soon.”
Phase II, Stage IV: Continued Weekly Small Group Meetings
Small Group Week Two
Continuing into Week Five (Small Group Week Two), the small groups consistently met
wherein the participants 1) reported on their daily Bible reading/listening, 2) shared insights and
inspirations they received from their interaction with the Word, 3) reported on the obstacles of
spiritual warfare they experienced when trying to engage the Scriptures, and 4) completed, as a
group, one chapter of the Bible-study material.
The small group meeting concluded with the participants completing the Weekly Survey
regarding the frequency of their time in the Word, the obstacles they faced when trying to get
into the Word, the benefits they experienced when they were in the Word, and their attitude
toward the Word. As a member of the Gamma Group will have a conflict starting Small Group
Week Four, it was mutually decided to have their regular Thursday night meeting this week and
then move to Monday nights the following week.
Small Group Week Three
An interesting phenomenon occurred this week. All three groups were reasonably
consistent with their Bible reading/listening. However, all three groups had the common
complaint that they “did not get much out of the readings.” Despite the lack of gained biblical
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insight, the Alpha Group did document questions from their reading. Answering these questions
snowballed into a Question & Answer session that lasted three hours. Originally intended to last
only 90 minutes, the Alpha Group session lasted four-and-a-half hours. This habit would become
a pattern for the Alpha Group to have an extensive Question & Answer time following meeting
the project’s requirements.
Small Group Week Four
Both the Alpha and Gamma Groups had a smooth week with no routine-altering events or
obstacles to their reading. A few members of these two groups are having difficulty establishing
a routine in their reading/listening to the Word. The Beta Group met with significant stress
during this week. They encountered both obstacles and routine-altering events which affected
their reading/listening performance.
Small Group Week Five
This week, a “red letter” week for three struggling participants was shared. In the
previous four weeks, they had struggled to read or listen daily. This week they had successfully
read or listened to the Scriptures seven days out of seven. They further testified how using a
specific time to read, multitasking while listening, and reading-along-while-listening to the audio
version helped them be successful. To be expected, after celebrating this success on April 6,
spiritual attacks were reported on April 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.
Small Group Week Six
One participant in the Beta Group began the project using the New Living Translation
(reading level grade 6). After two weeks, the participant stated they were not getting anything
out of that translation, so they switched to the New American Standard Bible (reading level
grade 11). After two more weeks, the participant had the same complaint, so they switched to the
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J.B. Phillips Translation (grade level 10). The participant reported that the J.B. Phillips
Translation was getting satisfactory results.
Most married participants chose not to hold their spouses accountable for reading or
listening. One couple who struggled to begin reading, however, decided to hold each other
accountable this week. The results marked improvement with their reading five out of seven
days.
Small Group Week Seven
All three groups met this week and reported a successful week engaging the Word. Two
Alpha Group members suffered a significant routine-altering event that impacted their
reading/listening. For one member, the family trauma drove them to the Word for comfort. No
specific verse stood out, nor did they experience any enlightenment on a Bible passage; instead,
they experienced the peace of God by just spending time with Him. Also, instead of listening to
just one chapter, the member listened to several chapters in one sitting. The other spouse
struggled to maintain a reading/listening routine during the routine-altering event.
All three groups suggested a potluck dinner be held to celebrate the successful
completion of the project. All the participants were interested in what the other groups had
experienced and learned. Therefore, instead of selecting a few representatives from each group to
form a Focus Group, it was requested that every participant be given the opportunity to share
their experience in the project. As a result, the Focus Group meeting would be held as a potluck
dinner for everyone (and not just a set of select individuals), which would allow everyone to give
input to the Focus Group questions. The session would be recorded and transcribed.
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Small Group Week Eight
Small Group Session Eight ended with a bitter-sweet note in all the groups. There was
significant pride in having accomplished eight weeks of Bible reading/listening and the related
Bible studies. There was also a palatable sadness to see the project end. This last session
consisted of a fellowship dinner and conducting the Post-Intervention Interviews (see Phase III,
Stage I below).
Summary
The participants were highly faithful throughout the eight sessions in their weekly
attendance. A few had an occasional conflict that prohibited them from participating in the small
group session. In such a case, the absent participant used Facetime® to participate in the group
discussion and submitted their Weekly Survey by taking a photo of it and sending the photo to
this researcher.
Phase III, Stage I: Post-Intervention Interviews and Celebration
As mentioned above, the last scheduled session of the small groups, Week 11 (Small
Group Session Eight), included a celebration for completing the eight weeks of Scripture
engagement. The last Weekly Survey was taken, and Post-Intervention Interviews were
conducted. Post-Intervention Interviews would be scheduled throughout the week for
participants absent in the last weekly meeting. Questions for the Post-Intervention Interviews are
documented in Appendix M. These interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for the
researcher.
Phase III, Stage II: Focus Group
The Intervention was intended to conclude in Week 12 with the meeting and interviewing
of a Focus Group (six to eight persons) comprised of members representing each small group.
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Instead, every individual from all three groups expressed a desire to participate in the Focus
Group. As scheduling prevailed, seven members of the Alpha Group, one member of the Beta
Group, and four members of the Gamma Group were available and would comprise the twelvemember Focus Group.
Unfortunately, this researcher failed to include the Focus Group Questions (Appendix N)
in the traveling project folder and did not have them for the appointed time. Instead, the
researcher asked open-ended and follow-up questions to which the members freely responded
(see Appendix P). This researcher believes the impromptu questions were more effective and
solicited a more significant response. In addition, much of the data the intended questions would
have solicited was gathered during the weeks of the Small Group Sessions.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Introduction
The purpose of this action research project is to encourage reading of the Scriptures at
Femme Osage Church. The big question of the Intervention is: could members of Femme Osage
Church be moved from their initial position of apathy toward the Word of God to a position of
interest and enthusiasm? A series of Pre-Intervention questions exposed several themes as to
why the members of Femme Osage Church are apathetic toward the Word. Once the
participant’s spiritual background and experience with the Word were thoroughly understood,
their reading skills level identified, and their initial apathy toward the Word documented, the
great challenge of the Intervention began. Could the participants read or listen to a chapter of the
Bible a day for eight weeks? Would the Holy Spirit use this exposure to the Word to change their
apathy into enthusiasm? Small group meetings were held weekly to teach biblical truths and for
the participants to share their experiences, struggles, and successes. Weekly surveys were taken
to monitor their level of apathy. Upon completing the eight weeks, the results of the Weekly
Surveys were tallied.
The results of the Intervention will be presented in the following order: 1) the
identification of themes from the gathering of baseline data through the Pre-Intervention
Interviews, 2) a review of the participants’ response to the eight week challenge to be in the
Word, 3) the examination of the obstacles and their impact when engaging the Word, 4) the
benefits discovered by being in the Word, and 5) the movement of participants from apathy to
enthusiasm toward the Word.
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Pre-Intervention Interview Themes
In the Pre-Intervention Interviews, six themes were discovered that influenced the
participants’ initial biases toward the Word, specifically: 1) engaging the Word was highly
dependent upon their church attendance, 2) the only in-depth exposure to the Word for all the
participants was the weekly sermon, 3) other church means of engaging the Word (hymns,
psalms, liturgy) failed to arouse interest in the Word, 4) a bad church experience left some of the
participants outside the church and thus not exposed to the Word of God, 5) having a negative
personal interaction with the Scriptures increased apathy toward the Word, and 6) a mismatch
between the individual participant's reading skills level and the reading level of their Bible is
highly suspicious of contributing to Word-apathy. This last theme will be examined in the
section Obstacles to Engaging the Word.
Church-Attendance Dependency
Almost without exception, the participants only exposure to the Bible occurs when they
are attending a church worship service; thus, when they leave the church, they lose exposure to
the Word of God. As a result, their interaction with the Word is highly church-dependent.
Interviewer: “Would it be fair to say that if you didn't engage the Scriptures when you
were going to church, then you simply didn't engage in Scriptures?”
Jamie: “That’s correct. Yes.”167
In all the interviews, it was the exception for a person to read their Bible outside of the
church context. Twenty out of 22 participants (91%) indicated their only time interfacing with
the Word of God was when they attended church services. Therefore, any lapse in church
attendance, for any reason, results in a lack of exposure and interaction with the Word of God.
Only two people added an additional exposure to the Word outside of a church worship service.

167

To preserve the participants anonymity, all names used for the participants are pseudonyms.
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Ironically, while every participant owns a Bible, it is typically on a nightstand or in a desk
drawer, never to be opened.
Describing their interaction with the Word in their childhood, 21 out of 22 participants
(95%) indicated that attending church and participating in Sunday school, Vacation Bible School
(VBS), and Catholic school (including PSR, “Parish School of Religion”) comprised the
influencers of their engagement with the Scriptures.
All 22 participants shared there was no Bible reading in their homes as they were
growing up. However, six of the 22 participants (27%) indicated that a parent or grandparent
would occasionally read to them from a children’s Bible storybook.
Only two of 22 participants (9%) mentioned the Bible being used to help them build a
personal relationship with Jesus as part of their spiritual journey. Twenty-one of 22 participants
(95%) testified that their faith in Christ Jesus for their salvation was affirmed at their
confirmation as a teenager wherein the Bible was used in their education. Using the Bible for
further development of a relationship with Christ after confirmation was not mentioned. For
these participants, their Bible interaction equates to their church participation and is not
necessarily a means of growing their relationship with Christ Jesus. In addition, 18 of 22
participants (82%) testified to “dropping out” of the church after their confirmation and dropping
out negatively impacted their interaction with the Word.
Sermon Dependency
Every participant (22 of 22) indicated their primary means of engaging the Word as an
adult was through the Sunday morning sermon. However, hearing the Word through the sermon
is conditional upon the minister preaching from the Bible. A lack of biblical preaching existed in
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some circumstances. Secondary to the sermon, 10 participants (45%) noted the Scripture
readings in the church services were a means for them to hear the Word of God.
Other Means of Engaging the Word
Three of the 22 participants (14%) indicated that hymns, praise songs, and Scripture
songs were a means of hearing the Word. One participant shared how a group of co-workers
have a weekly email wherein a Bible verse is shared, and people post their thoughts and current
life situation. Another participant indicated they listen to a Bible preacher on the radio when
traveling for work. However, none of these alternative means to the Scriptures have produced
any degree of enthusiasm for the Word of God.
Bad Church Experience
Five participants (23%) shared a bad church experience that caused them to stop going to
church and subsequently stop being exposed to the Word. The following are their stories:
Marion: We've always gone to [the family’s] church; all of us were raised there, but in
that church, a few weeks before we got married, [the priest] said we didn't pass our test.
We missed one question. So, he wouldn't marry us. And you know, after that experience
with that priest, it really bothered me. So, for a long time, I didn't go to church.
Monroe: And I went in there [church], and I didn't make it but a couple of weeks. I was
like a choir boy for a little [while]. There was a bunch of us and I got accused of pushing
somebody over and I didn't do it. And so, I never went back.
Ollie: After my dad passed away, he used to carry a little black book in his shirt pocket
with phone numbers. And I felt like if anybody was in that, they meant something to him,
and I needed to call them and let them know what happened to my dad. Well, then, I told
[the pastor] I called so and so. And she [the pastor] kind of made a face and [said], “Oh,
you shouldn't have called her.” And I was like, well, if it was in my dad's phonebook, [I]
felt like I should let them know anyway. It was just I felt like she had a negative attitude.
And that kind of stuck with me, and that I didn't have any interest in going back to that
church.
Jan: So, in late high school and in college, I was the janitor of our church, which [I] saw
the politics part [of church], and I think it just burned me out. And so, when I got my job,
I kind of stopped going for a pretty long time.
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Logan: When I got to start confirmation at [Lutheran church], everybody in my class was
in the Lutheran school, so they were getting religion classes throughout the day where I
wasn't. I was going to the public school, and I wasn't getting anything, and I just felt like
the biggest idiot sitting here because I didn't know what they were talking about, and I
didn't understand it. It was just a horrible experience for me.
Negative Personal Interaction with the Word
Of the 22 participants, only four (18%) have tried a limited Bible reading program at
some time in their life. Only two of the four completed the reading program. The two who did
not complete the reading program indicated they quit because they either could not understand
what they were reading or felt overwhelmed by the task.
Five of the participants (23%) have been involved in a Bible study with one of these
attending only one session of the study before dropping out. A lack of Bible-study and
experience reading-thru-the-Bible are prevalent in the participants.
Bible-study Failure
Of the 22 participants, seventeen (77%) have had no experience with participating in a
Bible study. One participant experienced Bible study as a child, three others had experienced a
Bible study as an adult. One participant attended one session of a church Bible study and never
returned:
Darian: I went to one Bible study and I didn’t get it. I had no clue what they were talking
about. And it was the only time I ever went and I was bored. And I was like, I won’t do
that again. They did a passage and just talked about it. They were seeing the color red,
and I was seeing the color orange. I [didn’t] get what they were saying.
Interviewer: But yet, you were teaching [children’s] Sunday school and having a blast.
Darian: Well, yeah, because it's easy to read and easy to understand.
Read Thru the Bible
Finally, eighteen of the 22 participants (82%) indicated they have never attempted a
Bible-reading program. Three participants (14%), as teenagers, attempted to read the entire Bible
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but quickly gave up the endeavor when they encountered the genealogies of Genesis. Two
participants (9%) attempted to read the Bible in its entirety but gave up after only a few chapters,
while two other participants successfully read the entire Bible.
Monroe: I was hired as an [overhead] crane operator. So on slow days, I had the Bible
and I actually read the Bible in its entirety . . . I just did it. You know, I'm killing time.
I'm sitting up in the crane, waiting for somebody for a lift. I might sit for hours. So, I
could sit and read it. . . I don't have a logical reason for that. I just thought, hey, there's a
Bible. Let me experience it and see what it's all about. And I read it and I probably didn't
understand half of it. Maybe even less than that.
Jesse: I was challenged in college to read the entire Bible in the year, so I took up the
gauntlet. I used the Murry M’Cheyne Reading Program and it nearly killed me. [laughter]
I didn’t realize how aggressive his program was. But I did it and can feel sympathy for
those who try and fail.
Summary
For all twenty-two participants, a consistent pattern had developed in relation to their
exposure with the Word. Exposure to the Word was solely through their participation in church
as a child and later on as an adult. Once reaching confirmation age, their church attendance was
reduced or stopped, and thus their exposure to and interaction with the Word was halted until
they returned to church later in life. Bad church experiences only reinforced their lack of church
attendance resulting in a lack of Bible engagement. For 20 of the 22 participants (91%), a
passion or enthusiasm for the Word is currently non-existent and unlikely to begin without any
positive interaction with the Scriptures.
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The Intervention: Eight Weeks in the Word
After the initial Pre-Intervention Interviews, the participants were divided into three small
groups (Alpha, Beta, and Gamma) and began reading or listening to a chapter of the Bible per
day. The participants met in their respective small group meetings every week. In their small
group meetings, the participants would share their success or failure in reading/listening to the
Scriptures in the previous week. They would discuss what obstacles they faced when attempting
to get into the Scriptures, review what benefits they experienced when they did so, and measure
their attitude toward the Scriptures. During seven of the eight small group meetings, a Bible
study was held to explore the power and value of the Word of God. In addition, time was taken
to answer any Bible questions the participants had from their daily reading/listening.
During the eight weeks of the Intervention, the participants had to find a way to
personalize their approach to the Scriptures. One size would not fit all. The participants would be
taught multiple ways of approaching the Scriptures and would have to determine the value of
each approach to their personal effort. The participants would have to decide to engage the Word
alone or with a partner, if they would accept accountability, if they needed to adapt their
reading/listening into an already existing routine or establish a new routine, and if they would
engage the Scriptures as a solitary activity or while they multitasked doing something else (such
as driving, putting on makeup, exercising, etc.). They also would choose between a printed
Bible, an electronic Bible, an audio Bible, or some combination of these three. The following is a
report on the decisions made by the participants and the resulting consistency or inconsistency
they experienced in engaging the Scriptures.
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Multifaceted Approach
Before implementing the Intervention, the researcher’s concern was whether using
multiple means to the Scriptures would benefit the participants or overwhelm them? What value
would taking a multifaceted approach to the Scriptures be to the Intervention?
The Intervention was designed to teach the participants to use a multifaceted approach to
the Scriptures; that is, participants would be taught the tools of Bible reading, Bible listening,
quiet times, daily devotionals, Bible study, and Scripture memory. It was anticipated that the
Holy Spirit would work through this variety of means to change the participant’s heart from
apathy to enthusiasm toward the Scriptures. Early in the eight weeks of engaging the Word, this
multifaceted approach proved impractical.
How to conduct a daily quiet time and devotional were taught, but no participant
ventured to use either of these methodologies. Scripture memory was dropped from the project
as participants were already overwhelmed with learning how to use the phone application to read
and listen to the Word. The individual participants gravitated toward the daily reading/listening
and found this to be challenging enough.
Rather than embracing the multifaceted approach, striving for quality in one approach
became dominant. Engaging the Word in the purest form by simply reading or listening to the
Scriptures was the unanimous choice of the participants.
Alone or With a Partner
Of the 22 participants, only two (9%) were widowed or single. Twenty of the 22
participants (91%) were married and were involved in the project with their spouses. This
interviewer thought the married participants would instinctively do the Bible reading/listening
together as a couple, which did not prove accurate. Of the ten couples in the Intervention: one
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couple consistently read or listened to the Scriptures together as a couple, another couple
attempted to do so, but a consistent routine-altering event prevented them from meeting together,
a third couple was impacted by forgetfulness, and the remaining seven couples did the project as
individuals. As individuals, nearly three-quarters (73%) chose to engage the Word alone rather
than with a partner (see Figure 4.1. Alone or With a Partner).
Figure 4.1 Alone or With a Partner

Alone or With a Partner

27%

Alone

73%

With a Partner

This statistic brings up the issue of accountability. This researcher was taught that any
undertaking of a life-changing or habit-building activity would be doomed to failure unless the
person was under accountability. The participants of this Intervention challenged this belief.
Accountability
Ironically, the Post-Intervention Interviews revealed that of the 22 participants, only four
(18%) admitted to being willing (or somewhat unwilling) to place themselves under
accountability to their partner. Group encouragement, rather than one-on-one accountability,
seemed to be the most effective means of encouraging personal engagement with the Word:
Jan: I don't think [our group] was worried about what other people in the group were
feeling. They were kind of helping each other out, [but not holding] each other
accountable.
Casey: But the more I say it [remind the spouse], the more it would not happen.
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Jackie: I felt accountable because when [my spouse would] say [“Let’s listen to the
Bible.”], and I would go, “Alright.”
Logan: I would pass by [my spouse] on the deck. “Did you read it? Did you read today?”
“No, I haven’t got that far today.” [Laughter] In response to this comment, the spouse
retorted, “I didn’t want to be that kind of [spouse]” who would nag or pester their spouse
into their Bible reading/listening.
Finley: “We ran a judgment-free zone.”
Understanding that most participants would not be under direct accountability, they were
highly encouraged to either envelop their Bible reading/listening into an existing routine or
establish a new routine. Within the first week or two, the participants would quickly distinguish
themselves in their level of success in establishing a routine of engaging the Word of God.
Establishing a Routine
Over the eight weeks, three distinct patterns developed regarding establishing a routine
(see Figure 4.2 Establishing a Routine). The participants were either able to successfully
establish a new routine, incorporate their reading/listening into an existing routine, or were
simply unable to establish a routine.
Figure 4.2 Establishing a Routine

Establishing a Routine
Established a new
routine

23%
18%

59%

Incorporated into an
existing routine
Unable to establish a
routine
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Either by invention (59%) or by incorporating into an existing routine (18%), seventeen
of the 22 participants (77%) successfully established a routine of engaging the Scriptures. One
possible reason for this high level of success was the option of either reading/listening to the
Scriptures while multitasking or as a solitary activity.
Multitasking or Solitary Activity
This researcher hypothesized that busy adults would be more likely to incorporate their
Bible reading/listening into an existing routine or multitask to establish a new routine. Therefore,
the option to multitask while reading/listening was suggested. The results were not as this
researcher had anticipated (see Figure 4.3 Multitasking or Solitary Activity).
Figure 4.3 Multitasking or Solitary Activity

Solitary Activity or Multitasking

45%

Solitary Activity

55%

Multi-tasking

Surprisingly, over half (55%) of the participants chose to do their Bible reading/listening
as a solitary activity. In fact, of the top fifteen performers (who read or listened to their Bible
80% of the time or more), only four of them (27%) used multitasking and are indicated in orange
in Figure 4.4 Multitasking and Bible Reading/Listening Frequency. Of the seven lowest
performers (who read or listened less than 80% of the time), five (72%) used multitasking as
their preferred method of engaging the Word and are indicated in green on the chart. More
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revealing, of the lowest six performers (who read or listened 71%, 61%, 51%, 39%, 22%, and
20% of the time, respectively), five out of six attempted multitasking.
Figure 4.4 Multitasking and Bible Reading/Listening Frequency

Reading /Listening Frequency Percentage
Percentage of Daily Bible Reading/LIstening

100%100%100%100%100%100% 98% 98%
92% 92% 90%
88% 88%
82% 80%
78%
71%
61%
51%
39%
22% 20%

Participants who used a solitary activity (blue); Participants who used multitasking (orange & green)

However, the perceived value (or lack of value) of multitasking to the participants is
deceiving. One might conclude that multitasking contributed to low performance. In the PostIntervention Interviews, one high-performing participant testified that having the option to
multitask made a significant difference. Jan said, “I think if I had to get my Bible out and read it
- I wouldn't have done this good. Being able to multitask [while] just listening to it helped me for
sure.”
Those who chose to do their Bible reading/listening as a solitary activity demonstrated a
higher level of success as indicated in blue in Figure 4.4. Eleven of the thirteen participants
(85%) scored as high performers in the project by reading 80% or more of the time. All six of the
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highest performers (who read or listened to the Scriptures 100% of the time) read or listened to
the Word as a solitary activity.
In summary, the option of multitasking while reading or listening to the Scriptures did
not prove to be any great advantage for the majority of participants who tried it. Only four
participants (18%) who used this option saw high performance. In contrast, five of the six
participants who scored as low performers used multitasking. But to those five, their weekly selfdiagnosis indicated that the use of multitasking was the only way they found effective in
engaging the Scriptures.
Bible Usage
The participants had three forms of the English Bible from which to choose. As
previously mentioned, their choice between using the New Living Translation or the New
International Version was determined in the first week of the Small Groups. The participants
needed to choose which form of the Bible was most conducive to their individual effort (see
Figure 4.5 Bible Usage). Utilizing the new technology, eighteen of the participants (82%) used a
Bible phone application to either read (9%) or listened to (73%) the Scriptures. Only 4
participants (18%) used the traditional print Bible in standard or large-print editions.
Figure 4.5 Bible Usage

Bible Useage
18%
9%
73%

Printed Bible
Electronic Bible via Cell Phone
Audio Bible via Cell Phone
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Reading/Listening Consistency
Having chosen to use the daily Bible reading or listening as the primary means of
engaging the Word, it was important that each of the participants establish a high level of
frequency in the Scriptures. Without this frequency, the opportunities for the Holy Spirit to work
through the Word would be limited. Overall, the participants successfully engaged the Word
frequently (see Figure 4.6 Reading/Listening Frequency Percentages).
Figure 4.6 Reading/Listening Frequency Percentages

Reading /Listening Frequency Percentage
100%100%100%100%100%100% 98% 98%

Percentage of Daily Bible Engagement

92% 92% 90%
88% 88%
82% 80%
78%
71%
61%
51%

39%
22% 20%

Axis Title

Over the eight weeks, nineteen of the 22 (86%) read or listened to the Word daily more
than 50% of the time. Sixteen of the 22 (72%) read or listened daily more than 75% of the time.
Eleven participants (50%) read or listened daily for 90% or more of the time. Finally, six
participants (27%) read or listened every day without fail. For the individual group
performances, see Appendix S.
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To reach their respective frequency levels, five patterns of consistency were revealed in
the participant’s behavior over the eight weeks (see Figure 4.7 Establishing and Maintaining
Consistency). The majority of participants, 14 of the 22 participants (64%), were able to
establish a high level of consistency quickly and effectively. Two participants (9%) started slow
but developed consistency in the Word over time. One participant (4%) was inconsistent but then
found consistency. Thus, the total number of participants who experienced consistency was 17
(77%).
Figure 4.7 Establishing and Maintaining Consistency

Establishing and Maintaining Consistency
Established and maintained consistency

4
1
1
2

Started slow, but became consistent
Inconsistent, then found consistency

14

Started strong, but faded over time
Inconsistent

On the side of inconsistency, one participant (4%) started strong, faded over time, and
joined the remaining four participants (18%) who never found consistency. A collaborating point
to mention, the five persons (23%) who failed to find consistency are the same participants who
failed to establish a daily routine (see Figure 4.2 Establishing a Routine).
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Obstacles to Engaging the Word
Introduction
During the course of the Intervention, a variety of obstacles to engaging the Bible were
encountered by the participants. These obstacles were either psychological, physical, or spiritual
in nature. Some obstacles were anticipated while other obstacles were unexpected. This thesis
will 1) examine the obstacles that were revealed in the Pre-Intervention interviews, 2) discuss
those obstacles which occurred during the eight weeks of the Intervention, and 3) conclude with
an examination of the specific obstacles of routine-altering events and spiritual warfare.
Pre-Intervention Obstacles
Several obstacles were revealed in the Pre-Intervention interviews and include low
comprehension, a dislike of reading, not being motivated, falling asleep, being too busy,
forgetfulness, interruptions, and having no desire (motivation). In the Pre-Intervention
Interviews, 13 out of 22 participants (59%) indicated they can read the words of the Bible but
have low comprehension as to what the words mean. Three participants (14%) simply dislike
reading. Two (9%) have the tendency to fall asleep when reading, two are not motivated to read
at all, and another two simply are too busy to read. Figure 4.8 is an aggregate chart of the reading
obstacles mentioned in the Pre-Intervention Interviews.
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Figure 4.8 Aggregate Pre-Intervention Obstacles to Reading the Word

Pre-Intervention Obstacles to
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Low Comprehension
The dominance of a low comprehension level being an obstacle to reading the Word
brings to the forefront the topic of literacy and Bible translation reading levels (Figure 4.9
Reading Skills Level of Participants Indicating Low Comprehension). Ironically, the thirteen
participants (59%) indicating low comprehension when reading the Scriptures scored above the
Missouri average reading grade level of 6.0.
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Figure 4.9 Reading Skills Level of Participants Indicating Low Comprehension
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Of these thirteen, four (31%) are reading a personal Bible which is above their reading
skills level (indicated by red data points on the chart). For these four, comprehension may be
simply due to a reading skills level mismatch. They are reading the wrong Bible for their reading
skills level (see “Chapter 4: Results: Reading-Skills Level Mismatch” and Table 2.1 Bible
Translation Reading Grade Level).
However, the fact that nine of the thirteen (69%) indicate low comprehension when
reading the Scriptures, even though they are using a Bible within their reading-skills level
(indicated by blue data points on the chart), points to three other possible obstacles. First, the
phraseology of the Bible translation may be confusing. Those Bible translations which are more
reflective of the original koine Greek and Hebrew texts are rated at a higher reading level and
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tend to follow the original language’s sentence structure which can make difficult reading in
English.168 In other words, the phraseology may be the obstacle and not the words.
Second, according to 1 Corinthians 2:14, the Scriptures are spiritually appraised, and it is
possible the believer does not comprehend because the Holy Spirit has not or will not provide
enlightenment until a later time. This possibility is also supported by Luke 24:45, where Jesus
had to “open the minds” of the two disciples for them to understand the Scriptures.
Third, other pressures are at play according to Luke 8:14 which reads, “The seed [Word
of God] which fell among the thorns, these are the ones who have heard, and as they go on their
way they are choked with worries and riches and pleasures of this life, and bring no fruit to
maturity.” It is possible that other factors, both physical and spiritual, are negatively influencing
the reader’s ability to comprehend.
Reading-skills Level Mismatch
Using the A2Z Homeschooling Reading Skills-Level Test, each participant was privately
tested as to their reading skills level. The test results were then compared to their personal Bible
and the pew Bible that is provided in the church. Surprisingly, there was a 23% mismatch with
the personal Bible; in other words, 23% of the participants would be attempting to read above
their reading skills level if they attempted to read their personal Bible (see Figure 4:10 Personal
Bible Reading Skills Level).

168
Eugene A. Nida, “Principles of Translation as Exemplified by Bible Translating,” in On Translation
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1959).
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Figure 4.10 Personal Bible Reading Skills Level

Personal Bible Reading Skills Level
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77%
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Another startling fact emerged in that 50% of the participants (see Figure 4.11 Pew Bible
Reading Skills Level) were at a reading level below the reading skills level of the church pew
New American Standard Bible (11th Grade reading level). This means that when asked to follow
along in the Scriptures during the worship service, fifty percent of the participants would be well
below the reading required for the text.
Figure 4.11 Pew Bible Reading Skills Level

Pew Bible Reading Skills Level

50%

50%
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The solution to this dilemma is to provide a Bible translation in which everyone in the
project can read. It was decided to use the New Living Translation (6th Grade reading level) and
the New International Version (7th Grade reading level).
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Intervention Obstacles
During the Intervention, four types of obstacles were commonly mentioned in the
Weekly Survey. These obstacles were busyness, forgetfulness or a lack of routine, interruptions,
and having no desire to engage the Word (see Figure 4.12 Obstacle Encountered). Comparing
these four obstacles, busyness was noted as having occurred 60 times (58%), forgetfulness 23
times (22%), interruptions 14 times (14%), and having no desire six times (6%). These obstacles
will be examined individually in the following pages.
Figure 4.12 Obstacles Encountered
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Busyness
The distractions of an affluent society manifested themselves predominately in busyness.
As indicated in the Weekly Survey, busyness was the number one obstacle encountered daily by
the participants (see Figure 4.13 Obstacle: Busyness). The participants logged 60 occurrences of
busyness during the eight weeks which prevented them from engaging the Word.
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Figure 4.13 Obstacles Encountered
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Forgetfulness
Tied closely with a lack of routine, the natural consequences of not having a routine
typically resulted in the participant confessing that they “forgot” to read or listen to the
scriptures. Forgetfulness was consistently blamed on not having a routine. Forgetfulness was
logged by the Beta and Gamma Groups only (see Figure 4.14 Obstacle: Forgot). The Alpha
Group did not experience this obstacle. The Beta Group experienced the highest rate of this
obstacle at 18 occurrences (78%) to the Gamma Group’s five occurrences (22%). On average,
the Beta Group’s members forgot 2.6 days per week per person, while the Gamma Group’s
members forgot 1.3 days per week per person.
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Figure 4.14 Obstacle: Forgot
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Interruptions
This researcher expected interruptions to be a frequent obstacle to the participants. As a
means of spiritual warfare, interruptions to their daily reading/listening routine were anticipated
to be one of the Kingdom of Darkness’ most effective weapons. However, during the eight
weeks of the reading/listening, only 14 instances of interruptions (14%) were documented out of
103 total obstacles (see Figure 4.15 Obstacle: Interruptions). In addition, these occurrences were
experienced by only Alpha and Beta Groups; more precisely, by only five participants. One
participant documented five weeks out of eight, and another logged four out of eight weeks
wherein interruptions disrupted their daily reading/listening. This obstacle plagued these two
individuals, accounting for nine (64%) of the 14 occurrences.
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Figure 4.15 Obstacle: Interruptions
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No Desire
As secular psychology uses the level of motivation as the key factor in diagnosing apathy
as a syndrome or a symptom, the obstacle of a lack of desire (or motivation) is significant. Once
the Intervention began, having “no desire” only accounted for six occurrences (6%) percent of
the 103 obstacles documented in the eight weeks. All six occurrences (100%) were noted by four
members of the Beta Group, of which one participant accounted for three occurrences (50%).
This statistic is fascinating. Considering that 14 of the participants (64%) were either resistant or
apathetic to the Word at the beginning of the project (see “Chapter 4: Results, From Apathy to
Enthusiasm, Pre-Intervention Condition”), this researcher expected to see a higher number of
occurrences of apathy toward the Word across all three groups during the eight weeks of
reading/listening. The fact that only a few occurrences were logged may point to the work of the
Holy Spirit motivating and moving the participants to engage the Word.
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Routine-altering Events
For the sake of this thesis, a routine-altering event is defined as “any event, no matter
how big or small, tragic or common, frequent or infrequent, which alters the typical daily life
pattern or routine of the participant.” For example, taking a planned trip would be a routinealtering event as it changes the normal, daily routine. Sickness, celebrations, and taking the day
off to go fishing would all be considered routine-altering events as they change a person’s daily
routine. In this project, a routine-altering event is not limited to dramatic or traumatic events
such as an accident or death in the family, but includes any event which alters a person’s daily
routine.
The impact of planned and unplanned obstacles appears in the routine-altering events (see
Figure 4.16 Routine-altering Events by Frequency). Over half (57%) of the routine-altering
events that occurred came from unplanned health-related issues (32%) and family emergencies
(25%). The remaining routine-altering events (43%) involved activities that were planned or
involved planning in some form or fashion. The busyness (8%) noted here is a temporary,
excessive busyness due to work or home commitments which pushed the participant out of their
normal daily routine.
Figure 4.16 Routine-altering Events by Frequency
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As an aggregate, routine-altering events did not significantly impact the participants’
performance. However, drilling down to the individual level produced some interesting results.
Routine-altering events were experienced by thirteen of the 22 (59%), and of those
thirteen, predominately by only six participants (see Figure 4.17 Routine-altering Events per
Participant). These six participants experienced four or more routine-altering events each and
dominated 68% of all the routine-altering events that occurred. In addition, four of these six
persons were from Group Beta, resulting in that group experiencing 45% of all the routinealtering events (indicated in red).
Figure 4.17 Routine-altering Events per Participant
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The Beta Group consisted predominantly of young married couples, some with infant
children. Logically, health issues and family emergencies are more common in this demographic.
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Spiritual Warfare
For this paper, spiritual warfare is defined as “ordinary, everyday obstacles and
challenges that occur with an unusually marked increase in intensity and frequency within a short
period.” The activities of spiritual warfare can also be singular, but the event’s timing can be
highly debilitating or troublesome. The result is the participant being distracted and discouraged
to the point that it affects the person’s ability to engage the Scriptures or derive any benefit from
them.
The spiritual attacks began early during Phase I, Stage II: Recruitment of the project and
increased in intensity and frequency in the latter half of the intervention. Spiritual attacks were
documented on February 9, 11 (two attacks), 18, 27 (two attacks); March 2, 9, 12, 17, 28; April
7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. The attacks seemed to end on the last week of the project, with a significant
health issue beginning on April 28. The following is a summary of the spiritual warfare
experienced.
Many of the attacks were personal and attempted to discourage the participant from
continuing in the Intervention. A few participants were confronted with crippling feelings of
their “sinful” past which made them feel unworthy to be involved in a Bible activity. Another
participant began framing the Intervention as a divisive activity in the church and was unsure if
they should participate. Other attacks sought to keep the participant too busy to read their Bible.
Several people faced a rapid series of household or family emergencies which greatly impacted
their daily routine. Some participants, including this researcher, experience significant health
concerns which could have derailed the participants from the project. Despite the many obstacles
the participants encountered, several benefits from being in the Word were also experienced. The
following is an overview and examination of those benefits.
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Benefits of Being in the Word
Benefits Experienced
Over the eight weeks of reading/listening, the participants reported 267 benefit-related
experiences. Of these experiences, having a feeling of peace occurred 75 times (28%), and
learning about Jesus or God occurred 70 times (26%). Together, these two benefits occurred 54%
of the time (see Figure 4.18 Benefits Experienced).
Figure 4.18 Benefits Experienced
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Feeling closer to God while reading/listening scored 49 times (18%), while experiencing
a passage of Scripture standing out to them happened 29 times (11%). Fourteen times (5%) the
participants noted that God asked them to change an attitude or behavior. Three times (1%), a
question was answered through the Scriptures. Two participants marked feeling a sense of
camaraderie with the group as they read or listened to the Word. Only twenty-five times (9%)
did a participant indicate they received no benefit from being in the Word. Receiving no benefit
brings into question how frequency in the Word impacts receiving a benefit from the Word.
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No Benefits Experienced
Of the 25 recorded incidences of “no benefits” received during the week of
reading/listening, all these no-benefit incidences were reported by 11 participants (50%). In other
words, half of the participants always experienced some benefit when they read or listened to the
Bible, and the other half experienced no benefits in differing frequencies (see Figure 4.19 No
Benefits Experienced by Weeks).
Figure 4.19 No Benefits Experienced by Weeks
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Six participants experienced no benefits for one week during the eight weeks. One
participant had no benefits over two weeks, another over three weeks, and one did not experience
benefits for four weeks. Finally, five participants experienced no benefits for five weeks of the
eight weeks.
Is there any correlation between the lack of benefits received and their reading/listening
frequency (see Figure 4.20 No Benefits to Reading/Listening Frequency)? Figure 4.20 reveals
that four out of the five participants who scored the lowest in reading/listening frequency also
appeared on the graph comparing frequency to no benefits received. Only Participant Darian, out
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of all 22 participants, scored high on reading/listening frequency and low on no benefits
received. Otherwise, a clear pattern indicates that the less the person was in the Word, the fewer
benefits were received, which makes sense. You can only receive a benefit from the Word if you
are in the Word.
Figure 4.20 No Benefits to Reading/Listening Frequency
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Basic logic would suggest that the more a person reads the Scriptures, the more benefits
they will receive. However, the data collected does not support this thought. Instead, the data
reveals that a higher reading/listening percentage does not guarantee a higher return in benefits
(see Figure 4.21 Benefits to Reading/Listening Frequency).
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Figure 4.21 Benefits to Reading/Listening Frequency
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To compare reading/listening to the benefits received, this researcher first created a
reading/listening percentage for each participant. Then the average number of benefits received
per week per participant was calculated as a percentage. In the chart above, the reading/listening
percentage is blue, and the percentage of the benefits is orange (see Figure 4.21 Benefits to
Reading/Listening Frequency). The participants are arranged from left to right, with the most
benefits received to the least.
Participants Jackie, Jamie, and Ollie all read/listened to the Word seven days out of seven
(100%) for the project's duration, yet they scored in the lower half of the benefits chart. By that
same token, the five lowest performers (indicated in red) all scored in the lower half of the
benefits chart. While it cannot be said that the higher rate of reading/listening a participant does,
the more benefits they will receive, there is a correlation between the number of reading/listening
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days per week and the benefits received. The less a person reads/listens, the less the likelihood
that they will experience benefits.
The data revealed that reading/listening for five days or more (roughly 70% of the time)
during the week gives a person a higher level of benefits than those reading three or fewer days
(see Figure 4.22 See Benefits to Reading/Listening Frequency II). In this view of the data, it is
easy to see the ups and downs of benefits received by the top performers. Thus, a higher
reading/listening frequency rate does not guarantee benefits will be received. However, there is
an interesting flat-lining of the benefits at the far right of the table where the five lowest
reading/listening performers are indicated. None of the five lowest performers experienced a
high level of benefits in any of the eight weeks of the project. It can be concluded that a higher
frequency of reading/listening may not guarantee multiple benefits, but a lower frequency of
reading/listening will result in fewer benefits.
Figure 4.22 Benefits to Reading/Listening Frequency II
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From Apathy to Enthusiasm
Introduction
The thesis of this research action plan is as follows: if members of Femme Osage Church
participate in a multiple-faceted Bible-engagement study, the study will foster a greater sense of
biblical interest and engagement among the study participants. The most critical data to examine
is the information that tracks the participant’s attitude toward the Word. Next is a review of the
Pre-Intervention condition of the participant, followed by a comparison to the post-Intervention
condition.
The Pre-Intervention Condition
The starting point for each participant was measured in two ways. First, Question 7 of the
Weekly Survey asked whether the participant was resistant, apathetic, interested, or enthusiastic
about the Word (see Appendix G). This data revealed that 14 of the 22 participants (64%) were
resistant or apathetic toward the Word at the beginning of the Intervention (see Figure 4.23 PreIntervention Condition I).
Figure 4.23 Pre-Intervention Condition I
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A second method of measuring the participants’ attitude toward the Word occurred in the
Post-Intervention Interview. During the interview, Question #6 asked, “At the beginning of the
project, how would you rate your enthusiasm for the Word?” The participant’s response was
limited to: Completely apathetic, somewhat apathetic, neither apathetic nor enthusiastic,
somewhat enthusiastic, or highly enthusiastic. The collective response is diagramed in Figure
4.24 Pre-Intervention Condition II:
Figure 4.24 Pre-Intervention Condition II
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Seventeen of the 22 (77%) indicated they were either very apathetic (36%) or neutral
(41%) toward the Word. Five participants (23%) were somewhat enthusiastic, and no one was
very enthusiastic about the Word. Having five somewhat enthusiastic persons is an interesting
number as only four participants indicated having any weekly activity with the Word in the PreIntervention Interviews.
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The Post-Intervention Condition
Question #7 of the Post-Intervention Interviews asked what degree of apathy or
enthusiasm the participant had toward the Word after the eight-week engagement with the
Scriptures. The results show a significant change in the participants’ attitude toward the Word
(see Figure 4.25 Post-Intervention Condition I).
Figure 4.25 Post-Intervention Condition I
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Initially Resistant Participants
Where there were once five participants who were resistant to the Word, now no one was
resistant. By the end of the project, two resistant participants had moved into being apathetic,
two had jumped into being interested, and one participant leaped into being enthusiastic.
Initially Apathetic Participants
Of the initial nine apathetic participants, two remained consistently apathetic, six
advanced into being interested, and one person ended the project by being enthusiastic. Thus, the
five persons who ended the project as apathetic consisted of two participants who advanced from
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being resistant, two who remained consistently apathetic, and one who diminished from
interested to apathetic.
Initially Interested Participants
Regarding the eight participants who started the project as interested, one diminished into
apathetic, four remained interested, and three persons advanced into enthusiasm. There were no
initially enthusiastic participants.
From Apathy toward Enthusiasm
The project saw 15 participants (68%) advance upward toward and to enthusiasm, six
participants remain consistent with their starting point (two remained apathetic and four
remained interested), and one person diminishing from interested into apathy (see Figure 4.26
Post-Intervention Results).
Figure 4.26 Post-Intervention Results
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As mentioned above, a different scale was used to measure the participants’ movement
from apathetic to enthusiastic. During the Post-Intervention Interview, Question #7 asked, “At
the end of the project, how would you rate your enthusiasm for the Word?” The participant’s
response was limited to: Completely apathetic, somewhat apathetic, neither apathetic nor
enthusiastic, somewhat enthusiastic, or highly enthusiastic. The results of this question compared
to where the participant was at the beginning of the project are below (see Figure 4.27 PostIntervention Condition II).
Figure 4.27 Post-Intervention Condition II
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According to this data, a significant movement of the participants from apathy toward
enthusiasm can be seen. Of the eight initial very apathetic participants (36%), all have moved
upward toward enthusiasm. Where there was initially no one who was very enthusiastic about
the Word, eight persons (36%) had become very enthusiastic at the end of the project. Another
view of this data reveals that 17 persons (77%) were initially either very apathetic or neutral
toward the Word. At the intervention’s end, 18 persons (82%) were either somewhat enthusiastic
or very enthusiastic about the Word.
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The specific movement of the individual participants is even more revealing (see Figure
4.28 From Apathetic to Enthusiastic). The chart exhibits that the eight participants who ended up
very enthusiastic about the Word began as either apathetic, neutral, or somewhat enthusiastic.
Figure 4.28 From Apathetic to Enthusiastic
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No one diminished to a lower attitude about the Word on this scale. All advanced at least
one positive step higher toward enthusiasm. The question must be asked: to what influence or
influences can we attribute this significant success rate in moving apathetic people into
enthusiasm for the Word of God?
Influencers
The Holy Spirit
The data reveals that something significant happened to the participants after the first
week of being engaged with the Word of God (See Appendix R – The First Week Phenomena).
Fourteen participants (64%) experienced a new or renewed interest in the Scriptures. By the end
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of the project, every participant had moved at least one step toward or into enthusiasm for the
Word of God. Having 100% retention of the participants throughout the project is impressive
enough. Having 100% positive movement toward enthusiasm is amazing to this researcher. It is
not what caused these results; instead, it is who caused these results.
It is clear to this researcher that the hearts and minds of the participants were touched by
the Holy Spirit, who gave them a desire to engage the Word. We can see it happening
dramatically between weeks one and two and over the entire project duration for every
participant. Therefore, a look at those project factors that impacted the participants’ motivation
to be in the Word is in order.
Factors of Greatest Impact
At the end of each small group session, the participants were asked, “what was the most
impactful part of the Bible study?” This question was expanded to include “what was the most
impactful part of this evening?” The answers can be categorized into six themes: 1) Scriptural
insights were gained, 2) the value of the Word was realized, 3) some aspect of personal
development was achieved, 4) a process of interacting with the Word was learned, 5) the
participant was motivated to engage the Word, and 6) the group environment was impactful
either in the verbal interaction, the fellowship, or the encouraging accountability of the group
was felt (see Figure 4.29 Intervention Activities of Greatest Impact).
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Figure 4.29 Intervention Activities of Greatest Impact
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It was not the Bible study activity itself or the small group meeting that had the impact,
but what the Holy Spirit did during the week of reading/listening and the small group meeting.
The thirty-four occurrences (32%) of gaining a Scriptural insight are the work of the Holy Spirit,
bringing illumination and understanding to the mind of the believer. The 22 occurrences (21%)
of seeing value in the Word itself is also the work of the Holy Spirit. The convicting work of the
Holy Spirit bringing awareness of an area in their life that needed personal development occurred
ten times (9%). While the eight occurrences (7%) of learning a new way to interact with the
Scriptures is a matter of discipleship, the Holy Spirit gave specific motivation to be in the Word
for five reported occurrences (9%).
Twenty-eight of the recorded occurrences (26%) were related to some aspect of the small
group environment. Thirteen participants (12%) responded by indicating being impacted by the
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verbal interaction of the small group, eleven (10%) by the fellowship of the small group, and
four participants (4%) by the gentle, encouraging accountability they felt in the small group
meeting. Overwhelmingly, 71 occurrences (66%) the participants experienced that had the most
significant impact on them were driven by the Holy Spirit.
Summary of Results
This DMIN action research project bears witness to the Holy Spirit moving 82% of the
participants from an initial position of apathy toward the Scriptures into a degree of enthusiasm
for the Word of God. Even the remaining 18% were moved from an initial “very apathetic” to
“somewhat apathetic” or “neither apathetic nor enthusiastic.”
In the beginning, recruitment was challenging as 64% of the target participants were
either resistant or apathetic to the Word. The other 36% of the participants expressed a mild
interest in the project, but none of the eventual participants were enthusiastic to any degree about
the Bible. Ironically, all the participants agreed to do the project not for the sake of benefiting
their time in the Word but to help this researcher earn a DMIN degree. This motivation would
change during the Intervention to wanting a personal experience with God and learning from His
Word.
At the beginning of the project, it was discovered that 23% of the participants were not
using a Bible within their reading skills level. Once the reading skills level mismatch was
corrected, the participants attempted to engage the Scriptures at a rate of reading or listening to
one chapter of the Bible per day. Seventeen participants (77%) established a new routine of
being in the Word or incorporated their Bible reading/listening into an existing routine.
The participants would encounter obstacles, routine-altering events, and acts of spiritual
warfare which challenged their ability and willingness to read/listen to the Word. Overall, having
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been forewarned of these roadblocks in the weekly Bible study, 17 of the participants (77%)
would successfully read/listen to the Word more than 70% of the time, 11 participants (50%)
would read/listen 90% of the time or more, and six participants (27%) would read/listen 100% of
the time.
The hypothesis that using a multifaceted approach to the Scriptures would be essential to
the project’s success proved impractical. Instead, a single, straightforward approach to the Word
was used by the Holy Spirit to transform the hearts of apathetic Christians into persons
enthusiastic about the Word of God.
In conclusion, this project is very easy to implement with an individual or in a
congregational setting. It applies to anyone regardless of their attitude toward or previous
experience with the Scriptures. It was an amazing experience, the highlight of this researcher’s
ministerial career, to witness the Holy Spirit transforming a group of Christians from Wordapathy into enthusiasm for the Word of God.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
The Next Step
After experiencing the joy and positive comments from the participants during the endof-project celebration and Focus Group meeting, the obvious next step is to do it again with the
rest of the congregation. Once the fall harvest is complete, there will hopefully be an eight-week
window of time before Christmas that the Intervention can be completed.
Another step that can be taken is to hold a “Fall Follow-up” with the Intervention
participants to see how active they are in the Scriptures. After their attitude changed to interested
or enthusiastic, did the habit stick for them to engage the Scriptures daily? Circling around six
months later to see if they are still in the habit would be highly revealing.
Thirdly, once the summer is over the benefit of meeting in small groups to discuss the
Word could be reinforced by mobilizing the old small groups or creating new small groups of
Intervention veterans, which could also encourage the continuation of being in the Word daily by
reading or listening.
Comparison with the Literature Review
Perhaps the most significant difference between this approach and the methodologies
described in the Literature Review was that these Intervention participants were given
permission to fail. In fact, they were told to expect obstacles and failure as part of the process. In
all the models of ministry mentioned (M’Cheyne Bible Reading Plan, E100 Challenge, Lectio
Divina, Book of Faith Initiative, and the Practicing Mindfulness), there was a predetermined
course of action and an expectation that this course of action had to be completed according to
schedule. Failure to complete a daily exercise would put the participant behind schedule.
Repeated failure would typically result in dropping out of the program.
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Understanding that there are both internal and external obstacles for the Christian to
overcome helps mitigate the sense of failure and guilt. Intervention participants experienced
failure, but it did not make them feel guilty nor stop them from continuing to pursue the goal.
The Holy Spirit’s encouragement through the Small Groups replaced the human effort of
personal accountability.
What Was Learned
What was learned through the Intervention by this researcher can be in three categories:
1) how to empower the participants to greater engagement, 2) refining the Intervention process,
and 3) participant motivation. Eighteen action steps of empowerment, improvement, and
observations are described below.
Empowerment
Permission to Voice Excuses
During the recruitment phase of the project, this researcher learned to permit the
participants to voice their excuses as to why they do not engage the Word. Intending to use these
excuses as a means to not participate in the project, the participants changed their mind when
they learned their excuses were a significant part of the research.
Permission to Fail
Throughout the Intervention, this researcher learned to repeatedly give the participants
permission or freedom to fail. By doing so, the participants began to understand that failure was
not unexpected and would be a natural part of the research. Small group sessions were conducive
to open and honest communication about the participant’s weekly performance. This
environment helped stave off feelings of guilt if the person failed in the weekly reading/listening
and the group was used to encourage the participant to start fresh and try again the next day.
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Assure Reading Skills Level Match with Bible
Perhaps the most significant discovery of this Intervention was the idea that people may
not be matched to the correct Bible. This researcher made the extra effort to politely, sensitively,
and confidentially test each participant’s reading skill level. Upon ascertaining their reading skill
level, the participants were guided to a Bible translation within their skill level.
Use Small Groups of Like People
Having small groups comprised of people in the same or nearly the same demographics
was extremely helpful to the Intervention. Understanding that failure is a big part of the process,
someone who fails can be encouraged by someone like themselves, and removes the excuse of
“You don’t understand what life is like for me.”
Four Possible Reasons for Low Comprehension
Having low comprehension when reading the Bible was a concern for many participants.
This researcher discovered four possible reasons for low comprehension. When someone says, “I
read the Bible, but I don’t understand it,” it could be because 1) they are not a believer and as a
“natural man,” they cannot understand, 2) they are a believer to whom God is slowly revealing
biblical truth as the person can handle it, 3) they are reading a Bible rated above their readinggrade level, or 4) they are not accustomed to the biblical phraseology which is different than
typical English phraseology.
The Power of Fellowship
This researcher discovered that the power of encouraging fellowship replaced one-on-one
accountability. The small groups created a safe environment where participants found
commonalities with other participants. Once everyone understood that failure was expected and
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that completing the reading/listening would be difficult, they began to encourage each other with
their sharing of their triumphs and their failures.
Improved Comprehension
For those struggling with comprehension, it was revealed that reading along to an audio
narrator proved to be helpful to the participants. Also, reading or listening to more than one
chapter at a time helped some participants increase their comprehension.
Changes and Improvements
Add Comfort to the Benefits
Regarding the various benefits to reading/listening to the Word listed on the Weekly
Survey, being comforted by the Word needs to be added. In the Intervention, experiencing the
comfort of the Holy Spirit through the Word was not recorded separately but included in the 75
occurrences of experiencing God’s peace. Listing “peace” as “the removal of internal or external
conflict” and “comfort” being “a sense of well-being in a moment of loss or turmoil” would be
helpful to the Intervention.
Expand Recruitment Time
Two weeks were allotted for recruitment in the Intervention schedule, but this was not
enough time. Because the project targets apathetic persons, a solicitation from a bulletin insert
and an announcement from the pulpit are ineffective. In this Intervention, solicitations made over
three weeks resulted in no response. Only when members of the congregation were approached
individually was any positive response given. Three weeks minimum is needed when recruiting
on a one-by-one, personal basis.
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Recruit Couples as Individuals
Even though most couples will decide on their participation together, this Researcher
learned it is best to approach a couple, not as a single couple, but as two individuals. It was
learned to get an individual reaction rather than let one party speak for the other party.
Use Audio-Bible Immediately
This researcher assumed that every participant would begin the project by reading from
their print Bible in the daily reading and using their print Bible in the small group Bible study,
which is a miscalculation. Most interviewees indicated they do not read well, nor do they like to
read at all; however, they are interested in the listening option of the project. Therefore, rather
than waiting until Small Group Week Two to instruct them on the audio-Bible option, the
participants were taught the audio option immediately in Small Group Week One.
Inquire About Routine-altering Events
It was learned that routine-altering events, no matter how minor, need to be recorded
from the very beginning. A specific question regarding a routine-altering event needs to be added
to Question #5 of the Weekly Survey: “Did anything outside your normal life pattern happen this
week? A household crisis? Travel for work or pleasure? Health issues?” Offering examples of a
routine-altering event helped prompt discussion and consideration of how minor events can alter
the participants’ lives and impact their habit of engaging the Word.
Add Two Data Points
This researcher learned to gather two additional data sets regarding the weekly reading.
The first data set being whether the person is attempting to do the reading independently or with
a partner. The second data set involves gathering information on whether the participant is
multitasking when reading/listening to the Word or is reading/listening as a solitary activity.
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Remove Three Obstacles
In the Weekly Survey, Question 5 (Obstacles), it was learned that the options need not
include “Morning time is not good,” “The day is too full of activities,” and “Evening time is not
good for me.” All three options are a type of “busyness” covered in option 4, “I was too busy.”
Observations
Addressing the Obstacle of Busyness
Busyness proved to be the primary obstacle for several of the Intervention participants. It
was learned that busyness was addressed in one of three ways. First, some participants created a
new routine for themselves to engage in the Word. Their level of busyness was not going to
change, but they made interacting with the Word an important activity and established a new
routine to accommodate this priority.
Other participants incorporated time with the Scriptures in an already established routine.
For example, one person listened to the Word while she put on her makeup in the morning.
Another participant listened to the Word every time they got into their truck to travel for work.
This approach was not foolproof, but it did create a high level of success in consistently listening
to the Word.
The third group of participants did not fare well in overcoming busyness. As in the
Parable of the Sower, they are the ones who experienced the seed falling in thorny. The worries
of the world, the deceitfulness of riches, and the desire for other things come in and choke the
Word and make it unfruitful (Matthew 13:3-23). This third group of people did see an occasional
and limited amount of success but was not able to establish a consistent routine of being in the
Word. This researcher committed this group of participants to prayer that they would eventually
overcome the obstacle of busyness.
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The Value of Pre- and Post-Intervention Interviews
It was also learned that the value of the Pre- and Post-Intervention interviews cannot be
overstated. Taking the time to intentionally listen to and gather the individual stories of the
participants resulted in several benefits. First, it accelerated the pastoral/layperson relationship
and helped foster a deeper sense of trust and care for each other. Second, the interviews created a
safe place where the participant could freely express their spiritual journey, their past struggles,
and the current hurdles in the maturing of their faith. The interviews revealed the context from
which the participant was operating through the Intervention process. This allowed the
researcher to address some revealed obstacles before the Intervention began. Finally, the
interviews brought to light issues and situations in addition to the topic of Bible apathy that were
present in the congregation that needed to be addressed and healed. Personal biases, ministry
misconceptions, and festering wounds from past church crises were uncovered in the interviews
and were able to be addressed.
Two Motivations
The primary motivation of the participants to participant for the project was to help the
researcher attain a doctorate. The participants, who are life-long or long-term members,
responded to this researcher’s solicitation by saying, “No, we’re not interested in the Bible, but
yes, we want to help you.” They agreed because they were helping this researcher earn a DMIN
degree and not because they necessarily had an interest in the Word. The couples who are
relatively new to the church had the same response. They would participate in helping this
researcher. As a secondary reason to participate, one person said, “it would be good to learn
about this stuff anyway.”
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What was exciting to this researcher was to see this motivation change from helping
obtain a degree to developing a desire to engage the Scriptures. One could argue that it does not
matter why an apathetic person agrees to participant for the Intervention. Once the apathetic
person is involved in the Intervention and exposed to the Word, the Holy Spirit will do His work
and instill the proper motivation in their hearts.
Fellowship Motivation
Along with a growing interest in the Word, participation was also motivated by the
fellowship of the small group meetings. People reported that they enjoyed getting together with
other people. They particularly enjoyed hearing other people’s thoughts on the Bible study
questions, and the corresponding dialogue was very influential. The fellowship and conversation
made the participants not feel alone or unique in their apathy toward the Word, and it provided a
support network as they struggled forward.
Sharing the Benefits
The researcher needs to include a time in the Small Group meetings where participants
can share the benefits they received from being in the Word. The participants must express what
it feels like to be closer to God and experience His peace. These expressed benefits may
encourage others to press on during a difficult week.
That Which Merits Future Research
Four specific areas of the Intervention merit further research. First, research on the
impact of a Christian’s reading skills level on the various Bible reading levels would be a
fascinating project. Second, a conservative theologically-based research on spiritual warfare is
long overdue. Third, more research is needed regarding the power of Spirit-guided fellowship in
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comparison to one-on-one accountability. Finally, a study on the retention rate of the various
methodologies of Bible interaction merits further research.
Reading Skills Level
In the first stage of the Intervention, it was a startling revelation that 23% of the
participants did not own a Bible within their reading-skill level. Even more startling was the
realization that at least half of the congregation had a reading-skill level below the pew Bible’s
reading level. Like a medical patient struggling to read and understand a detailed medical report
from a medical specialist, the average Christian is more than likely to be attempting to read
above their skill level if they are using some of the top-selling Bibles. To the point, many
denominations give the Revised Standard Bible, which has a reading skill level of 12th grade, as
a confirmation gift to their graduating sixth and seventh graders. Further research into this
mismatch of reading skills and Bible reading-skill levels, particularly how it relates to Bibleapathy, is highly merited.
Spiritual Warfare
Spiritual warfare is not clearly understood and is highly underestimated. Only a few
participants indicated any serious consideration of their obstacles to being spiritually based. “Just
having a bad day” was readily accepted as usual; yet, when asked to expand upon the day’s
events, it became apparent that it was not the typical “bad day.” It was spiritual warfare.
Unfortunately, the vast amount of material on spiritual warfare available to the public
comes from publications whose theology is highly questionable. The examples used tend to be
both dramatic and spectacular, to which few Christians can relate. Little to no credence is paid to
ordinary, everyday events that increase in intensity and frequency. A thorough examination of
modern-day spiritual warfare would greatly benefit the Body of Christ.
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The Power of Fellowship in Accountability
In the Intervention, the small groups provided a much-needed environment of fellowship.
The fellowship provided acceptance and encouragement to the participants, which proved far
more effective than each participant having an accountability partner. Further scholarly research
on the value of fellowship regarding the specific role of accountability is needed.
Retention of Participants
Much to this researcher’s surprise, the Intervention experienced a 100% retention rate of
the participants. Twenty-two persons began the Intervention, and twenty-two completed the eight
weeks of reading/listening. Further research is needed to measure the value of the various
methodologies of engaging the Scripture, particularly their retention rate and the value of using
the retention rate as a measure of success. In this Intervention, success was not measured by the
retention rate but by the participants’ transformation from Word-apathy toward enthusiasm for
the Word of God.
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Appendix A
PERMISSION REQUEST and RESPONSE
[Insert Date]

Femme Osage Church Council
Femme Osage Church, UCC/EA
4360 Cappeln Osage Road
Augusta, MO 63332
Dear Church Council,
As a graduate student in the Rawlings School of Divinity at Liberty University, I am conducting
research as part of the requirements for a Doctor of Ministry (DMIN) degree. The title of my
research project is Transforming Apathy into Enthusiasm for the Word of God and the purpose of
my research is to train selected members in a multi-faceted approach to the Scriptures through
which the Holy Spirit can transform Word-apathy into enthusiasm for the Scriptures.
I am writing to request your permission to conduct my research at Femme Osage Church.
Participants will be asked to participate in a nine-session small group experience wherein they
will 1) listen to or read the Word of God, 2) interact through a simple Bible study, and 3) share
their experience through interviews and surveys. Participants will be presented with informed
consent information prior to participating. Taking part in this study is completely voluntary, and
participants are welcome to discontinue participation at any time.
Thank you for considering my request. If you choose to grant permission, a permission letter
document is attached for your convenience.
Sincerely,

Rev. Jeffrey Willey
Pastor, Femme Osage Church, UCC/EA
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[Insert Date]
Rev. Jeffrey Willey
Pastor
Femme Osage Church, UCC/EA
4364 Cappeln Osage Road
August, MO 63332
Dear Rev. Willey:
After careful review of your research proposal entitled Transforming Apathy into Enthusiasm
for the Word of God, we have decided to grant you permission to conduct your study at
Femme Osage Church.
Check the following boxes, as applicable:
X We will provide our membership list to Rev. Jeffrey Willey, and Rev. Willey may use
the list to contact our members to invite them to participate in his research study.
X We grant permission for Rev. Jeffrey Willey to contact church members and regular
attenders to invite them to participate in his research study.
We will not provide potential participant information to Rev. Jeffrey Willey, but we
agree to provide his study information to members and regular attenders on his behalf.
Sincerely,

Mr. Matt Bade
Church Council President
Femme Osage Church, UCC/EA

Femme Osage Church, UCC/EA
4360 Cappeln Osage Road, Augusta, MO 63332
636-228-4586 www.femmeosageucc.org
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Appendix B

CONSENT FORM
Transforming Apathy into Enthusiasm for the Word of God
Jeffrey Willey
Liberty University
Rawlings School of Divinity
You are invited to be in a research study on the transformation of apathy toward the Word of God
into enthusiasm for the Scriptures. You were selected as a possible participant because you are a
member or regular attender of Femme Osage Church. Please read this form and ask any questions
you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
Jeffrey Willey, a doctoral candidate in the Rawlings School of Divinity at Liberty University, is
conducting this study.
Background Information: The purpose of this study is to examine the causes of apathy toward the
Word of God and how it might be transformed into enthusiasm by the Holy Spirit through interaction
with the Scriptures.
Procedures: If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
1. For seven sessions, participate in a 90-minute small group Bible study to examine the
obstacles to and the benefits of being in the Word. It is intended that three small groups of
four to six people will be created by recruiting participants from the Femme Osage
congregation and regular attenders.
2. Attempt to listen to or read one chapter of the Bible per day for the duration of the small
group meetings. The estimated time to complete the chapter is five minutes per day.
3. Share your experience with the researcher through before and after interviews (audio-taped
and transcribed), weekly surveys, and possibly through a focus group meeting. Thirty
minutes per interview is expected along with a possible 90-minutes focus group meeting.
Risks: The risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks you
would encounter in everyday life. Please note, the researcher is a mandatory reporter and is subject to
mandatory reporting requirements for child abuse, child neglect, elder abuse, or intent to harm self or
others.
Benefits: The direct benefits participants should expect to receive from taking part in this study are
the growth in the knowledge and enjoyment of the Scriptures and growing closer in their relationship
with the Lord Jesus.
Compensation: Participants will not be compensated for participating in this study.
Confidentiality: The records of this study will be kept private. Research records will be stored
securely, and only the researcher will have access to the records.
• Privacy. Participant responses will be anonymous. Participant responses will be kept
anonymous through the use of pseudonyms or codes. Interviews will be conducted in a
location where others will not easily overhear the conversation.
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•
•
•

Data Protection. Data will be stored on a password-locked computer and may be used in
future presentations. After three years, all electronic records will be deleted.
Recordings. One-on-one interviews and the focus group will be audio-recorded and
transcribed. Recordings will be stored on a password-locked computer for three years and
then erased. Only the researcher will have access to these recordings.
Limits of confidentiality. Confidentiality cannot be guaranteed in focus group settings.
While discouraged, other members of the focus group may share what was discussed with
persons outside of the group.

Conflicts of Interest Disclosure: The researcher serves as the pastor of Femme Osage Church. To
limit potential conflicts, a research assistant will ensure that all data is stripped of identifiers before
the researcher receives it. This disclosure is made so that you can decide if this relationship will
affect your willingness to participate in this study. No action will be taken against an individual
based on his or her decision to participate in this study.
Voluntary Nature of the Study: Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or
not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with Liberty University or Femme
Osage Church. If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at
any time prior to submitting any surveys without affecting those relationships.
How to Withdraw from the Study: If you choose to withdraw from the study, please inform the
researcher that you wish to discontinue your participation prior to submitting your study materials.
Your responses will not be recorded or included in the study.
Contacts and Questions: The researcher conducting this study is Jeffrey Willey. You may ask any
questions you have now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at 636-4666262 or jeffrey.willey@gmail.com. You may also contact the researcher’s faculty chair, Dr. Darren
Hercyk at dehercyk@liberty.edu.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone other
than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971 University
Blvd., Green Hall Ste.2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Please notify the researcher if you would like a copy of this information for your records.
Statement of Consent: I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions
and have received answers. I consent to participate in the study.
The researcher has my permission to audio-record me as part of my participation in this study.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Participant
Date

______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Investigator
Date
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Appendix C
BULLETIN INSERT

Research Participants Needed
(Must be 18 years of age to participate)

• Ever wonder why it is so difficult to read the Bible?
• Tired of reading the Bible and
getting nothing out of it?
• Don’t enjoy reading the Scriptures at all?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, you
may be eligible to participate in a Word-enthusiasm
research study.
This study examines the spiritual battle we face when
attempting to get into our Bibles. The project
examines how exposure to the Bible can change
apathy into enthusiasm for the Word of God.
Rev. Jeffrey Willey, a doctoral candidate in the School
of Divinity at Liberty University, is conducting this study.
For more information contact Pastor Jeffrey
636-466-6262 (cell)
jeffrey.willey@gmail.com
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Appendix D
RESEARCH FLYER

Research Participants Needed
(Must be 18 years of age to participate)

Word-enthusiasm Research Study

• Ever wonder why it is so difficult to read the Bible?
• Tired of reading the Bible and getting nothing out of it?
• Don’t enjoy reading the Scriptures at all?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, you may be eligible
to participate in a Word-enthusiasm research study.
The purpose of this study is to transform Word-apathy into enthusiasm for the Word by the
Holy Spirit working through a multi-faceted interaction with the Scriptures. The project will
equip the participants in conducting spiritual warfare using a Bible-centric approach,
including intercessory prayer, daily Bible listening/reading, daily devotions or quiet times,
Scripture memory, and a Bible study. In short, the participants will be intentionally saturated
in the Word of God with hopes that the Holy Spirit will use this interaction to transform
Word-apathy into enthusiasm for the Word.

The project will be conducted using small groups of four to six people meeting in homes.
Rev. Jeffrey Willey, a doctoral candidate in the School of Divinity at Liberty University,
is conducting this study.
Please contact Pastor Jeffrey at (636) 466-6262 or
jeffrey.willey@gmail.com for more information.

Liberty University IRB – 1971 University Blvd., Green Hall 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515
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Appendix E
RECRUITMENT VERBAL SCRIPT
Hello [insert name here],
As a student in the School of Divinity at Liberty University, I am conducting research as part of
the requirements for a Doctor of Ministry degree. The purpose of my research is to transform
Word-apathy into enthusiasm for the Word by the Holy Spirit working through interaction with
the Scriptures, and if you meet my participant criteria and are interested, I would like to invite
you to join my study.
Participants must be a member or regular attender of Femme Osage Church and at least 18 years
of age to participate. Participants, if willing, will be asked to participate in nine weekly, in-home
small group meetings. In addition, participants will be equipped in conducting spiritual warfare
using a Bible-centric approach, including intercessory prayer, daily Bible listening/reading, daily
devotions or quiet times, Scripture memory, and a six-session Bible study. It should take
approximately nine weeks to complete the procedures listed. The project will begin and end with
interviews of select participants. Names and other identifying information will be requested as
part of this study, but the information gathered will remain anonymous.
Would you like to participate? [If the answer is “Yes”] Great, let me confirm your email address
so I can send you information on the small group for you. [If the answer is “No”] I understand.
Thank you for your time.
A consent document will be e-mailed to you within the next few 48 hours. The consent
document contains additional information about my research. If you choose to participate, you
will need to sign the consent document and return it to me before the time of the first small group
meeting.
Thank you for your time. Do you have any questions?
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Appendix F
SAMPLE MAP TO SMALL GROUP LOCATION
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Appendix G
PRE-INTERVENTION INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1) Tell me about your spiritual journey from childhood to the present.
2) How was listening to or reading the Bible a part of your childhood? For example, did your
family read Bible stories to you?
3) How did you encounter the Word of God in your past church experience?
4) Tell me about your personal experience with the Bible. For example, have you ever
completed a Bible reading program, participated in a Bible study, or at any time read through
the entire Bible?
5) Describe your current interaction with the Bible.
6) Do you find it difficult to listen to or read your Bible? If so, why do you think this is so?
7) Do you believe the Bible was written by writers who were inspired by God?
8) Do you believe the Scriptures, in their original form, are true and without error?
9) Do you believe what is written in the Bible is applicable to you and has authority in your
life?
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Appendix H
WEEKLY SURVEY

For Week Ending:

Occupation



Age
Group
19-34
35-49
50-64
65-74
75+

Business
Clerical
Farmer/Rancher
Laborer/Manufacturing
Professional
Tradesperson
Retired
Other
1. When reading the Bible,
I find it easier to use…
A printed Bible.
A large-print Bible.
A digital Bible on my…
Computer.
Smartphone.
iPad.
An audio Bible on my…
Computer.
Smartphone.
iPad.
I have not decided yet.















3. How many days this week did
you enjoy having a quiet time
using only your Bible (printed, 
digital, or audio version)?
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7



Gender



Male
Female

2. How many days this week did you enjoy
just reading/listening to the Scriptures?


0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4. How many days this week did
you enjoy having a devotional
using Jesus Calling?


0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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5. What obstacles did you encounter? (check all that apply)
I did not encounter any obstacles this week.
I had no desire to get into the Word this week.
I forgot to get into the Word this week.
I was busy, so finding time to get into the Word was difficult.
I was interrupted when I tried to get into the Word.
The morning time is too hectic for me to get some private time with the Word.
The day is too full of activity to carve out time for the Word.
The evening is my time to relax, so it is not easy to get into the Word.
Other (please specify):



6. What benefits did you experience? (check all that apply)
None. I was not in the Word this week.
I felt closer to God when I was in the Word.
I felt more peaceful when I was in the Word.
I learned something about God or Jesus when I was in the Word this week.
The Holy Spirit made some passages of Scripture stand out to me this week.
I had a question the Lord answered through the Scriptures this week.
The Lord pointed out an attitude or behavior that needs to be changed in me.
Other (please specify):




7. My attitude toward investing time in the Word this past week was . . .
Resistant – I feel like I am obligated to do this but I really don’t want to.
Apathetic – I really do not care if I spend time in the Word or not.
Interested – I think time in the Word is interesting and do not mind doing it.
Enthusiastic – I like spending time in the Word and look forward to the next time.
Other (please specify):

8. What was the most impactful part of the Bible study lesson?
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Appendix I
BIBLE STUDY

Lesson 1: Spiritual Warfare
Whether they know it or not, every Christian is engaged every day in spiritual warfare.
The battle is fought on two fronts. The first front is internal within the heart of the
believer. The second front is external within the everyday life of the believer.

The Internal Front
▪

Read Galatians 5:16-17. The Apostle Paul is writing to Christians and instructing
them about the raging internal battle inside them.
1) What are the two entities Paul says are in conflict with each other?
2) Re-read verse 17. What is the result of this internal struggle?

▪

Read Galatians 5:19-21. Paul lists some, but not all, of the deeds of the flesh.
3) Do you think apathy toward the Word of God could be added to this list? Why or
why not?

▪

Read Galatians 5:22-23. Here Paul creates a list of the fruit, or natural outcome, of
the Spirit’s activity in a believer’s life.
4) Do you think enthusiasm for the Word of God could be added to this list? Why or
why not?

▪

Read Galatians 5:24. Paul describes what it takes to overcome the flesh.
5) What is the believer instructed to do to overcome the flesh?
6) How does a believer, in real life, practically do this?

The Apostle Paul greatly struggled to crucify the flesh and walk in the Spirit. He writes a letter
to the church in Rome and describes the internal battle he knows is raging inside of him.
▪

Read Romans 7:15-20. Paul describes the impact the spiritual battle between the
Spirit and the flesh has on him.
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7) In verse 15, how is the spiritual battle between the Spirit and the flesh affecting
Paul?
8) Look again at verse 19. Could apathy toward the Word of God be one of the evil
things? Why or why not?
▪

Read Romans 7:21-25.
9) Re-read verse 23. What two things is the flesh (law of my body) doing to the
believer's mind?

The Apostle Paul does not write about a solution to this internal battle to the Romans
like he does the Galatians. Instead, he highlights God’s attitude toward believers who
struggle with this internal battle.
▪

Read Romans 8:1. Paul highlights God’s attitude toward struggling believers.
10) What is God’s attitude toward believers who are struggling with the internal
battle?

▪

Read 1 Peter 2:2. Here the Apostle Peter tells believers what their posture toward
the Scriptures should be.
11) What should our attitude or behavior be toward the Word of God?
12) How does a baby respond if it does not get feed?
13) What happens to Christians if they do not feed upon the Word of God?
14) What is the flesh’s attitude toward the Word of God? Why?

Many Christians are unaware of the spiritual battle raging inside of them. However, the
Spirit wants us to feed upon the Word and grow in our faith. In contrast, the flesh wants
to remain in control and fights against the Spirit. Know for certain the flesh will do
anything to keep us from being in the Word of God.
15) What are some ways your flesh tries to keep you from feasting upon the Word
of God?
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16) What must you do to overcome the influence of the flesh (see Galatians 5:24)?
17) How will you practically do this?

The External Front
▪

Read Ephesians 6:12. Paul writes about the external powers that wage war against
the Christian daily.
18) What are the four external powers that are waging war against the Christian?
19) How do these spiritual powers of evil reveal themselves in the physical world?

▪

Read Ephesians 6:13-17. This is Paul’s famous description of the armor of God.
20) Re-read the passage of Scripture out loud. Indicate for each piece of armor if it
is used primarily for defense or offense.
21) In light of this, why is the flesh so determined to keep us from the Word? In
other words, what predicament does the flesh place the Christian if the flesh
successfully keeps us out of the Word?

Summary
Whether we like it or not, we are engaged in an internal and external battle for our
spiritual well-being. Christ has paid the penalty of our sin (death) and has broken the
power of sin in our lives (sin no longer controls us), but we still wrestle with the
presence of sin in our lives (i.e., the flesh). Getting into the Word will be a struggle, and
there will be times of failure. But with the help of the Holy Spirit crucifying our flesh, as
we obey, we can see the victory and enjoy feasting upon the Word of God.

Pray
Pray that you’ll be able to: 1) recognize the spiritual battle going on inside of you that is
taking away your natural desire for the Word, and 2) identify how the powers of evil are
disrupting your life and keeping you from the Word. Pray that the Holy Spirit will crucify
your flesh and replace the apathy of the flesh with enthusiasm for the Word.
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Lesson 2: The Gospel
Almost every Sunday, Christians hear about “the Gospel.” They read from the “Gospel”
of Matthew, the “Gospel“ of Mark, the “Gospel” of John, and the “Gospel” of Luke. So
what does the word “gospel” mean? The word “gospel” literally means “good news.”
The Good News according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John.
Our Condition Before
Before we knew Jesus as Lord and Savior, we were born into a hostile condition to God.
Adam and Eve chose to disobey God and go their own way. The result was catastrophic
for the human race.
▪

Read Isaiah 53:6. It tells of our condition before the Lord intervened.
1) Sheep are prone to wander off from the shepherd. In what way have we
behaved like sheep? How does this compare to Adam and Eve?

▪

Read James 4:17. It isn’t just doing things that are bad and displeasing to God that
are sinful. James points out another way we sin.
2) What does James say is also sin?

▪

Read Romans 6:23. The Apostle Paul points out that sin has a consequence
3) What is the “wage” or “penalty” we get in return if we sin?

▪

Read Isaiah 64:6. God has condemned us in our sin, and the penalty is death. Can we
pay the “penalty of death” by doing good works like paying a traffic ticket to avoid
jail?
4) To what does Isaiah compare our good works or “righteous deeds?”

▪

Read Ephesians 1:1-3. Paul writes about our condition before God works in our lives.
5) According to verse 1, in what spiritual condition were we?

God’s Solution to Our Sentence of Death
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▪

Re-read Isaiah 53:6.
6) Since there is nothing we can do to pay the penalty of our sin (death), what did
God do to solve our problem?

▪

Read Ephesians 2:8-9.
7) How did God save us from the penalty of our sin (death)?
8) The end of verse 8 defines grace. What is grace?
9) In verse 9, what role does our good works play in getting God to save us?
10) In verse 8, what is the one thing we must do in response to God paying the
penalty of our sin (death)?

▪

Read John 3:16.
11) Instead of us being nailed to a cross and dying to pay the penalty for our sins,
who did God send in our place?

▪

Read 1 Corinthians 15:3-4. This is the gospel or “good news” in one verse.
12) Not only did Jesus die in our place on the cross, what else did He so that no one
else could do (see verse 4).

▪

Read the story about the jailer in Acts 16:25-31.
13) What act of faith does the Lord require of us?
14) Trust is another word for believe. For what exactly are we to trust or believe in
the Lord Jesus? Hint: see question 10 above.

Assurance of Salvation
▪

Read 1 John 5:11-13.
15) What has God given to us?
16) Where is this gift to be found?
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17) In verse 13, how confident are we to be that God has given us the gift of eternal
life?
Regarding the Word of God
▪

Read 1 Peter 2:2.
18) What should be our Spirit-given attitude toward the Word of God?

In Lesson One, we learned about Spiritual warfare within and around the believer, which
removes our desire for the Word. If someone has no desire for the Word or reads it and
finds it hard to understand, the Scriptures give a possible reason for this.
▪

Read Matthew 13:10-11.
19) What does Jesus say about people being able to or not understanding His words?

▪

Read 1 Corinthians 2:12-14.
20) Why do some people think the Word of God is foolish?
21) What does it take to be able to understand the Scriptures?
22) Is it possible that professing Christians find themselves apathetic to the Word
because, deep down, they don’t trust in Jesus and do not have the Holy Spirit to
help them understand the Scriptures? Why or why not?

Pray
Pray that the Lord will test your heart and give you the assurance that you truly trust in
Christ. In doing so, pray He will open your heart and your eyes to the wonders of His
Word. If you are unsure, now is the time to pray and ask the Lord to pay for your sins
through Jesus’ death on the cross and receive the gift of salvation.
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Lesson 3: The Inspired Word of God
The Bible is a book that consists of 66 individual books. What makes these books unique
is the common Author of all the books. The Apostle Paul wrote to his disciple Timothy
that “all Scripture is inspired by God.” In this lesson, we’ll explore the meaning of
“inspired” and why Christians should not only hold the Scriptures in high regard but
should invest themselves heavily in the Word of God.
Definition of Inspired
The word for the “inspired” in the original Greek language is “theopneustos.” Theo
translated as “God,” and pneustos translated as “breathe.” In other words, the word
“inspired” literally means “God-breathed.”
▪

Read 2 Tim 3:16. When the Apostle Paul wrote this letter to Timothy, the known
Scriptures were what we now call the Old Testament. It consists of the Five Books of
Moses, history books, the Psalms and Proverbs, and the Prophets.
1) What difference does it make that the Scriptures were “God-breathed” through
the writers and not just a collection of writings by humans?
2) Do you think God erased or kept the personality of the human writers when He
breathed His Word through them?

The New Testament was being written when Paul wrote his letter to Timothy. What do
the Scriptures say about God inspiring the New Testament?
▪

Read John 14:26.
3) Who does God promise to send, and how does Jesus describe Him?
4) What two things will the Holy Spirit do for the disciples (and us)?

Pray
Pray that God would fulfill the prayer of Psalm 119:18 in your life. “Open my eyes, that I
may behold wonderful things from Your Law.” Because the Scriptures are inspired by
God, it takes the Holy Spirit to interpret them rightly. Pray to be open to the Holy Spirit’s
leading in crucifying the flesh’s apathy and helping you understand and apply God’s
Word to your life.
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Lesson 4: The Power of the Word
There are hundreds of self-help books available in the marketplace you can buy. And
there are dozens of books by professional motivational speakers for sale. The difference
between all these books and your Bible is that your Bible (the Word of God) has the
power of the Holy Spirit to make positive changes in your life. This lesson examines that
power.
Sharper Than a Two-edged Sword
▪

Read Hebrews 4:12. The writer of Hebrews describes the power of the Word of God.
1) What does it mean that the Word of God is “living?”
2) What does it mean that the Word of God is “active?”
3) What does it mean that the Word of God is “sharper than any two-edged sword?”
4) How do you think your flesh (old nature) feels about these three attributes?
5) You are a spiritual being in a physical body. If your soul is your temperament, your
personality, your emotions, and your will - what does it mean that the Word of God
is “piercing as far as the division of soul and spirit?”
6) What does it mean that the Word of God is piercing as far as the division of “joints
and marrow?”
7) What does it mean that the Word of God is able to judge the thoughts and
intentions of the heart?
8) What does the power of the Word mean to us as we’re engaged in spiritual warfare?
9) Considering the power of the Word, why does your flesh hate it when you invest
time in your Bible?

Pray
Pray the Holy Spirit will make the Word come alive as you invest time in your Bible. Pray
that Holy Spirit will encourage you as you walk in the Spirit, enlighten you to the
meaning of the Scriptures, and empower you to resist the apathy of the flesh.
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Lesson 5: The Usefulness of the Word
There are many books on my bookshelf that I’ve read once and have not picked up again
since. There are a few books I doubt I will ever read. I didn’t find them either
entertaining or useful. Unlike those books, the Word of God is extremely useful, not to
say it isn’t entertaining at times, too. In this lesson, we’ll explore the Word’s usefulness.
The Four-fold Uses
▪

Reread 2 Tim 3:16. The Apostle Paul is writing to his disciple Timothy.
1) What are some of the things the Word of God can teach us?
2) To give reproof means to show displeasure at our attitudes and actions. Why is it
important that the Word can show us when we’ve gone astray? Hint: the flesh.
3) How valuable is it that the Word can show us how to correct our ways?
4) How is “training in righteousness (being right with God’s laws)” in step with keeping
in the words of Jesus?

▪

Read Judges 21:25. This is a time in the history of Israel (before the first Israel King Saul)
when the Lord used Spirit-filled judges to bring stability to the land. Sometimes the
people followed and obeyed the judges. More often, they did not.
5) What was significant about this period in the history of Israel?
6) What are some of the problems that could arise from this?
7) How do you think the Kingdom of Darkness took advantage of this period?

▪

Read 2 Kings 22:1-13. This is the story of King Josiah and the discovery of the Word of
God in the Jewish Temple. The “book of the law” was probably the first five books of the
Bible, also known as “The Books of Moses,” or at least the book of Deuteronomy.
8) Why do you think King Josiah tore his clothing when he heard the Word of God?
Hint: the answer is found in verse 13.

Pray
Pray the Lord will use the Word in every way possible in your life. Pray that in this way,
the Word will come alive to you and transform your character to be like Christ’s.
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Lesson 6: Abiding in the Word
To be honest, this is going to be a tough lesson. In this lesson, we will study Jesus’
perspective of His Word and how we are to abide (or live) in it. Jesus doesn’t mince
words. He is earnest about our living in the Word every day of our lives. He will
challenge the thinking that a person can be a Christian and not abide in His Word.
Be My Disciples
▪

Read John 8:31. Jesus is talking to some Jewish people who had heard Him teach in the
Temple and had come to believe in Him. Jesus would make this statement. Ironically,
these would be the same people who, in a short time, would be chanting “crucify Him!”
1) What one stipulation about His Word did Jesus give the Jews who believed Him?
2) If the Jews did this one thing, what would it prove?
3) What does this mean for people who say they believe in Jesus but do not continue in
His Word?

▪

Read John 14:23-24. Jesus says some challenging words to those who say they love God.
4) If you say you love God, what is the one thing Jesus says you will do?
5) How do we know if we are “keeping” or “obeying” His Word?

▪

Read John 17:17. Sanctify means to “take something common and set it aside for holy
use.” This passage is a part of Jesus’ great prayer for His disciples (and us).
6) How does God practically “sanctify” (or set apart) us from the rest of the world?

Pray
Pray for hunger and desire for the Word of God. Pray that the Holy Spirit will transform
your flesh’s apathy and hostility toward the Word into a Spirit-led enthusiasm for the
Word. Pray that your time in the Word will set you apart from the world’s demands,
anxieties, selfishness, and hopelessness.
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Lesson 7: The Sword of the Word
By now, in your Bible reading/listening and private time with God that you’ve been
experiencing some of the spiritual battles. The Kingdom of Darkness wants to keep you in
the dark by keeping you from investing time in the Word. God has given every Christian a
weapon to fight back. This lesson explores the importance of the Sword of the Word.
Jesus’ Spiritual Weapon of Choice
▪

Reread Ephesians 6:10-17. This is Paul’s famous description of the armor of God that is
given to every Christian.
1) What specific piece of armor is the Word of God?
2) If the armor of God is given to each Christian to withstand the spiritual battle,
how do you think the believer’s flesh (old nature) will react to this?

•

Read Luke 4:1-13. This is the story of Satan’s temptation of Jesus.
3) In every one of His replies to Satan, Jesus used a common phrase. What was it?
4) What does the phrase “It is written” mean?
5) Why do you think Jesus used the Scriptures to refute Satan?
6) Look at verses 9 and 10. Who is quoting Psalm 91:11-12? Satan is a master at
twisting Scripture and taking it out of context. Read Psalm 91:13. Compare it to
Genesis 3:15. Why do you think Satan stopped quoting the Scripture at Psalm
91:12 and not Psalm 91:13?

•

Read 1 Peter 5:8. This is Satan’s attitude toward you, the believer in the Lord Jesus.
7) What exactly is Satan’s attitude toward you?
8) With what weapon(s) has God equipped you to withstand Satan’s attacks?

Pray
Pray that your enjoyment of Word will increase. As you “sharpen your spiritual sword,” pray
that the Holy Spirit will fill your time in the Word with enlightening insights regarding your
Lord and with character-changing instructions to grow to be more like Jesus.
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Appendix J
BIBLEGATEWAY APP
for iPhone and Android

1) Go to your phones APP Store
2) Search “BibleGateway”
3) Download free version

Bible
Audio
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BIBLEGATEWAY APP (continued)
For Computers

STEP 1: WEBSITE: https://www.biblegateway.com/
STEP 2: Bible Translation Selection

STEP 3: Type in Bible passage(s) selection (“John 1” in this example)
STEP 4: Select the audio option to listen to a passage
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Appendix K
NEW LIVING TRANSLATION APP
STEP 1: Locate the “App Store” application

STEP 2: Search for “NLT Bible”
NLT: New Living Translation
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NEW LIVING TRANSLATION APP continued

STEP 3: Look for this icon and download it.

STEP 4: Find the three dots and select.
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NEW LIVING TRANSLATION APP continued
STEP 5: Select the “Read Full Chapter” option.

STEP 6: This slide may or may not
appear. It’s the Verse of the Day. If it
appears, then select the “Read Full
Chapter” button.
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NEW LIVING TRANSLATION APP continued

STEP 7: The whole chapter for the Verse of the Day
will appear. To get the Bible verse you want, select
the Bible chapter on this page.

STEP 8: This menu should appear.
Scroll through the books to find the
one you want. In this example, the
Gospel of John was selected.
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NEW LIVING TRANSLATION APP continued
STEP 9: Chapter “boxes” will appear. Select
the number of the chapter you want. In this
example, chapter 1 was selected.

STEP 10: Select the “audio” icon.
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STEP 11: A control panel will appear. Don’t forget
to check your volume control on your phone to
adjust the volume. Select the “play” option to hear
the narrator read the passage.
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Appendix L
QUIET TIME TEMPLATE

Date: ____________

Passage: ________________________

Stop! Pray and consider before you read: “Lord, where’s my heart today?” Note your thoughts:
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Look! Pray, “Lord, help me see Your truth,” and read the passage.
Listen! Pray, “Lord, what is your thought for me today from your Word?” and note what words,
phrases, or ideas stand out to you as you read:
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Reflection: Reflect upon what you noted in Listen above by asking who, what, when, where, and
why to guide your reflection.
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Respond! Pray, “Lord, is there something of which I need to change my mind, or is there
something specific You want me to do?” Note your Spirit-guided thoughts:
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix M
POST-INTERVENTION INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1) Overall, how has the frequency of your interaction with the Word changed from the start of
the project (Week Four) to the present day (Week 11)? Why do you think there was or wasn’t
a change?
2) What is the greatest obstacle you encounter when trying to do your daily Bible
listening/reading? Why is this an obstacle you?
3) What is the greatest obstacle you encounter when doing your daily devotion or quiet time?
Why is this an obstacle for you?
4) What is the most significant benefit you receive from your daily Bible listening/reading?
5) What is the most significant benefit you receive from your daily devotions or quiet times?
6) At the beginning of the project, how would you rate your enthusiasm for the Word:
❑ Completely apathetic
❑ Somewhat apathetic
❑ Neither apathetic nor enthusiastic
❑ Somewhat enthusiastic
❑ Highly enthusiastic
7) Currently (Week 11), how would you rate your enthusiasm for the Word:
❑ Completely apathetic
❑ Somewhat apathetic
❑ Neither apathetic nor enthusiastic
❑ Somewhat enthusiastic
❑ Highly enthusiastic
8) Which of the following do you think had the most significant positive influence upon your
enthusiasm for the Word and why?
❑ Daily Bible listening/reading
❑ Devotion using Jesus Calling and my Bible
❑ Quiet time using my Bible
❑ The weekly Bible study
❑ Scripture Memory
❑ None of the above
9) What motivates you the most to get into the Word? Why?
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Appendix N
FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS
1) In what ways do you personally experience spiritual warfare as you attempt to get into the
Word each day?
2) What were some of the obstacles encountered by your small group as they attempted to get
into the Word?
3) How did the members of your small group overcome these obstacles?
4) What were the benefits of getting into the Word experienced by your small group?
5) How did experiencing the benefits impact the participants' desire to be in the Word?
6) What role did the Holy Spirit play in the project?
7) From what you can tell, did your small group’s enthusiasm for the Word increase, decrease,
or remain the same? Why do you think this is so?
8) Of the five biblical activities (daily Bible listening/reading, devotion using Jesus Calling,
quiet time using a Bible, Bible study, and Scripture memory), which one are you most likely
to continue and why?
9) Which of the following do you think had the most significant positive influence upon your
enthusiasm for the Word and why?
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Daily Bible listening/reading
Devotion using Jesus Calling and my Bible
Quiet time using my Bible
The Bible study
Scripture Memory
None of the above

10) Did you encounter any problems with the research study itself? If so, what problem(s) did
you encounter?
11) If the goal is to increase enthusiasm for the Word, how could this process be improved to
that end?
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Appendix O
Reading Skills Assessment Tool
Directions: Have the participant read and pronounce correctly each letter or word starting with
“A.” The first eight “words” are letters, then progress down the list. When the participant misses
5 words in a row or is frustrated, stop. Next, identify the last correct word read and note the
number assigned to that word. The first digit (or the first two digits once you’ve reached 100
words) will be the grade year reading skill level of the participant. The second number will be
the month of the grade.
Example: If the participant reads up to word #112 “seismograph,” and then misses the next five
words, then he or she will have an eleventh-grade reading level in the second month of school.
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Appendix P
IMPROMPTU FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS

1) In what ways did your group have a positive experience or challenging experience with
the project? How do you feel your group related to the project?
2) What difference did it make having the weekly meetings in your homes and not the
parsonage?
3) Do you think rotating the weekly meeting location between participants helped bond the
group together? How?
4) Which was better – read at your own pace or follow a strict reading schedule? Why?
5) Did you feel guilty if you failed to read? Explain your answer.
6) How did having an option to multi-task when listening to the Bible help?
7) Some found it beneficial to read along with the audio Bible narrator. Did you do this?
How did it help?
8) How did accountability (one-on-one and group-wide) within your group play a part of the
project in the Project?
9) As a group consisting of new members (Alpha Group), what value to you was the
fellowship; that is, being welcomed into someone's home, sitting with other people, and
hearing other people's perspectives?
10) What impact did the fellowship centered around the Bible play a part in those groups
(Beta and Gamma Groups) consisting of long-term church members and long-term
friends?
11) Did the topic of the Bible create any tension or concern? Explain your answer.
12) What obstacles did your group experience when trying to engage the Word? Did you
witness or experience anything that could be considered spiritual warfare?
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Appendix Q
Bible-related Resources
There is no shortage of Bible-related material and aids for a congregation wanting to be
exposed to the Word of God. The American Bible Society offers The Essential 100® Challenge
(The E100) created by Whitney T. Kuniholm.169 The challenge consists of fifty Old Testament
verses and fifty New Testament verses essential to the expression of the Christian faith. A
congregation is challenged to develop a daily habit of reading and studying the essential verse
for the day.
The Bible Engagement Project® by My Healthy Church of the Assemblies of God offers
a congregation multiple platforms of the Scriptures for reading and study.170 The Bible reading is
presented in print and electronic form for the reader. In addition, each lesson is sub-divided by
age groups from pre-school through adult. The curriculum is designed to cover the entire Bible in
forty weekly lessons.
The Gospel Coalition offers the Robert Murray M’Cheyne reading program entitled
“Daily Bread: Being a Calendar for Reading through the Word of God in a Year.”171 The
aggressive program takes the reader through the Old Testament once and the New Testament and
Psalms twice in one year.

Whitney T. Kuniholm, “American Bible Society,” How to Get Your Whole Church Reading the Bible
(blog), January 30, 2018, https://news.americanbible.org/blog/entry/bible-engagement-leadership/how-to-get-yourwhole-community-reading-the-bible; Whitney T. Kuniholm, “How to Get Your Whole Church Reading the Bible |
Blog | News | American Bible Society,” American Bible Society News, January 30, 2018,
https://news.americanbible.org/blog/entry/bible-engagement-leadership/how-to-get-your-whole-community-readingthe-bible.
169

170

“Bible Engagement Project,” My Healthy Church, 2021, https://bibleengagementproject.com.

171

“M’Cheyne Reading Plan” (Bible Plan, November 12, 2015), https://bibleplan.org/plans/mcheyne.
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The Navigators® are developing an introductory Bible study entitled Next Steps designed
to help new believers engage the Word for the first time. It currently is in pre-published form and
available only through select local Navigator representatives. The eight-week curriculum
includes several Bible-reading programs wherein the reader will engage the Scriptures daily. The
reader can choose how aggressive they desire to read through the Bible in one year, two years, or
three years.
George H. Guthrie, Professor of New Testament at Regent College in Vancouver,
advertises a proprietary, nine-week small-group study on reading and studying the Bible for
life.172 A one-year chronological Bible that daily coaches the reader through the Scriptures for a
year compliments the nine-week study.
Jesus Calling and subsequent books Jesus Always, Jesus Lives, Jesus Today, etc., by
author Sarah Young, provide a chronological, 365-day devotional guide based on provided
Scripture texts.173 The reader develops a daily interaction with the Word as they experience the
narrative form of Young’s quiet times with the Lord.
For those desiring the option of reading various translations of the Bible, BibleGateway
offers a free online application that can be downloaded to a computer, tablet, or smartphone (see
Appendix J).174 The software includes dozens of translations and multiple versions of the Bible
in English. Some Bible versions include an audio option wherein the software reads the Bible to
the listener.

172

George H. Guthrie, Read the Bible for Life (Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group, 2011),
https://georgehguthrie.com/readthebibleforlife.
173

Sarah Young, Jesus Calling (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 2011).

174

“Bible Gateway,” Bible Gateway, February 12, 2022, https://www.biblegateway.com.
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Appendix R
The First Week Phenomenon
An interesting phenomenon occurred between the first and second weeks of the
Intervention. In the first week, a Weekly Survey was taken to establish a baseline attitude. The
participants had not yet started to engage the Scriptures. After one week of reading/listening to
the Word, the second week survey was taken, and the impact of engaging the Scriptures for the
first time in many, many years was seen (see Figure 6.1 First Week Phenomenon). Fourteen
participants (64%) immediately scored at least one level higher on the Resistant to Enthusiasm
scale. Two (9%) moved from “interested” to “enthusiastic.” Seven (32%) moved from
“apathetic” to “interested.” Two (9%) moved from “resistant” to “apathetic,” while two others
(9%) jumped two levels from “resistant” to “interested.” Participant Marion leaped three levels
from “resistant” to “enthusiastic” the first week of engaging the Word. Eight participants (36%)
remained steady from their initial baseline attitude and did not change. Following this initial
“bump” toward enthusiasm toward the Word, five patterns emerged throughout the eight weeks
regarding the participants’ attitude toward the Word (see Appendix S - The Five Patterns).
Figure 6.1 First Week Phenomenon
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Week 1

Week 2
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Appendix S
Five Patterns
Five patterns emerged from the data (see Figure 6.2 Attitude Patterns) that showed how
the participants’ attitudes changed or remained consistent during the project. This researcher
expected all the participants to struggle with attitude consistency. Surprisingly, only nine of the
twenty-two participants (41%) demonstrated this struggle by being inconsistent. The participants
were either advancing, consistent, flat-lined, inconsistent, or diminishing in their attitude toward
the Word.
Figure 6.2 Attitude Patterns
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First, there is the example of Participant Jesse, who began by being apathetic to the Word
but advanced to being interested and finally becoming enthusiastic (see Figure 6.3 Advancing
Participant Jesse). A second pattern emerged involving nine participants who remained
consistent with their attitudes (see Figure 6.4 Sample Consistent Participant). The third pattern
consists of two participants who began and ended at the same level of attitude (see Figure 6.5
Sample Flat-line Participant). The data also disclosed nine persons who struggled to find a
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consistent attitude toward the Word (see Figure 6.6 Sample Inconsistent Participant) and thus
created the fourth pattern. Finally, the fifth pattern consists of Participant Robin, who was unique
to the project, diminishing in the attitude survey by beginning as interested and ending as
apathetic (see Figure 6.7 Diminishing Participant Robin).
Advancing Attitude
Participant Jesse explained his advancing performance (Figure 6.3 Advancing Participant
Jesse). “I was very leery of getting back into the Bible, but I thought I could at least try. I found
just listening to it and not having to study it was interesting. Then, after a while, different things
began standing out to me as I listened. I began to look forward to the time I set aside to listen to
the Bible. It was a neat experience that I think I’ll continue.”
Figure 6.3 Advancing Participant Jesse
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Consistent Attitude
After the initial first-week phenomenon bump, nine other participants (41%) remained
consistent in their attitude toward the Word. Six participants (27%) bumped up from “apathy” to
“interested” and remained interested throughout the project. One participant bumped up from
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“interested” to “enthusiastic” and remained enthusiastic (see Figure 6.4 Sample Consistent
Participant).
Figure 6.4 Sample Consistent Participant
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Flat-lined Attitude
Two of the 22 participants (9%) began as “interested” in the Word, did not waver from
this attitude, and ended as “interested” (see Figure 6.5 Sample Flat-lined Participant). However,
their reading/listening performances differed significantly. If both participants were interested in
the Word, what made the difference between the two performances?
Figure 6.5 Sample Flat-lined Participant
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In the Focus Group discussion, Casey shared how establishing a routine was crucial in
keeping consistent with the reading/listening. Casey read five-days-out-of-seven once, six-daysout-of-seven twice, and seven-days-out-of-seven four times. In comparison, Logan’s inability to
establish a routine during the first five weeks of the project (scoring two and three
reading/listening days out of seven) made the difference (see Figure 6.6 Flat-line Attitude
Performance Comparison).
Well, be honest with you, I was [reading] two or three [times] a week. You know, in the
beginning. It just didn't fit into my busy day. But then, towards the end, I got [into a]
routine in the morning. And then [I] was [reading] four and five [times], I think towards
the end. And I would read multiple chapters, and that's when I started [reading
consistently].
Figure 6.6 Flat-lined Attitude Performance Comparison
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Inconsistent Attitude
Inconsistency in their attitude toward the Word was common for nine participants (see
Figure 6.7 Sample Inconsistent Participant). Being inconsistent did not necessarily mean the
inconsistency was downward into apathy or resistance. Four participants wavered upward
between interested and enthusiastic, with two ending as enthusiastic and two as interested. Five
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participants wavered between apathy and interested, with three ending on apathy and two on
interested. No one who started as resistant remained resistant nor wavered and settled into an
attitude of resistance.
Figure 6.7 Sample Inconsistent Participant
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Diminishing Attitude
The fifth pattern that became apparent was the diminishing performance pattern (see
Figure 6.8 Diminishing Participant Robin). In the last two weeks of the project, Robin shared
that the motivation to get into the Word was waning due to the seasonal shift in their work
environment. With the end of spring, their business environment slows down and begins to
regear for the summer, which is a contributing factor. However, there are also other facts to
consider.
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Figure 6.8 Participant Robin Attitude
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Robin never established a consistent time in the Word (see Figure 6.9 Participant Robin
Performance). Robin would score the lowest of all 22 participants, with an average time in the
Word of 20% per week. Specifically, Robin engaged the Word zero times weekly for five weeks
out of eight. The interest in the Word or project was present, but Robin could not harness that
interest to bring any positive action. As a result, Robin’s initial interest waned and diminished
during the last two weeks of the project.
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Figure 6.9 Participant Robin Performance
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Five Patterns Summary
Having addressed the early concerns of the participants as to what they thought their
obstacles to the Word would be and having all the participants reading a Bible within their
reading skills level, the attitudinal patterns reveal the spiritual side of the project. Some
participants would be filled with an increasing passion for the Word, such as Participant Jesse.
Others would experience an inspirational “bump” the first week and then continue
reading/listening with interest and enthusiasm. The third group, consisting of two participants,
began the project with interest and continued without fail being interested in the Word for the
duration of the project. Finally, one participant would fail to be established in the Word and thus
fail to experience the transformational power of the Holy Spirit. The participant would reinforce
the presupposition that the only cure for Word-apathy is the Word itself. If a person does not
engage the Word, the Word cannot engage the person’s apathy. However, in a different apathyto-enthusiasm survey conducted in the Post-Intervention Interview, even this lone participant
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would confess to some work of the Holy Spirit, moving them from “very apathetic’ to
“somewhat apathetic.”
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Appendix S
Group Reading/Listening Frequency
The three groups, representing three different demographics, demonstrated their unique
reading/listening frequency pattern. Group Alpha (see Figure 7.1 Group Alpha: Average Weekly
Reading/Listening Frequency) started strong and remained strong in their reading/listening
throughout the eight weeks, averaging 6.5 days per week.
Figure 7.1 Group Alpha: Average Weekly Reading/Listening Frequency
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Group Gamma (see Figure 7.2 Group Gamma: Average Weekly Reading/Listening
Frequency) started strong but suffered a significant drop in the second week. For the remainder
of the eight weeks, the Gamma Group struggled to regain ground and finished with an average of
5.4 days per week.
Figure 7.2 Group Gamma: Average Weekly Reading/Listening Frequency
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Group Gamma
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Group Beta (see Figure 7.3 Group Beta: Average Weekly Reading/Listening Frequency)
started modestly, struggled to maintain a healthy reading/listening frequency, and unfortunately
experienced a significant drop at the end of the project. In Week Seven, two members failed to
read/listen a single day during the week. In Week Eight, three members read/listened zero out of
seven days which caused the overall average to plummet even further. The Beta Group ended
with an overall average of 4.2 days of reading/listening per week.
Figure 7.3 Group Beta: Average Weekly Reading/Listening Frequency
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Appendix T
Case Studies re: Routine-altering Events
In the case of Participant Darian (see Figure 8.1 Case Study of Darian), the Intervention
began with a routine-altering event (a single event noted by a gray “8”, no event is a gray “0”)
which resulted in Darian pursuing the Word more vigorously in week two. Darian maintained
reading seven times per week until the end of the Intervention. At this time, a horrible family
tragedy occurred. Darian responded by not only reading seven days out of the week but reading
more than one chapter per day. The participant found great comfort in just being set apart from
the tragedy and spending time with God. In other words, the routine-altering event caused Darian
to flee to the comfort of the Word and increase the intensity of their frequency in the Word.
Figure 8.1 Case Study of Darian
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In the case of Participant Jude (see Figure 8.2 Case Study of Jude), both general obstacles
and routine-altering events had little to no effect on their performance. At the beginning of the
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Intervention, Jude faced back-to-back routine-altering events, during which time Jude established
a routine for the reading/listening to the Scriptures. This routine was well established in weeks
three through six, with readings four to six times per week, so by the time the next routinealtering event occurred in week seven, the event had little effect on the Jude’s performance.
However, Jude was finally worn down by a fourth routine-altering event, which did have a
significant impact on the performance, dropping the reading/listening frequency to one time per
week. One might argue the relentless spiritual attacks of the Kingdom of Darkness can and do
take an eventual toll on the believer.
Figure 8.2 Case Study of Jude
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Routine-altering events significantly impacted Participant Milan (see Figure 8.3 Case
Study of Milan). Three routine-altering events occurred in the first three weeks of the project for
Milan. These events suppressed Milan’s reading/listening frequency. No routine-altering events
occurred in weeks five and six, and Milan excelled in their reading/listening performance.
Unfortunately, another routine-altering event occurred in week seven, which stymied Milan’s
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performance. Yet, Milan quickly recovered in week eight, wherein there was no routine-altering
event.
Figure 8.3 Case Study of Milan
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